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 Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae, Borowski 1781) in the North 

Pacific migrate from mid- to high- latitude summer feeding grounds along the Pacific 

Rim, including areas off the coasts of the U.S., Canada, Russia and eastern Asia, to 

tropical breeding grounds each winter along Pacific coasts of Mexico and Central 

America as well as the offshore islands of Mexico, Hawaii, and Japan. Humpback whales 

in the North Pacific and elsewhere were reduced to very low numbers during a period of 

intense commercial exploitation that ended in 1965. As the population recovers in 

abundance, the range of cultural and genetic diversity that survived the exploitation-

driven bottleneck is able to adapt, endure and evolve. My work uses genetic tools and 

photo identification data to investigate the population dynamics, mitochondrial (mt) DNA 

control region evolution and potential drivers of a specialized feeding behavior in a 

recovering subpopulation of humpback whales in the Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (GBIS) 

sub-region of the southeastern Alaska (SEAK) feeding ground. I first collated and 

reconciled available DNA profiles (mtDNA control region, 10 microsatellite loci and sex) 

from 556 individuals using tissue samples collected from 1987 to 2012. Photo 



 

identification records associated with 692 of 1,026 total genetic samples collected in 

SEAK (now archived within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database) 

corresponded to extensive life-history information, extending back to the early 1970s, as 

archived within the SEAK Regional Database, curated by the National Park Service 

(NPS) and University of Alaska, Southeast (UAS).  

 Changes in population structure in GBIS over 32 years (1973-2005) were 

investigated in order to determine whether the increase in local abundance was 

attributable to local fidelity and recruitment or immigration from outside of SEAK. Two 

temporal strata were defined: ‘Founder’ individuals identified between 1973-1985 (n = 

74, n = 46 with DNA profiles) and ‘Contemporary’ individuals identified between 2004-

2005 (n = 171, n = 114 with DNA profiles). There was no significant genetic 

differentiation between the strata, indicating that it is unlikely that the population increase 

within GBIS was due largely to immigration of whales from elsewhere in the North 

Pacific. However, two additional haplotypes were documented in the Contemporary 

stratum at low frequency, one of which was previously unreported in the North Pacific 

(haplotype A8, see below). This relative stability in haplotype frequencies over time 

argues for strong regional fidelity of the maternal lineages represented in GBIS between 

1973 and 1985. After excluding the 42 Contemporary whales with no photo ID record of 

a mother or genotype available for maternity inference, at least 73.6% (n = 95) of the 

Contemporary stratum was either a returning Founder or a recruited descendant of a 

Founder female. Of all genetically confirmed females with genotypes in the Founder 

stratum, 96% (n = 24) were either represented in the Contemporary stratum, had at least 



 

one confirmed descendant in the Contemporary stratum, or both. This high proportion, in 

addition to the large proportion of the verifiable Contemporary stratum that were either 

returning Founders or a descendant of a Founder female, provides clear evidence for local 

fidelity and recruitment to GBIS. 

  The discovery of the A8 haplotype, which differs by one base pair from a 

common haplotype referred to as A-, represents an increase in mtDNA diversity for the 

North Pacific humpback whale from 28 to 29 haplotypes. To investigate the origin of this 

new haplotype, we re-evaluated n = 1089 electropherograms of n = 710 individuals with 

A- haplotypes from both the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database and the ocean-

wide program, SPLASH (Baker et al. 2013). From this review, we identified two 

individuals with the A8 haplotype (a cow and calf, both sampled in GBIS) and n = 20 

individuals with clear heteroplasmy for haplotypes A-/A8. The majority of A-/A8 

individuals (n = 15) were sampled in SEAK. Genotype exclusion and likelihood were 

used to identify one of the heteroplasmic females, #196 (first sighted in SEAK in 1982), 

as the likely mother of the A8 cow and grandmother of the A8 calf, establishing the 

inheritance and germ-line fixation of the new haplotype from the parental heteroplasmy. 

Based on life history records and estimates of pairwise relatedness from microsatellite 

genotypes, it appears likely that the A-/A8 and the A8 individuals are descendants from a 

common maternal ancestor one or more generations prior to the three generations 

documented here.  

 Humpback whale sociality takes a distinct form in Icy Strait, where whales form 

large, coordinated groups with repeated membership across several decades. Twenty-one 



 

years of group association records (1985-2005, n = 2,204 groups) were used to 

investigate the hypothesis that kin selection influences membership in large, stable 

groups. Of the 2204 groups recorded, 113 consisted of 6 or more individuals; a size 

considered unexpectedly large assuming a Poisson distribution of group size with a mean 

of 1.7. A total of n = 71 individuals (n = 48 with DNA profiles) were encountered in a 

large group in at least one year, n = 38 individuals (n = 34 with DNA profiles) were 

encountered in a large group in at least two years, n = 29 individuals (n = 27 with DNA 

profiles) were encountered in a large group in at least three years, decreasing to n = 2 

individuals (n = 2 with DNA profiles) that were encountered in a large group in at least 

20 years. There were no significant differences in mtDNA frequencies between large 

group feeders and the Founder and Contemporary strata or when compared to whales 

never encountered in large groups in Icy Strait, indicating that group membership is not 

predominately passed through one maternal lineage. Sex ratios did not deviate 

significantly from 1:1 for those feeding in large groups over an increasing number of 

years, as would be expected if females were actively recruiting offspring into large 

groups. The average pairwise relatedness for large group feeders was not significantly 

greater than expected by chance and did not increase for those feeding in large groups 

over an increasing number of years. Of the 179 known offspring of females encountered 

in a large group, only 6% were also encountered in a large group in Icy Strait as an adult 

and only 2.2% in the same large group as their mother. These results indicate that kin 

selection is not the primary driver of membership in large, stable groups and pose an 



 

interesting dynamic in local habitat use: individuals are recruited to GBIS through local 

maternal fidelity but do not usually associate closely with direct maternal kin. 

 The extensive collection of DNA profiles now archived with the individual-based 

data within the SEAK Regional Database allowed us to integrate genetics and photo ID to 

answer ecologically relevant questions regarding the whales in GBIS. Together, these 

results demonstrate that GBIS provide habitat for a distinct collection of individuals that 

exhibit strong fidelity and local recruitment, some of which engage in a highly 

specialized feeding behavior. Further, GBIS is a local feeding habitat for two individuals 

with a newly arising North Pacific mtDNA haplotype. These findings reveal local 

genotypic and cultural variation and highlight the importance of habitat protection for 

species with fine-scale habitat use and strong fidelity to local migratory destinations.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. The North Pacific Humpback Whale 

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae, Borowski 1781) in the North 

Pacific migrate from summer feeding grounds along the Pacific Rim, including areas off 

the coasts of the U.S., Canada, Russia and eastern Asia, to tropical breeding grounds each 

winter along Pacific coasts of Mexico and Central America as well as the offshore islands 

of Mexico, Hawaii, and Japan (Johnson and Wolman 1984). Individuals from multiple 

feeding grounds are known to congregate on specific breeding grounds and fidelity to 

feeding areas is maternally directed; mothers take calves to their specific feeding ground 

and offspring subsequently return to the same region each year after independence 

(Martin et al. 1984; Baker et al. 1986, 1990, 1994; Clapham and Mayo 1987; Straley 

1994). 

At the turn of the 20th century, the invention of the steam powered engine and 

explosive harpoon initiated the onset of modern whaling in the North Pacific (Clapham 

and Baker 2002). The level of efficiency associated with modern whaling caused severe 

depletion of the North Pacific humpback whale. The pre-exploitation abundance was 

approximated at ~15,000 prior to 1905 and had decreased to less than 1,000 by 1966, the 

year after the International Whaling Commission placed a ban on commercial whaling in 

the North Pacific (Rice 1978). 

To assess the recovery of North Pacific humpback whales from exploitation by 

commercial whaling, the collaborative project, Structure of Populations, Levels of 

Abundance, and Status of Humpbacks (SPLASH) was initiated (Calambokidis et al. 
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2008). Over 400 researchers from more than 50 research groups in 10 countries were 

involved in this effort. Researchers with SPLASH collected tissue samples for genetic 

analysis as well as photo identification, or photo ID (photographs of natural pigmentation 

patterns on the ventral side of a humpback whale’s flukes used to identify an individual), 

on all known feeding grounds during summers of 2004 and 2005 and all known breeding 

grounds during the winters of 2004, 2005, and 2006. Data collected during SPLASH 

were used to inform the most recent abundance estimate for North Pacific humpback 

whales. Using a capture-recapture analysis of photo ID records, Barlow et al. (2011) 

estimated the abundance of North Pacific humpback whales to be 21,063, representing an 

increase from the pre-exploitation estimate that is consistent with a moderate rate of 

recovery for a depleted population (Calambokidis et al. 2008). 

Another goal of the SPLASH project was to describe the population structure of 

humpback whales throughout the North Pacific using genetic samples collected from 

sloughed skin with a small biopsy dart. A total of 28 unique haplotypes were resolved by 

sequencing 500 base pairs of the mitochondrial (mt) DNA control region. Here, a 

haplotype is defined as a mtDNA sequence that is different from other sequences by at 

least one substitution. There were marked differences in haplotype frequencies among 

North Pacific breeding grounds and among feeding regions (Baker et al. 2013). Further, 

tests of differentiation using microsatellite loci showed weak but significant differences 

among feeding regions and among breeding grounds, suggesting the potential for male-

mediated gene flow (Baker et al. 2013). Results from these studies provide further 
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evidence for maternally directed fidelity to feeding grounds coupled with natal philopatry 

to breeding grounds.  

 

1.2. Long-Term Research in Southeastern Alaska (SEAK) 

Southeastern Alaska (SEAK) is one of the primary feeding grounds for humpback 

whales in the North Pacific (Figure 1.1). The humpback whales that feed in the waters of 

SEAK comprise a genetically discrete group that migrate primarily to waters near Hawaii 

in winter (Baker et al. 1986, 2013). Humpback whales within the waters of SEAK have 

been the subject of long-term studies since the 1970s (see ‘Photo Identification 

Catalogues’, below; e.g., Jurasz and Palmer 1981; Baker 1985; Straley 1990). The most 

consistent monitoring efforts have been led by J. Straley Investigations and the 

University of Alaska, Southeast (UAS, 1979-present) and Chris Gabriele of the National 

Park Humpback Whale Monitoring Program (NPS, 1985-present). Catalogues maintained 

by UAS and NPS also include photo ID records contributed by C. Scott Baker and the 

University of Hawaii from 1980-1985 (e.g., Perry et al. 1988). Both UAS and NPS have 

monitored different regions of SEAK annually since the 1980s and have maintained 

standardized collection methods. A wealth of information regarding SEAK humpback 

whales had been generated through these efforts (e.g., Baker et al. 1987, Gabriele et al. 

2007). 

It has been demonstrated that individual whales consistently return to specific 

areas within SEAK (e.g., Sitka Sound, Glacier Bay, Frederick Sound) and appear to 

establish restricted local ranges during their stay (Jurasz and Palmer 1981; Straley 1994; 
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Hendrix et al. 2012). Straley (1994) found that of 21 calves known to have returned to 

SEAK, 11 were identified as juveniles and adults feeding near their mothers (but not in 

the same group) in areas where they were initially observed with their mothers as calves. 

Local site fidelity for some areas appears to span the entirety of the feeding season: 21 

whales that were sighted in Frederick Sound during the summer of either 1985 or 1986 

were sighted there again in the fall of that same year (Straley 1994). More recently, 

Hendrix et al. (2012) found that the probability of whales returning to their original 

sighting location (either Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, Sitka Sound, or Frederick Sound and 

Lynn Canal) was ≥ 0.75 every two years throughout the study (1994-2008, Figure 1.2). 

The tendency for whales to remain in specific areas within SEAK suggests the existence 

of fine-scale, local fidelity. 

It is likely that local distribution and any movements of humpback whales within 

SEAK are at least partially driven by seasonal changes in prey abundance and availability 

(Baker et al. 1992). In early summer, when large concentrations of prey are unavailable, 

whales are often dispersed in small, scattered groupings throughout SEAK (Baker et al. 

1985). Early arrival of whales to Glacier Bay indicates that it may be a critical area for 

early summer feeding (Jurasz and Palmer 1981, Baker et al. 1983), notably on schooling 

fishes such as, sand lance, capelin, and Pacific herring (Wing and Krieger 1983; Perry et 

al. 1985). Baker et al. (1992) found that the number of individual whales identified in 

Glacier Bay was greatest during June and July before declining through August and 

September. Later, in August and early September, whales appeared to congregate in 

Frederick Sound and Stephens Passage when large numbers of euphausiids were present 
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and herring dispersed from spawning grounds (Wing and Krieger 1983). Baker et al. 

(1992) reported that the number of individual whales identified in Frederick Sound was 

constant from late July to mid-September before declining in late fall when some whales 

returned to Glacier Bay and Sitka Sound. This fluctuation in abundance of humpback 

whales in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait to Frederick Sound appears to be reflective of 

seasonal changes in prey availability (Krieger and Wing 1984; Baker et al. 1992). In late 

fall and winter, a high abundance of whales are found in Seymour Canal, Sitka Sound 

and Lisianski Inlet where concentrations of schooling herring and adult euphausiids 

predominate (Baker et al. 1985, Straley 1990). Straley (1994) found that the number of 

whales inhabiting Sitka Sound during the fall and early winter of 1991 and 1992 

coincided with an increase in the Sitka Sound herring stock during the 1980s and early 

1990s. 

While shifts in the distribution of humpback whales in SEAK seem to reflect 

changes in seasonal abundance of primary prey sources, some whales have shown a 

strong preference for particular prey species throughout the feeding season. For example, 

Baker et al. (1992) found that certain whales fed on herring in Icy Strait late through 

summer while other whales had already moved to Frederick Sound to feed on 

euphausiids. It is not currently understood if, and to what degree, local fidelity and 

habitat preference are combining with prey availability to influence temporal and 

geographic fine-scale fidelity of humpback whales in SEAK. 

Dedicated monitoring efforts in SEAK since the 1980s have resulted in 

continuous annual sightings of many individuals since they were calves. This 
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uninterrupted dataset provides a unique opportunity to determine the average age at first 

calving as well as calving rates for a North Pacific population. Gabriele et al. (2007) used 

11 known age females with sufficiently complete sighting histories between 1985 and 

2004 to demonstrate that the age at first calving was between 8 and 16 years old. This age 

distribution differed significantly from the age at first calving calculated for the Gulf of 

Maine humpback whale (range 5-7 years, Clapham 1992). In another application of 

annual sighting histories, Straley (1994) found that mature female humpback whales in 

SEAK give birth every 2 to 3 years, with calving intervals ranging from 1 to at least 5 

years. In a separate study, multiple sightings of 41 females were used to estimate a 

calving rate of 0.37 (Baker et al. 1987). 

The long-term data collection for individual humpback whales in SEAK also 

provides an opportunity to investigate individual feeding behavior and social association 

patterns. Social organization of humpback whales is generally characterized by small, 

unstable groups on feeding grounds (Baker 1985, Clapham 1996). However, in SEAK, a 

small number of humpback whales form large, coordinated groups consisting of the same 

individuals each year (Baker 1985, Sharpe 2001). While it is presumed that humpback 

whales form large, coordinated groups for more efficient feeding, the reason(s) for 

recurring associations among the same individuals remains unclear. 

 

1.2.1. Long-Term Research in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (GBIS) 

One sub-region in SEAK with a long history of study and a dynamic ecological 

history is Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (GBIS). Icy Strait is the northernmost entrance to the 
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inside waters of SEAK, which opens northward into Glacier Bay, a large, recently 

deglaciated fjord system. GBIS was completely covered with ice when George 

Vancouver, an English explorer, travelled through Icy Strait in 1794 (Bohn 1976). The 

geography of the Bay has changed drastically over the past 200 years as the glacier began 

to retreat, leaving behind a productive marine ecosystem. Notes from the Harriman 

Expedition indicate that humpback whales were sighted near the mouth of Glacier Bay 

when they passed through in 1899 (Vequist and Baker 1987). USGS survey field notes 

indicate that humpback whales reached the middle of the Bay only as recently as 1938. 

Intermittent reports of humpback whale sightings in GBIS were made throughout the 

1950’s and 60’s (Vequist and Baker 1987), however, abundance estimates were not 

conducted this early in the historical records.  

Humpback whale research within GBIS began in the early 1970s when Charles 

Jurasz and his family began monitoring humpback whales in GBIS. Jurasz continued 

these efforts from 1976-1979 under a contract with the NPS, followed by the University 

of Hawaii from 1981 to 1984 (e.g., Baker et al. 1983, 1985). The NPS began making 

standardized, annual counts of humpback whales in GBIS in 1985 and has conducted 

surveys every year since (e.g., Neilson et al. 2013). 

There is movement of humpback whales between regions in SEAK (Straley 

1994), however, whales do return to specific locations each year (Hendrix et al. 2012). 

The GBIS area is a prime example with many of the whales first sighted in the 1970s still 

returning today. Two whales frequently observed in GBIS (SEAK IDs 441 and 193) have 

been sighted over the course of 42 years (1972-2013), representing the longest 
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documented sighting history of an individual humpback whale in the world (NPS, SEAK 

Regional Database). One whale known as ‘Garfunkel’ (SEAK ID 516) was first sighted 

in GBIS as a calf in 1974 and is now the oldest of the known-age whales to visit GBIS 

(NPS, SEAK Regional Database). Some whales remain in GBIS for extended periods 

during spring, summer and autumn, highlighting its importance as a local feeding habitat. 

In 2012, 73% of whales, including 12 mother/calf pairs remained within GBIS for 20 or 

more days, meeting the NPS definition of seasonal ‘resident’ (Neilson et al. 2013). The 

longest sighting interval for a single whale in GBIS spanned 219 days in 2002 (SEAK ID 

1304; NPS, SEAK Regional Database). 

Surveys by the NPS have demonstrated a marked increase in the number of 

individual whales visiting GBIS (Figure 1.3). In 1985, 41 individual whales were 

identified in GBIS. In 2011, there was a record high of 237 individual whales 

encountered during the June 1 to August 31 sampling period (Neilson et al. 2014). 

Results of population increase were quantified by Saracco et al. (2013) who used photo 

ID re-sight data and a closed, robust design capture-recapture model to estimate a 

population increase of 4.4% per year in GBIS between 1985 and 2009. 

 

1.3. Photo Identification (ID) Catalogues 

Photo ID records of humpback whales (primarily fluke IDs, but also some 

distinctive dorsal fin IDs) have been collected in SEAK since the 1970s by various 

research groups, including Charles Jurasz and family (1973-1979), J. Straley 

Investigations and the UAS (1979-present), the University of Hawaii (1980-1984), the 
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NPS Humpback Whale Monitoring Program (1985-present), and the collaborative 

project, SPLASH (2004 and 2005). The NPS has collaborated with UAS to combine all 

of these collections and to establish one of the longest photo ID monitoring efforts of a 

whale species anywhere in the world. This effort has resulted in the ‘SEAK Regional 

Database,’ which contains encounter histories and known life history information (e.g., 

mother/offspring relationships and known age) for approximately 2,000 photo identified 

humpback whales from 1974 to present. Under NPS and UAS photo ID protocol, each 

photo ID encounter of an individual whale is assigned a unique SEAK photo code. When 

an individual is resighted (i.e., the photo ID from another encounter is matched) it 

receives a sequential SEAK ID (Southeast Alaska identification code). 

A second photo ID database used in this thesis was developed under the auspices 

of SPLASH, through coordinated contribution with regional collaborators. During 

SPLASH, a total of 18,469 quality fluke identification photos were taken, representing 

7,971 unique individuals throughout the North Pacific (Calambokidis et al. 2008). 

Regional SPLASH collaborators conducted photo ID surveys of humpback whales in 

SEAK during 2004 and 2005 summer seasons (Calambokidis et al. 2008). Three research 

organizations collected photo ID data in SEAK during the SPLASH effort: the NPS, 

UAS, and the NOAA National Marine Mammal Laboratory. A total of 2,662 fluke ID 

photographs were collected in SEAK during SPLASH, representing 1,091 unique 

individuals. The SEAK component of the SPLASH database has been integrated with the 

SEAK Regional Database. 
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1.4. DNA Registers 

Tissue samples for genetic analysis were first collected with a biopsy dart in 

SEAK in 1985 by Lambertsen and colleagues (Lambertsen 1987, Lambertsen et al. 

1998). However, it was not until 1987 that the collection of biopsy samples in SEAK was 

associated with photo identification records (Baker et al. 1990). From 1987 through to the 

present, tissue samples have been collected in SEAK by the NPS, UAS and collaborating 

colleagues (e.g., Baker et al. 1998). An elevated sampling effort took place throughout 

SEAK in 2004 and 2005, during the SPLASH project (Calambokidis et al. 2008). Across 

all efforts, skin samples were collected either as sloughed skin (Amos et al. 1992) or with 

a small stainless-steel biopsy dart deployed with a crossbow or air-rifle (Lambertsen 

1987). 

Over the years, a standard set of markers has been developed for DNA profiling 

of humpback whales in the North Pacific, providing a second source of identity, as well 

as information on sex and kinship (e.g., Baker et al. 2013). DNA profiles (mtDNA 

control region haplotype, 10 microsatellite loci and sex) have been generated from many 

of the samples collected throughout SEAK, resulting in a DNA register of profiles for 

SEAK humpback whales (see ‘Methodological Approach’, below). It should be noted 

that, when applied to whales, DNA registers were initially designed for the Norwegian 

whaling industry to establish a control system for detecting illegal trade of products 

(Glover et al. 2012). Here, a DNA register simply refers to a collection of DNA profiles 

used for population level or individual-based analyses of living whales. A Genetic ID is 
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assigned to each individual with a unique microsatellite genotype by the Cetacean 

Conservation Genomics Laboratory (CCGL, D. Steel). 

 

1.4.1. mtDNA Haplotypes 

The sequencing of a mtDNA haplotype, as a component of each DNA profile, 

allows for identification of maternal lineages. During the SPLASH project, a total of 28 

haplotypes were identified in the North Pacific, representing three haplogroups (Figure 

1.4., Baker et al. 2013) and two primary clades, as described in a worldwide survey of 

humpback whale mtDNA diversity (Baker et al. 1993). In this worldwide survey, the AE 

clade was mostly restricted to the North Pacific and the CDF clade was presumed to have 

originated from historical intermixing with Southern Hemisphere populations. In the 

SPLASH survey of North Pacific mtDNA diversity, 70% of samples had either A+, A-, 

E1 or F2 haplotypes (Figure 1.4.).  

 

1.5. Scope of Thesis 

1.5.1. Objectives 

My master’s research used a combination of genetic tools and photo ID data to 

investigate the population structure and behavioral ecology of a recovering population of 

humpback whales in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, Alaska. First, I assessed the temporal 

change in population structure of humpback whales in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait over a 

20 year time period to investigate whether the increase in population size in GBIS was 

attributed to internal recruitment and fidelity or immigration from outside of SEAK. 
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Through this review, I also discovered a new mtDNA haplotype in the North Pacific and 

determined the number of individuals with heteroplasmy for the parental and newly 

derived genome. I searched for evidence of the segregation of the heteroplasmy leading 

to the fixation of the new haplotype. I then investigated whether this lineage represents 

descent from a recent maternal ancestor and commented on its regional fidelity across the 

North Pacific. Finally, I assessed the influence of kinship, maternal lineage and sex on 

membership in large groups in Icy Strait in order to determine whether this specialized 

feeding behavior in Icy Strait is passed from female to offspring, and thus, has a basis in 

kin selection.  

 

1.5.2. Methodological Approach 

In order to address these thesis objectives, I have undertaken an initial collation 

and reconciliation of the primary photo ID catalogues and DNA registry outlined above. 

This effort resulted in the ‘SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database’, a comprehensive 

DNA registry in the form of an Excel spreadsheet wherein I have collated all existing 

records of tissue samples collected in SEAK, as well as DNA profiles generated from 

those samples. Development of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database was a 

fourfold process of 1) collating primary sources of tissue samples collected in SEAK 

since 1987 and DNA profiles generated from those samples, 2) using photo ID to 

reconcile SEAK IDs with tissue and DNA profiles, 3) generating additional DNA profiles 

from available tissue samples for individuals with associated photo ID records, and 4) 
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resolving genotypic matches between presumed unique individuals. Terms relating to this 

process are defined as follows: 

 

Encounter – A collection of records (e.g., photo ID, tissue and DNA profile) 

representing an individual at one point in time and space. 

Record – A collection of data fields referring to a tissue sample and derived DNA 

profile or a photo ID record, or both. 

Collating – Merging records from several spreadsheets into one spreadsheet then 

taking all information associated with one record in each of the primary spreadsheets 

(e.g., latitude, longitude, collection date and ID code) and integrating it into one, 

more complete, record. 

Reconciling – Confirming individual identity from multiple records and reconciling 

disagreement, e.g., if DNA profiles and photo ID records disagree. 

Genotypic Match – Two genotypes of at least eight loci that share both alleles at 

each locus and, consequently, are assumed to represent the same individual. 

SEAK ID – A sequential southeastern Alaska identification code assigned to an 

individual whale when it has been sighted more than once. 

SPLASH ID – An identification code assigned to an individual whale indicating the 

year and region when the ID was assigned during the SPLASH project. 

DNA Profile – A standard set of markers (mtDNA control region haplotype, 

microsatellite loci and sex) developed to provide a source of genetic identity. 
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The steps in developing the DNA Register and Tissue Database are shown in 

Figure 1.5. First, I collated ten primary sources that contained records of tissue samples 

collected in SEAK and DNA profiles generated from those samples. The collation 

process involved the integration of all records from these ten files into two Excel 

spreadsheets, one each for tissue samples and DNA profiles generated from these 

samples. Each record within the ten primary spreadsheets included any combination of a 

variety of fields including latitude, longitude, date, collection location, and twelve 

different ID codes assigned to samples across the ten primary sources.  

Second, for fields that were especially important (e.g., SEAK ID), I 

communicated with contributors from OSU, UAS and NPS to fill in data gaps. 

Reconciling SEAK IDs with SPLASH IDs was an especially critical step in the 

development of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. In SPLASH records, 

individuals are coded with a SPLASH ID whereas pre- and post-SPLASH samples are 

coded with a SEAK ID. This makes integration of the SPLASH records with pre- or post-

SPLASH records only possible when SEAK IDs can be linked to SPLASH IDs through 

photo ID. This link offers a greater chance of locating tissue samples for an individual in 

the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. The idea here is that when additional ID 

codes are assigned to an individual, there is a greater chance of locating a tissue sample 

for that individual in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

The third step in the creation of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database 

was generating additional DNA profiles for samples with associated SEAK IDs. These 

DNA profiles were generated through the CCGL (D. Steel) following SPLASH protocol 
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(Baker et al. 2013). After each round of genotyping, several genotypic matches between 

two presumed unique individuals were discovered. The final step in developing the 

SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database was investigating whale identity for genotypic 

matches and updating records accordingly. 

The SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database contains a total of 1,026 samples, 

472 of which have an associated SPLASH ID, 692 have an associated SEAK ID and 318 

have both a SEAK ID and a SPLASH ID (Figure 1.5 – A and B). Of the 692 samples 

with an associated SEAK ID, 189 do not have genotypes (Figure 1.5 – C). There are three 

reasons that a sample with an associated SEAK ID might not have a genotype; there was 

already a genotype available for the individual from a different sample (n = 137), the 

sample was not prioritized or its SEAK ID was not known when genotyping occurred (n 

= 32), or the sample did not work (n = 20). Of the total 1,026 samples, 334 samples do 

not have an associated SEAK ID. However, 154 of these 334 samples do have an 

associated SPLASH ID (Figure 1.5 – D). Forty-six of the 154 with a SPLASH ID are of 

the 700000s series, meaning there is no photo ID of sufficient quality associated with the 

record but there is a genotype. Of the 334 samples without a SEAK ID, 153 do not have a 

genotype. This includes n = 123 that were not attempted and n = 30 that did not work 

(Figure 1.5 – E).  

In total, there are 556 individuals based on the collated and reconciled records 

(represented by the Genetic ID, assigned by the CCGL to an individual with a unique 

genotype) (Figure 1.5 – F), 402 of which have an associated SEAK ID, 389 have a 

SPLASH ID, and 255 have both (Figure 1.5b). Development of the SEAK Tissue Table 
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is outlined in further detail in Appendix I, including modifications to records, specific 

genotypic matches and how they were resolved. Examples of final records of DNA 

profiles in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database are shown in Table 1.1. 

Benefits of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database extend far beyond the 

scope of this thesis. In the future, researchers will be able to quickly locate records based 

on a variety of identifiers. Unless one is generating an error rate, genotyping the same 

individual twice at the same set of loci is redundant and expensive. Locating previously 

genotyped samples allows one to save time and money for processing tissue samples 

from individuals that have not yet been profiled. Integrating the wealth of individual-

based information for humpback whales in SEAK with molecular techniques is a 

promising approach for many investigations of many cetacean populations (McLeod and 

White 2009, Carroll et al. 2012). To this end, the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database now serves as a tool for efficiently locating 25 years of tissue samples and 

DNA profiles for individual humpback whales with which to connect this life history 

information. 

 

1.6. Structure of Thesis 

This first chapter puts my thesis into context by outlining the long-term history of 

research in southeastern Alaska and describing the methodological approach taken to 

collate and reconcile photo ID and DNA registries. 

Chapter 2, entitled, “Local recruitment and maternal fidelity of humpback whales 

in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, Alaska confirmed with photo identification and DNA 
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profiles”, uses two temporal genetic baselines for humpback whales in GBIS to provide 

new information on local recruitment and fidelity and highlights the importance of fine-

scale habitat protection for species with culturally inherited migratory destinations. This 

chapter is intended for publication with the following authors: Sophie P. Pierszalowski, 

Christine Gabriele, Debbie Steel, Janet Neilson, Phoebe Vanselow, Jen Cedarleaf, Jan 

Straley and C. Scott Baker. 

Chapter 3, entitled, “DNA heteroplasmy and the origins of a new maternal lineage 

in humpback whales of southeastern Alaska”, describes an increase in mtDNA diversity 

for the North Pacific humpback whale and provides an opportunity to document the 

population dynamics and regional fidelity of a newly arising maternal lineage. This 

chapter is intended for publication with the following authors: Sophie P. Pierszalowski, 

Debbie Steel, Christine Gabriele, Janet Neilson, Phoebe Vanselow, Jen Cedarleaf, Jan 

Straley and C. Scott Baker. 

Chapter 4, entitled, “The influence of kinship, maternal lineage and sex on 

membership in large, stable groups of humpback whales in Icy Strait, Alaska”, provides a 

new perspective on what drives membership in large, stable feeding groups in Icy Strait, 

Alaska. This chapter is intended for publication with the following authors: Sophie P. 

Pierszalowski, Christine Gabriele, Janet Neilson, Phoebe Vanselow, Jen Cedarleaf, 

Debbie Steel, Jan Straley, and C. Scott Baker. 

Chapter 5, “General Conclusions”, synthesizes the main findings and 

conservation implications presented throughout this thesis. This chapter includes a 

discussion on the population-level consequences of commercial exploitation of North 
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Pacific humpback whales and the importance of assessing existing cultural and genetic 

diversity. 

There are three Appendices at the end of this thesis. Appendix I provides 

additional detail on the development of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

Appendix II outlines decision paths for defining the ‘Founder’ and ‘Contemporary’ Strata 

in Chapter 2. Appendix III describes important datasets and files that have been archived 

for future work relating to this thesis. The final SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database has been archived as “SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database SPP 

20March14.xlsx.”
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Table 1.1. Four representative DNA profile records from the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database, one with a SPLASH ID 
and a SEAK ID, one with a SPLASH ID and no SEAK ID, one with a SEAK ID and no SPLASH ID and one with a Genetic ID 
only. Only one microsatellite locus (Ev14) is shown here for simplicity. 

Genetic ID Lab ID Field ID SPLASH 
ID 

SWFSC 
ID 

SEAK 
ID LAT LONG COLLECTION 

DATE SEX HAP Ev14 Ev14 

gSEA04-41472 SEA04-41472 OT 040603-01 430067 z41472 22 57.12870 -135.91830 6/3/04 M A- 133 137 
gSEA05-52809 SEA05-52809 HE050620-05 700628 z52809  58.23600 -134.90520 6/20/05  A- 131 131 
gMno08GB015 Mno08GB015 GBMn2008-15 

  
1485 58.22937 -136.03380 7/22/08 

 
A- 131 135 

gMno08SEAK005 Mno08SEAK005 Mn20081004-01       57.02639 -135.50806 10/4/08 F A- 131 131 
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Figure 1.1. Map of southeastern Alaska study area. 
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Figure 1.2. This schematic illustrates the patterns of movement among feeding locations 
within SEAK. The probability of an individual returning to the area where it was first 
sighted was ≥ 0.75 throughout the study, giving evidence for strong local fidelity. Line 
width is proportional to the median estimate of movement among the locations. GBIS – 
Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, SS – Sitka Sound, and FSLC – Frederick Sound and Lynn 
Canal. Figure from Hendrix et al. 2012. 
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Figure 1.3. The number of individual humpback whales sighted in Glacier Bay and Icy 
Strait, AK from June 1 to August 31 (1985-2013) by the National Park Service. Census 
population size has increased from n = 41 in 1985 to n = 237 in 2013. Adapted from 
Neilson et al. 2014. 
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Figure 1.4. A parsimony network showing connections between the 28 North Pacific 
humpback whale mtDNA haplotypes described during the SPLASH project. Each line 
denotes one base difference between haplotypes. On the bottom right is a pie chart of 
overall haplotype frequencies for all combined regional samples. There are a total of 
three haplogroups, as outlined in previous studies (e.g., Baker et al. 1998): F-types in 
blue, A-types in maroon and yellow and E-types in green. Figure from Baker et al. 2013.  
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Figure 1.5. (a) A flow chart outlining the contents of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 
Database. Brackets indicate the number of records of the total with an associated 
SPLASH ID. (b) The total number of unique genotypes for the DNA register of profiles 
from SEAK samples (n = 556), archived within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 
Database. There are a small number of discrepancies between photo ID and genotypes 
within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. In one case, a Genetic ID was 
assigned two SEAK IDs and in six cases a SEAK ID had two different Genetic IDs. See 
Table 1.1 for representative DNA profile records from the SEAK DNA Register and 
Tissue Database.  
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2. LOCAL RECRUITMENT AND MATERNAL FIDELITY OF HUMPBACK 
WHALES IN GLACIER BAY AND ICY STRAIT, ALASKA CONFIRMED WITH 

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION AND DNA PROFILES 
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2.1. Abstract 

The number of humpback whales visiting Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (GBIS), in 

southeastern Alaska has increased markedly since the first efforts to document individual 

whales in the early 1970s. However, it is unclear whether this increase is attributable to 

local fidelity and recruitment or to immigration from other feeding regions, or other areas 

of SEAK. Here, we integrated photo identification (ID) records and DNA profiles 

(mitochondrial (mt) DNA control region haplotypes, 10 microsatellite loci and sex) to 

examine the changes in local population structure in GBIS over 32 years (1973-2005). To 

investigate local recruitment versus immigration, we defined two temporal strata: 

‘Founder’ individuals identified from 1973-1985 (n = 74, n = 46 with DNA profiles) and 

‘Contemporary’ individuals identified from 2004-2005 (n = 171, n = 114 with DNA 

profiles), including Founders re-encountered during this time. There were no significant 

differences in microsatellite or mtDNA diversity or frequencies of haplotypes between 

the strata. However, there were two additional haplotypes in the Contemporary stratum at 

low frequencies, one of which was previously unreported in the North Pacific. Based on 

photo ID records, returning Founders represented 22.2% (n = 38) of the total 

Contemporary stratum. According to observed mother/calf relationships, another 18.7% 

(n = 32) descended directly from a Founder mother and 2.9% (n = 5) were born to 

mothers in the Contemporary stratum but had a Founder grandmother. DNA profiles were 

available for, and confirmed n = 25 of these observed relationships. Another 11.6% (n = 

20) of the Contemporary stratum with unknown mother/offspring relationships were 

likely descendants of a Founder mother based on maternity inference using DNA 
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profiles. Therefore, at least 55.5% (n = 95) of individuals in the Contemporary stratum 

were either a returning Founder or a recruited descendant of a Founder mother. After 

excluding the 42 Contemporary whales with no photo ID record of a mother or genotype 

available for maternity inference, at least 73.6% of the Contemporary stratum was either 

a returning Founder or a recruited descendant of a Founder mother. Survival and 

reproductive success of Founder females was high. Of the n = 25 females with genotypes 

in the Founder stratum, n = 24 (96%) were either represented in the Contemporary 

stratum, had at least one confirmed descendant in the Contemporary stratum or both. 

Only one Founder male was considered a likely father of any calf in the Contemporary 

stratum. Our results point to fine-scale habitat fidelity and local recruitment underlying 

larger regional fidelity and trends in abundance throughout the North Pacific.  
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2.2. Introduction 

Humpback whales in the North Pacific, first protected by the International 

Whaling Commission after a period of commercial exploitation that ended in 1965, were 

listed under the U.S. Endangered Species Act in 1970 (Johnson and Wolman 1984). Pre-

exploitation abundance of North Pacific humpback whales was approximated at about 

15,000 (prior to 1905) and is thought to have decreased to less than 1,000 by 1966 (Rice 

1978). This oceanic population has now increased to a population size of over 20,000, 

estimated using capture-recapture methods with fluke identification photographs 

collected from 2004 to 2006 (Barlow et al. 2011). 

North Pacific humpback whales undertake annual migrations from summer 

feeding regions along the Pacific Rim, including areas off the coasts of the U.S., Canada, 

Russia and eastern Asia to tropical breeding grounds in winter where individuals from 

multiple feeding grounds congregate in specific locations along Pacific coasts of Mexico 

and Central America as well as the offshore islands of Mexico, Hawaii, and Japan 

(Johnson and Wolman 1984). Fidelity to feeding grounds has been well documented by 

photo identification (ID), using unique markings on the underside of a whale’s flukes to 

identify it as an individual (Jurasz and Palmer 1981). Humpback whale fidelity to a 

feeding ground is thought to be maternally directed; a calf will migrate with its mother to 

a specific region and then independently return there in subsequent years as an adult 

(Martin et al. 1984, Baker et al. 1986, Clapham and Mayo 1987, Straley et al. 1993). 

Such observations are reflected in studies of maternally inherited mitochondrial (mt) 

DNA across the North Pacific (Baker et al. 1990, 1994, 2008, 2013). In an ocean-wide 
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survey of genetic diversity and analysis of population structure in North Pacific 

humpback whales (Structure of Populations, Levels of Abundance, and Status of 

Humpbacks; SPLASH), sequencing of the mtDNA control region resolved 28 haplotypes 

(unique mtDNA sequences) showing marked frequency differences among feeding 

grounds and among breeding grounds (Baker et al. 2013). Further, tests of differentiation 

using microsatellite loci showed weak, but significant, differences among breeding 

grounds, suggesting some degree of reproductive isolation, as well as the influence of 

male-mediated gene flow (Baker et al. 2013). 

Commercial exploitation of whales during the 20th century characterizes one of 

the most large-scale reductions in biomass of an animal species in human history 

(Clapham et al. 2008). Throughout the world this excessive take significantly reduced 

many subpopulations of several large cetacean species, including the humpback whale. 

Resulting demographic trajectories of affected humpback whale subpopulations are 

varied. 

Some humpback whale subpopulations have not recovered. For example, prior to 

modern whaling, South Georgia was a major feeding ground for humpback whales in the 

southern hemisphere. A total of 21,016 humpback whales were taken at South Georgia 

between 1909 and 1955, with the majority of catches (18,557) made before 1916 

(Clapham et al. 2008, totals reported by the Bureau of International Whaling Statistics). 

Humpback whales were commercially extinct in South Georgia by 1915. Recent surveys 

in the area demonstrate that humpback whale sightings continue to be especially 

uncommon, despite an increase in the amount of krill in the area (Moore et al. 1999). 
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Humpback whale subpopulations off  New Zealand and in the southeastern Caribbean 

demonstrate a similar lack of recovery following modern whaling (Gibbs and 

Childerhouse 2000; Swartz et al. 2003). Clapham et al. (2008) suggests that a lack of 

recovery for certain humpback whale subpopulations could be caused by either a loss of 

“cultural memory” of a particular habitat and/or reductions of adjacent stocks that 

otherwise would provide a source for repopulation. While some humpback whale 

subpopulations have not shown signs of recovery, others have increased markedly, as 

demonstrated in southeastern Alaska (SEAK), a North Pacific feeding ground (Hendrix et 

al. 2012).  

Reasons for spatial variability in recovery among humpback whale 

subpopulations are, in most cases, unclear. However, they are likely correlated with the 

magnitude of regional exploitation and its effects on each specific subpopulation. For 

humpback whale subpopulations that have overcome extreme reduction caused by 

exploitation, recovery is attributed to immigration from other regions or repopulation 

from a remnant stock, driven by local fidelity and recruitment (Clapham et al. 2008). 

Site fidelity has been well documented for the inshore waters of SEAK (Jurasz 

and Palmer 1981; Straley et al. 1993; Calambokidis et al. 2008; Baker et al. 2013). 

Within SEAK, fidelity also seems to influence local habitat use on a fine-scale (Jurasz 

and Palmer 1981; Straley 1994; Baker et al. 1986, 1987; Hendrix et al. 2012). Based on 

long-term records of photo ID, some whales return to specific areas with considerable 

fidelity and may establish restricted local ranges (Jurasz and Palmer 1981; Baker et al. 

1986, 1987). Using an open-population, capture-recapture model, Hendrix et al. (2012) 
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found that the probability of whales returning to their original sighting location every two 

years (either Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, Sitka Sound, or Frederick Sound and Lynn 

Canal) was ≥ 0.75 throughout the study (1994-2008).  

In addition to well-documented site fidelity, SEAK has a markedly low haplotype 

diversity. Only six haplotypes were found within SEAK during the extensive SPLASH 

effort, with the large majority of individuals either A+ (27%) or A- (66%), as referred to 

in Baker et al. (2013). For comparison, 13 haplotypes were detected on the adjacent 

northern Gulf of Alaska feeding ground during this same survey (Baker et al. 2013). 

Here, we examine local fidelity and recruitment on a decadal basis in Glacier Bay 

and Icy Strait (GBIS), a northern section of the SEAK feeding ground. Our objective is to 

assess local structure as the population recovers. Glacier Bay was entirely glaciated in 

1794 when the English explorer George Vancouver passed through Icy Strait (Bohn 

1976). By 1879, naturalist John Muir found that the glacial ice had retreated a distance of 

77 km (Muir 1915). Sightings of humpback whales near the mouth of Glacier Bay were 

first reported in notes from the Harriman Expedition in 1899 and it is believed that 

humpback whales reached the middle of Glacier Bay as recently as 1938, according to 

USGS survey field notes (Vequist and Baker 1987). Anecdotal accounts from National 

Park Service (NPS) rangers indicate that whale sightings were “unusually scarce” in the 

mid-1960s, but there were no systematic surveys during this time (Vequist and Baker 

1987). Today, the glacier has retreated 97 km from the mouth of Glacier Bay, creating a 

productive marine ecosystem and suitable summer feeding habitat for humpback whales 

(National Park Service, 2012). 
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Research on humpback whales in Glacier Bay National Park began in the early 

1970s, a few years after the cessation of commercial whaling. In one of the first uses of 

photo ID, Jurasz and Palmer (1981) began identifying individual humpback whales based 

on stable black and white pigment patterns on the underside of their tail flukes. Various 

organizations have conducted research on humpback whales in GBIS since the 1970s, 

including the NPS, which has made standardized annual counts of humpback whales in 

GBIS based on photo ID surveys since 1985 (e.g., Neilson et al. 2013). Overall, research 

conducted on whales visiting GBIS from 1973 to the present has resulted in a large, 

detailed database of information on the occurrence, distribution, known ages and 

mother/offspring relationships of individual whales that continue to visit GBIS for up to 

four decades (‘SEAK Regional Database’; Neilson et al. 2013). Whales in GBIS have 

also been the subject of genetic sampling since 1987 (e.g., Baker et al. 1990, Neilson et 

al. 2013), resulting in a sizable collection of DNA profiles (mtDNA control region, 

microsatellite genotypes and sex) that are now archived within the ‘SEAK DNA Register 

and Tissue Database’ and curated by the CCGL at Oregon State University (see Chapter 

1, Appendix I). 

Both abundance estimates and standardized census size counts have shown a 

general increase in the number of humpback whales within GBIS since 1985. Monitoring 

efforts by the NPS demonstrated an increase in annual counts of whales during 

standardized periods; 41 individual whales were counted in 1985, which increased to 146 

whales in 2005 (counts conducted from June 1 - August 31; Neilson et al 2013). Saracco 

et al. (2013) used photo ID re-sight data in a robust design, capture-recapture model to 
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estimate that the GBIS population has increased by an annual 4.4% in recent years (1985-

2009).  

The extensive collection of photo ID records, DNA profiles and individual life 

history information for humpback whales in GBIS provides a detailed historic baseline 

and an opportunity to explore temporal changes in local site fidelity, abundance and 

genetic diversity. Here, we integrate photo ID records with DNA profiles to examine 

changes in internal structure of a humpback whale population over 32 years (1973-2005). 

First, we defined two temporal strata of humpback whales in GBIS: ‘Founder’ 

individuals encountered between 1973-1985 and ‘Contemporary’ individuals encountered 

in 2004 and 2005 (including Founders re-encountered during this time). The years 

defining the Contemporary stratum were selected to coincide with the ocean-basin wide 

survey of humpback whales in the North Pacific, SPLASH (Calambokidis et al. 2008). 

The two strata are separated by 20 years, a period that represents approximately one 

generation for humpback whales (Taylor et al. 2007). To evaluate the extent of 

immigration from outside the SEAK feeding ground, we investigated temporal changes in 

mtDNA haplotype diversity and microsatellite differentiation between the two strata. To 

determine the degree to which fidelity and local recruitment contributed to the population 

increase in GBIS, we used photo ID and DNA profiles to estimate the proportion of the 

Contemporary stratum that was either a returning Founder or descended from a Founder 

female. Lastly, we used a paternity analysis to investigate whether Founder males 

contributed through paternity with Founder females. 
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2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Photo Identification 

Photo ID records of humpback whales (primarily fluke IDs, but also some 

distinctive dorsal fin IDs) have been collected in SEAK since the 1970s by various 

research groups, including Charles Jurasz and colleagues (1973-1979), J. Straley 

Investigations and the University of Alaska Southeast (UAS, 1979-present), the 

University of Hawaii (1980-1984), the NPS Humpback Whale Monitoring Program 

(1985-present), and the collaborative project, SPLASH (2004-2005). The NPS has 

collaborated with UAS to establish one of the longest photo ID monitoring efforts of a 

whale species anywhere in the world. This effort has resulted in the ‘SEAK Regional 

Database,’ which contains encounter histories and known life history information for 

approximately 2,000 individual humpback whales in SEAK from 1973 to present. Under 

NPS and UAS photo ID protocol, an individual whale is assigned a SEAK photo code 

until it has been sighted more than once, at which time it receives a sequential 

southeastern Alaska identification code (SEAK ID). The SEAK Regional Database has 

been integrated with the SEAK component of the SPLASH database, which included 

photo ID surveys and biological sampling of humpback whales in SEAK during 2004 and 

2005 summer seasons (Calambokidis et al. 2008). Many maternal relationships and ages 

inferred for individual whales from photo ID observations of adults with dependent 

calves are available within this collection (e.g., Neilson et al. 2014). 

 

2.3.2. DNA Profiles 
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Skin samples for genetic analysis were first collected in association with photo ID 

in SEAK in 1987 (Baker et al. 1990) using a small biopsy dart. Since then, researchers 

from the NPS Humpback Whale Monitoring Program and UAS have continued collecting 

biopsy samples or sloughed skin with a dip net after a whale engages in a surface active 

behavior during the dedicated summer field effort (Amos et al. 1992, Pierszalowski et al. 

2012, Neilson et al. 2013). Skin samples are assigned a field ID at the time of collection. 

When a fluke ID photo is taken or a positive visual identification is made at the time of 

skin collection, the sample is assigned a corresponding SEAK photo code, or SEAK ID, 

if it is matched to a previously encountered individual. The majority of genetic samples 

collected in SEAK are archived at the CCGL at OSU and curated by D. Steel and C. S. 

Baker or at the NOAA, Southwest Fisheries Science Center (La Jolla, CA). 

Many of the genetic samples utilized in this study were collected during the 

SPLASH effort (Baker et al. 2013). Genetic samples were assigned accession numbers so 

that they could be cross-referenced with SPLASH photo ID and field records archived by 

Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA. Genetic samples collected during the 

SPLASH project are archived at the Southwest Fisheries Science Center. In total, 25 

years of genetic samples collected by several groups of researchers were available from 

SEAK. This collection of samples was collated and information relating to each sample 

reconciled within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database (Chapter 1, Appendix I). 

DNA profiling (500 bp of the mtDNA control region, 10 microsatellite loci and 

sex) followed methods previously described for SPLASH (Baker et al. 2008, 2013). Here, 
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mtDNA heteroplasmy is defined as the presence of a second peak at a height greater than 

20% of the primary peak. 

 

2.3.3. Defining ‘Founder’ and ‘Contemporary’ users of GBIS 

Sighting histories of whales in GBIS demonstrate that individuals continue to use 

both Glacier Bay and Icy Strait and provide evidence that these contiguous regions 

should be considered one habitat (Neilson et al. 2011). Sighting records and DNA 

profiles from GBIS were divided into two temporal strata to investigate changes in 

population structuring over time. The ‘Founder’ stratum consisted of individuals photo-

identified in GBIS from 1973 to 1985. This time period was chosen because it 

incorporates all early years of humpback whale research in GBIS, starting with the year 

Charles Jurasz began his observations and ending with the first year the NPS began 

systematic annual surveys in GBIS. In addition, the NPS surveys have demonstrated that 

the GBIS population increased markedly after 1985 (Neilson et al. 2011); 1973-1985 

represent years prior to this reported population increase. 

Sightings of Founder whales were considered confirmed when they were in the 

SEAK Regional Database, curated by the NPS and UAS, or in a collection of slides taken 

by researcher Charles Jurasz, dating back to 1973. These earlier records have been 

archived at NOAA’s National Marine Mammal Lab in Seattle, WA and were reviewed by 

either Janet Neilson or curators of the NMML FlukeFinder Database. Reported sightings 

from three previous reviews (Jurasz and Palmer 1981; Perry et al. 1985; Vequist and 

Baker 1987) were used as additional evidence for Founder designation if confirmed 
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photographic evidence was also available to demonstrate that the individual was in GBIS 

from 1973 to 1985. For some whales, Founder status was evaluated on a case-by-case 

basis (see Appendix II for additional details). 

Whales in the 'Contemporary’ stratum included all individuals that the NPS or 

UAS identified within the GBIS study region (Figure 2.1) in 2004 and 2005, except 

dependent calves. This period coincided with two years of extensive sampling throughout 

the North Pacific during the SPLASH program. A small number of individuals in the 

Contemporary stratum (n = 8) were identified based only on their dorsal fin during 2004 

and/or 2005, but these dorsal fin identifications were reconciled with a fluke ID from a 

different year during the intensive annual review of the GBIS catalog (Blackmer et al. 

2000). 

 

2.3.4. Genetic diversity and temporal differentiation 

GenAlex v6.5 (Peakall and Smouse 2006) was used to calculate the number of 

alleles (K), observed and expected heterozygosity (Ho and He), deviation from Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), and the probability of identity (PID – the probability that 

two individuals drawn at random will have the same genotype and PID Sibs – the 

probability that two siblings drawn at random will have the same genotype) for each 

locus. All pairs of loci were tested for gametic disequilibrium in Genepop v4.2 (Raymond 

and Rousset 1995). Differences in allele frequencies between strata were performed using 

Fisher’s exact probability test with Markov chain parameters set to 5000 dememorization 

steps followed by 500 batches of 2000 iterations per batch in Genepop v4.2. Weir and 
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Cockerham’s (1984) FST statistic was used to assess the difference between Founder and 

Contemporary strata using Genepop v4.2 for microsatellite genotypes and Arlequin 3.1 

(Excoffier and Lischer 2010) for mtDNA. Sex ratios among strata were compared using 

an exact binomial test based on the null hypothesis of a 1:1 sex ratio. 

 

2.3.5. Observed and Inferred maternity 

Mother/offspring pairs of Founder and Contemporary whales identified by photo 

ID were extracted from the SEAK Regional Database. When genotypes were available 

for both the mother and offspring, the relationship was confirmed with DNA profiles; i.e., 

an observed mother/offspring pair was confirmed by a shared allele at all microsatellite 

loci, allowing for one mismatch due to mutation or allelic dropout (e.g., Carroll et al. 

2012) and by a matching mtDNA haplotype, when available. 

In most cases, a Contemporary whale did not have an observed mother 

documented by photo ID. When genotypes were available for these individuals, we 

conducted a likelihood-based parentage analysis in CERVUS v3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 

2007) to infer maternity. The set of possible mothers included all confirmed Founder 

females with genotypes (n = 25) and an outgroup of randomly selected non-Founder 

females sampled throughout SEAK (n = 25). We considered an individual to be a likely 

Founder descendant if: 1) a Founder female was assigned with the highest, positive LOD 

score (logarithm of the odds score, i.e., lne of the product of the likelihood at each locus), 

2) the mother/offspring pair was not excluded by having different haplotypes (except in 
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cases of heteroplasmy, see Chapter 3), and 3) the mother/offspring pair had mismatching 

alleles at no more than one locus with 8 or more loci compared. 

 

2.3.6. Inferring Paternity 

We also attempted to infer paternity for photo ID observed and genotypically 

confirmed Contemporary offspring/Founder mother pairs using CERVUS v3.0 

(Kalinowski et al. 2007). For this, we used the one-parent known option to increase the 

power of the paternity inference. The set of possible fathers included all confirmed 

Founder males with genotypes (n = 21) and an outgroup of randomly selected non-

Founder males sampled throughout SEAK (n = 21). Photo ID records for putative fathers 

were reviewed to determine if life history information (e.g., age) was consistent or 

inconsistent with inferred paternity. 

 

2.4. Results 

2.4.1. Founder and Contemporary Strata 

Review of encounter histories within the SEAK Regional Database provided a 

total of 74 photo-identified whales with confirmed sightings in GBIS from 1973 to 1985 

(see Appendix II for additional details). We considered these to comprise the ‘Founder’ 

stratum. Of these 74 individuals, 46 had DNA profiles. A total of 171 individuals 

encountered within the GBIS study region from 2004-2005 were included in the 

Contemporary stratum, of which 118 have DNA profiles. Five individuals were first 
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identified as dependent calves in 2004 but independently returned in 2005 as yearlings 

and, thus, were included in the Contemporary stratum.  

Photo ID and genotype matching confirmed that 38 of 74 Founder whales were 

represented in the Contemporary stratum. Thus, two variants of the Contemporary 

stratum were established for all analyses, C1: contemporary whales including extant 

Founder whales (n = 171, 118 with DNA profiles), and C2: contemporary whales 

excluding extant Founder whales (n = 133, 84 with DNA profiles). In total, 207 

individuals were represented in the two strata, of which 130 have at least a partial DNA 

profile (Table 2.1). 

Of the 46 Founder whales with DNA profiles, 25 were genetically identified as 

female and 21 were genetically identified as male. The sex ratio within the Founder 

stratum did not differ significantly from 1:1 (p = 0.659). Of the 118 individuals in the C1 

stratum with DNA profiles, 47 were genetically identified as female and 65 were 

genetically identified as male (p = 0.108). Of the 84 individuals in the C2 stratum with 

DNA profiles, 29 were genetically identified as female and 49 were genetically identified 

as male, representing a statistically significant male bias (p = 0.031). 

 

2.4.2. mtDNA diversity and temporal differentiation 

mtDNA haplotypes were available for 46 Founder whales, 111 C1 whales and 77 

C2 whales (Table 2.1; Figure 2.2). There were no significant differences in mtDNA 

haplotype frequencies between the Founder and Contemporary strata when sexes were 

pooled (Founder vs. C1: p = 0.898; Founder vs. C2:  p = 0.821). However, sex-specific 
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tests did reveal a significant difference in haplotype frequencies between Founder males 

and C2 males, attributable to an increase in A+ (Figure 2.2). 

Although frequencies did not differ significantly, there was an increase in the 

number of haplotypes observed in the C1 and C2 strata. The Founder stratum included 34 

A- haplotypes and 10 A+ haplotypes. The C1 stratum included 73 A- haplotypes, 30 A+ 

haplotypes, 1 E2 haplotype and 1 A8 haplotype and the C2 stratum included 48 A- 

haplotypes, 22 A+ haplotypes, 1 E2 haplotype and 1 A8 haplotype.  

Following the discovery of the A8 haplotype (Chapter 3), electropherograms were 

reviewed for potential heteroplasmy (the presence of more than one mtDNA variant 

within an organism; e.g., McLeod and White 2009). This revealed a single base pair 

heteroplasmy for nucleotides C and T at position 283, representing a combination of 

haplotypes A- and A8. This was found in two individuals in the Founder stratum (SEAK 

IDs 193 and 215), six individuals in the C1 stratum (SEAK IDs 193, 196, 875, 1795, 1809 

and 1817), and five individuals in the C2 stratum (SEAK IDs 196, 875, 1795, 1809 and 

1817).  

 

2.4.3. Microsatellite diversity and temporal differentiation 

A total of 46 Founders, 114 C1, and 80 C2 individuals were genotyped at eight or 

more loci (Table 2.1). The number of alleles per locus ranged from 6 to 12, the PID for 

each locus ranged from 0.027 to 0.485 and the combined PID for all ten loci was 1.1 x   

10-10. The PID for siblings was 1.8 x 10-4. All but one locus was in HWE (rw4-10, Table 

2.2). There was no significant gametic disequilibrium among the loci after Bonferroni 
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correction. There was no significant differentiation in microsatellite allele frequencies 

between the Founder and Contemporary strata (Founder vs. C1: p = 0.996; Founder vs. 

C2, p = 0.707). 

 

2.4.4. Recruitment and fidelity within the Founder stratum 

To determine the proportion of Founders that were locally recruited (i.e., 

offspring of Founder females), we first looked for photo ID observed mother/offspring 

relationships within the Founder stratum. Eight Founder whales were born to Founder 

mothers based on photo ID records first documenting the offspring as calves (Table 2.3). 

In other words, local recruitment was responsible for at least 10.8% of the Founder 

stratum between 1973-1985. In 3 of the 8 observed pairs, there were DNA profiles for 

both the mother and offspring. These confirmed the observed relationship.  

A total of 38 Founders were re-encountered in GBIS from 2004-2005 (Figure 

2.3). Therefore, returning Founders represented 22.2% of the Contemporary (C1) stratum. 

Of all genetically confirmed females with genotypes in the Founder stratum, 24 of 25 

(96%) were either represented in the Contemporary stratum, had at least one confirmed 

descendant in the Contemporary stratum, or both (Table 2.4).  

 

2.4.5. Maternity with photo ID and DNA profiles 

To determine the proportion of the C2 stratum (Contemporary whales excluding 

extant Founder whales) that descended from a Founder female, we first looked for 

maternity relationships using photo ID and DNA profiles. Thirty-two individuals in the 
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C2 stratum (18.7% of n = 171) had a Founder mother based on photo ID sighting records 

(Table 2.5). Of these 32 pairs, 22 were genotypically confirmed. The remaining 10 lacked 

a DNA profile for either the offspring, the mother, or both. 

Of the 32 C2 individuals identified as offspring of Founder females, 5 reached 

sexual maturity and had calves that were also C2 users of GBIS (i.e., 5 C2 whales had a 

Founder grandmother). All mother/offspring relationships were confirmed with a DNA 

profile when available (Table 2.6). The five C2 whales with Founder grandmothers make 

up another 2.9% of the total C1 stratum descended from a Founder female (Figure 2.3). 

The first year each of the five Founder grandmothers were sighted in Alaska ranged 

between 1973 and 1982 (see Appendix II for additional details).  

Only five other C2 whales had observed mothers based on photo ID sighting 

records, none of which were Founder females. Two C2 whales had a mother in the C2 

stratum but did not have a known link to a Founder female, i.e., these were internally 

recruited from the C2 stratum but recruitment from the Founder stratum was 

unconfirmed. Another three individuals within the C2 stratum had observed mothers 

based on photo ID, documented within the SEAK Regional Database, but the mothers 

were not classified as either a Founder or Contemporary whale (Figure 2.3). 

 

2.4.6. Maternity inference 

To investigate the potential for maternity relationships not documented by field 

observations, we undertook a likelihood analysis using microsatellite genotypes and 

mtDNA haplotypes. After subtracting the C2 whales that had observed mothers based on 
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photo ID, 91 individuals remained without a recorded mother or link to Founders. Of 

these, 42 C2 whales had no observed mother based on photo ID and no genotype with 

which to infer maternity, i.e., we could not determine whether they were a descendant of 

a Founder female. The remaining 49 did have a genotype available for maternity 

inference. Based on a comparison of these 49 individuals to Founder females (n = 25) and 

an outgroup of females selected randomly from SEAK (n = 25), 12 Founders were 

considered likely mothers of 20 of the 49 C2 whales. These inferred maternity 

relationships represented 11.6% of the total C1 stratum (Table 2.7).  

  

2.4.7. Paternity Inference 

To investigate the potential for paternal contribution to local recruitment in GBIS 

we used the n = 22 photo ID and genotypically confirmed C2 offspring/Founder mother 

pairs to conduct a one parent-known paternity analysis. Putative males included all 

Founder males (n = 21) and an outgroup of males selected randomly from SEAK (n = 

21). This analysis provided one case of a Founder male that matched at all loci with a 

Contemporary offspring and showed a relatively large LOD score when compared to the 

mother/offspring pair. SEAK ID 117 was assigned as the likely father to SEAK ID 1470, 

a calf born in 1998 whose mother was confirmed to be SEAK ID 1460 by photo ID and 

DNA profile (trio LOD = 4.19). The probability of non-exclusion was 0.024 and 0.010 

for the first and second parent, respectively. A total of eight loci were compared among 

the trio with alleles inconsistent with parentage at only one locus between the mother and 

offspring. Because the relationship between the mother and offspring was confirmed with 
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photo ID, we presume this mismatch is due to mutation or dropout. All three whales had 

the A- haplotype. According to the SEAK Regional Database, SEAK ID 117, nicknamed 

“White Eyes,” has been sighted in SEAK since 1977. Thus, life history information for 

this putative father was considered consistent with the assigned paternity. However, the 

sharing of the A- haplotype also suggests the potential for assignment due to maternal 

kinship. 

 

2.5. Discussion 

2.5.1. Haplotype stability suggests lack of immigration 

GBIS has maintained relatively low haplotype diversity over time (Baker et al. 

1998, Figure 2.2) similar to the greater SEAK population (Baker et al. 2013). Despite the 

fact that there were 13 different haplotypes on the adjacent northern Gulf of Alaska 

(NGOA) feeding ground when sampled during the SPLASH effort (Baker et al. 2013), 

only two NGOA haplotypes were represented in GBIS (the common A+ and A-) during 

the same effort. Due to the consistent frequencies of these two common haplotypes in 

GBIS over time, it is unlikely that the population increase within GBIS is due to 

immigration of whales from other feeding regions (Baker et al. 1998, 2008). If 

immigration had occurred at any appreciable demographic rate in GBIS, we would expect 

to see haplotypes from other feeding regions appear since 1985. We also failed to detect 

any change in allele frequencies of microsatellite genotypes. 

We did detect a significant difference in haplotype frequencies between Founder 

males and C2 males, likely attributed to an increase of males with the A+ haplotype over 
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time. However, of the n = 17 males with the A+ haplotype in the C2 stratum, at least eight 

descended from a Founder or C2 female, indicating that recruitment largely drove this 

increase in males with the A+ haplotype. A haplotype was available for six of the eight 

females and all six females had the A+ haplotype.  

Based on the known distribution of humpback whale haplotype frequencies across 

the North Pacific (Baker et al. 2013), it seems unlikely that the two haplotypes found in 

the C2 but not the Founder stratum (E2 and A8) were introduced into GBIS from outside 

of the SEAK feeding region. In fact, A8 seems to have arisen from the fixation of the A-

/A8 heteroplasmy detected almost exclusively in SEAK and Hawaii, the primary 

migratory destination for whales in SEAK (Chapter 3). Throughout the North Pacific, the 

E2 haplotype is most common in SEAK and the adjacent feeding ground, Northern 

British Columbia (NBC, Baker et al. 2013). Based on SPLASH surveys, the only 

published record of the E2 haplotype on a feeding ground outside of SEAK and NBC is 

one individual sampled in the western Gulf of Alaska (Baker et al. 2013). The E2 

individual in the Contemporary stratum (SEAK ID 1489) most likely migrated to GBIS 

from NBC or, even more likely, from another area in SEAK. This relative stability in 

haplotype frequencies over time argues for strong regional fidelity of the maternal 

lineages represented in GBIS between 1973 and 1985. 

 

2.5.2. Local fidelity and recruitment 

Having excluded regional immigration from outside of SEAK as the primary 

driver for population increase within GBIS, we used a combination of photo ID and DNA 
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profiles to investigate local fidelity and recruitment. This followed a hierarchical series of 

comparisons relating individuals and their offspring from Founder to Contemporary 

strata. A large proportion of the total C1 stratum consisted of individual Founder whales 

that were still alive and returning to GBIS in 2004/2005 (22.2%, n = 38), i.e., more than 

half of Founders were still alive and returning to GBIS twenty years later. This finding 

provides evidence that the increase in population size within GBIS is partially maintained 

through survival and sustained local fidelity to this fine-scale feeding area. We 

determined that another 18.7% of the C1 stratum (n = 32) descended directly from a 

Founder mother using photo ID and, when possible, DNA profiles. Another 2.9% of C1 

whales (n = 5) were born to mothers in the C2 stratum but had a grandmother in the 

Founder stratum. Likelihood-based maternity inference provided evidence that an 

additional 11.6% (n = 20) of the C1 stratum without observed mothers from photo ID 

were likely descendants of a Founder female. In other words, a minimum total of 33.3% 

(n = 57) C1 individuals descended from a Founder female using a combination of photo 

ID and DNA profiles. 

Taken together, a minimum of 55.5% (n = 95) of the total C1 stratum is either a 

returning Founder whale or a descendant of a Founder female. We consider this to be a 

minimum estimate because the ability to detect mother/offspring pairs would require 

photo ID records of every individual, field notes indicating their relationships to each 

other or DNA profiles with which to confirm or infer maternity – this was not always the 

case with the available data. 
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A total of 42 of 171 C1 whales did not have a photo ID link to a mother or a 

genotype with which to infer maternity, i.e., we had no methods of determining whether 

they were a descendant of a Founder female. We can adjust for these unverifiable whales 

by subtracting them from the C1 stratum and arrive at a total of 129 C1 whales for which 

we were able to investigate maternity. When calculating the proportion based on the total 

number of verifiable C1 whales (n = 129), 73.6% of the C1 stratum was either a returning 

Founder or a descendant of a Founder female. The high proportion of the verifiable C1 

stratum that are either returning Founders of descendants of a Founder female provides 

clear evidence for local fidelity and recruitment to GBIS, a fine-scale habitat within the 

broader SEAK feeding region. Another bias that is more difficult to account for is that 

DNA profiles were not available for 28 Founders (37.8%), half of which are presumably 

females. If any of these Founders are sampled in the future, it is possible that they could 

explain more of the Contemporary stratum. 

 

2.5.3. Detecting paternity among GBIS Founders 

While we were able to identify a number of Founder mothers for Contemporary 

offspring, this was not the case for Founder fathers. It is generally assumed that 

humpback whales from SEAK migrate to Hawaii to breed (Baker et al. 1986). It is 

unlikely that a male and female from the same feeding ground would come into contact 

and mate on the Hawaiian breeding ground given the mixing of whales from multiple 

feeding grounds (Baker 1985). However, it is also feasible that interactions on feeding 

grounds could promote preferential mating (Weinrich 1991, Clapham 1993, Ramp et al. 
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2010). Various behaviors that are regularly observed on breeding grounds have been 

documented in GBIS, including singing (Gabriele and Frankel 2002) and interactions 

resembling competitive group behavior (Neilson et al. 2012). However, these behaviors 

do not appear to result in many paternities. Of the 22 confirmed C2 offspring/Founder 

mother pairs in this study, only one paternity was deemed likely. 

A similar method of paternity assignment has been previously employed for 

humpback whales on the breeding grounds of New Caledonia in the South Pacific. 

Garrigue et al. (2004) used a likelihood-based approach to determine whether the 

proportion of fathers inferred from a paternity analysis was consistent with the number of 

males in the population on the New Caledonia wintering ground. A total of five fathers 

were inferred by comparing genotypes of 16 mother/offspring pairs to a sample of 133 

males, demonstrating reproductive autonomy within the region. It is to be expected that a 

greater proportion of paternities would be detected on a breeding ground, especially in 

Oceania where populations were reduced to very low numbers during 20th century 

whaling and breeding grounds are assumed to represent separate ‘stocks’ (Garrigue et al. 

2004). 

Baker et al. (1986) postulated that a genetic cline could be maintained across the 

North Pacific if mating occurred within feeding herds while on the feeding ground or 

during migration. Our analysis suggests that while this might be occurring to some 

extent, feeding ground-specific mating is not widespread enough to provide sufficient 

structuring of microsatellite allele frequencies consistent with maternal differentiation 

across the North Pacific (Baker et al. 2013). 
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2.5.4. Conservation implications 

Our study provides new information on the fine scale at which fidelity and 

recruitment are acting on a North Pacific feeding ground and highlight the importance of 

local habitat protection for species with culturally inherited migratory destinations. It is 

encouraging to see an increase in population size facilitated by the reproduction of female 

humpback whales showing strong fidelity to GBIS directly after (and potentially during) 

a period of intense commercial exploitation in the North Pacific. By investigating local 

fidelity and recruitment within GBIS, we provide baseline genetic data for two temporal 

strata of humpback whale photo ID records. Detecting changes in nuclear and mtDNA 

diversity over time is especially important among populations that have undergone 

notable fluctuations in size due to biological, ecological and/or anthropogenic influence 

(Hutchinson et al. 2003, Schwartz et al. 2007). Continued increase in the abundance of 

the GBIS population through sustained local fidelity and recruitment could eventually 

lead to regional carrying capacity. If so, the temporal genetic baselines provided in this 

study can offer valuable information for future genetic monitoring. 

 

2.5.5. Spatial Variability in Recovery  

The GBIS Founder stratum defined in this study is temporally bounded by the 

minimum point of abundance of whales in the North Pacific. Given the long lifespan of 

humpback whales (Gabriele et al. 2010), it is likely that many of the Founder whales in 

this study survived modern whaling and have continued to inhabit SEAK despite the 
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overall reductions in humpback whale numbers throughout the North Pacific. Thus, it is 

possible that a remnant stock (i.e., the Founder stratum) was sufficient for repopulation of 

GBIS to occur, driven primarily by local fidelity and recruitment. 

While the current effort focuses on demonstrating high levels of fidelity and 

recruitment in a single, well-studied subregion within SEAK (GBIS), it is likely that this 

pattern is occurring throughout SEAK. Hendrix et al. (2012) demonstrated that, although 

whales move between sub-regions within SEAK, individual whales are more likely to 

return to specific areas where they have previously been sighted (e.g., Sitka Sound, 

Glacier Bay, Frederick Sound). The whales also appear to establish restricted local ranges 

during their stay (Jurasz and Palmer 1981; Straley 1994). These findings provide support 

for the idea that fidelity, and resulting recruitment, are likely occurring in other sub-

region within SEAK. The high level of continuous, dedicated monitoring in GBIS made 

it an ideal place to demonstrate fidelity and local recruitment, but we do not believe the 

phenomenon is unique to this area.  
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Table 2.1. The number of individuals in each strata with at least a partial DNA profile 
(‘DNA Profile’), and specifically, the number of individuals with a genotype, haplotype 
and sex. The total number of individuals represented in each column is given as ‘Total’. 

Strata Total Ind. DNA Profile Genotypes Haplotype Sex 
Founder 74 46 46 46 46 
C1 171 118 114 111 112 
C2 133 84 80 77 78 
Total 207 130 126 123 124 
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Table 2.2. Microsatellite loci used for individual identification, parentage and analysis of 
temporal population structure. Results were generated from the combined 46 Founder and 
80 C2 genotypes (n = 126). Reported are the number of humpback whales genotyped (n), 
the allelic range (Range), the number of alleles (K), the probability of identity (PID), the 
observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosities and significant deviations from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium (HWE, ns = not significant, * = significant). PID and PID Sibs are 
reported as the overall value for the 10 loci combined. 

Locus n Range K PID PID SIBS Ho He HWE 
Ev141 125 131-141 6 2.2E-01 5.1E-01 0.600 0.579 ns 
Ev371 120 192-216 12 3.1E-02 3.2E-01 0.892 0.867 ns 
Ev961 122 149-167 8 7.6E-02 3.8E-01 0.787 0.786 ns 

GATA4172 124 191-230 12 2.7E-02 3.2E-01 0.863 0.878 ns 
GATA282 123 147-187 6 4.9E-01 7.2E-01 0.317 0.311 ns 
GT2113 123 100-118 9 9.7E-02 4.0E-01 0.805 0.755 ns 
GT233 125 109-121 7 1.7E-01 4.7E-01 0.720 0.649 ns 
GT5753 123 143-165 12 5.3E-02 3.5E-01 0.821 0.823 ns 
rw4-104 126 196-208 6 1.4E-01 4.4E-01 0.683 0.688 * 
rw484 121 112-122 6 1.3E-01 4.3E-01 0.711 0.701 ns 
overall 126 -  �̅� = 8.4 1.1E-10 1.8E-04 �̅� = 0.720 �̅� = 0.704 - 

 

1 Valsecchi and Amos 1996 
2 Palsbøll et al. 1997 
3 Bérubé et al. 2000 
4 Waldick et al. 1999  
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Table 2.3. Founder whales born to mothers in the Founder stratum (listed by SEAK ID) 
as documented by photo ID and, when possible, genotypic confirmation. 

 

Offspring Mother Year of Birth Genotypically 
Confirmed? 

186 530 1982 Y 
352 530 1984 Y 
353 581 1984 Y 
198 539 1982 n/a 
349 535 1984 n/a 
382 573 1984 n/a 
383 236 1984 n/a 
800 155 1985 n/a 
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Table 2.4. The representation and recruitment to the Contemporary stratum of 25 Founder 
females with DNA profiles to confirm or infer offspring. Offspring that were inferred are 
in italics, offspring that were observed with photo ID are marked with an asterisk, 
offspring that were observed with photo ID and confirmed with a DNA profile are 
underlined. Only one Founder female (in bold) was not documented in the Contemporary 
stratum and did not have an offspring in the Contemporary stratum. 

Founder 
Mother 

SEAK ID 

Return to 
Contemporary? Contemporary Offspring 

Contemporary 
Descendent – 
3rd Generation 

68  1441  
155 Y 397, 541, 1438  
161 Y 1299, 283, 1233, 1293  
193 Y 1306, 196, 1432  
215  1815  
219 Y 1031, 1485, 1803 1475 
225 Y 1807  
232 Y   
235 Y 1079, 1461 1836 
236  1014, 1046, 1302, 1313* 1838 
353 Y 1474  
455  1297*  
530  1019, 1304, 1083  
535 Y   
539 Y 1057  
573 Y 1088*, 1423  
581 Y 1042, 1090*, 1802, 1659 1480 
587 Y 1298, 1421*, 1063, 2168 1900 
801 Y 1049, 1065*, 1486, 1654, 1018, 1473, 1658, 1895  
817 Y   
944 Y 1846*  
965 Y 1428  
1011 Y 1882  
1460  1470  
569 --- --- --- 
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Table 2.5. Individuals in the C2 stratum with a reported Founder mother based on photo 
ID (n = 32, listed by SEAK ID of offspring). When available, genotypes were compared 
to confirm the relationship (n = 22). *Offspring did not display heteroplasmy of mother, 
see Chapter 3. 

Offspring Sex Hap Mother Hap # Loci 
Mismatch 

# Loci 
Compared 

Genotypically 
Confirmed? 

LOD 
Score 

Non-
Exclusion 
Probability 

933 M A+ 566 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1014 F A- 236 A- 0 10 Y 3.552 0.009 
1019 F A- 530 A- 1 10 Y -0.140 0.001 
1031 F A- 219 A- 0 10 Y 4.085 0.003 
1042 F A+ 581 A+ 0 9 Y 6.301 0.008 
1046 F A- 236 A- 0 10 Y 2.659 0.005 
1049 M A- 801 A- 0 10 Y 5.894 0.007 
1057 F A- 539 A- 0 10 Y 6.616 0.013 
1065 - n/a 801 A- n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1079 F A- 235 A- 0 10 Y 3.913 0.003 
1088 - n/a 573 A- n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1090 - n/a 581 A+ n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1297 - n/a 455 A- n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1298 F n/a 587 A+ 0 9 Y 3.877 0.062 
1299 M A- 161 A- 0 10 Y 4.032 0.004 
1302 F A- 236 A- 0 10 Y 2.497 0.028 
1304 F A- 530 A- 0 10 Y 5.307 0.008 
1306 M A- 193 A-/A8 0 8 Y 7.188 0.014 
1313 - n/a 236 A- n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1421 - n/a 587 A+ n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1423 - n/a 573 A- n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1428 F A+ 965 A+ 1 10 Y 1.237 0.004 
1438 M A- 155 A- 0 8 Y 4.723 0.005 
1470 F A- 1460 A- 1 8 Y -0.186 0.024 
1474 M A+ 353 A+ 0 10 Y 8.987 0.004 
1485 M A- 219 A- 0 10 Y 1.825 0.028 
1486 F A- 801 A- 0 10 Y 7.786 0.022 
1531 - n/a 250 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1654 M n/a 801 A- 0 10 Y 8.018 0.006 
1802 M A+ 581 A+ 0 10 Y 6.144 0.005 
1803 M A- 219 A- 0 10 Y 6.975 0.001 
1846 - n/a 944 A+ n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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Table 2.6. Five C2 individuals with mothers in the C2 stratum and grandmothers in the 
Founder stratum (listed by SEAK ID). Haplotypes are given in parentheses when 
available. The first year each Founder grandmother was seen in Alaska is reported in 
parentheses, see Appendix II for additional detail of early sightings. 

C2 Offspring C2 Mother Genotypically 
Confirmed? 

Founder 
Grandmother 

Genotypically 
Confirmed? 

1475 (A-) 1031 (A-) Y 219 (A-, 1982) Y 
1480 1042 (A+) n/a 581 (A+, 1982) Y 
1836 1079 (A-) n/a 235 (A-, 1977) Y 
1838 (A-) 1302 (A-) Y 236 (A-, 1975) Y 
1900 (A+) 1298 Y 587 (A+, 1973) Y 
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Table 2.7. Twenty C2 whales with Founder mothers assigned using maternity inference 
(listed by SEAK ID). 

C2 
Offspring Hap Loci 

Typed 

Non-
exclusion 

probability 

Putative 
Founder 
Mother 

Hap Loci 
Typed 

Pair Loci 
Compared 

Pair Loci 
Mismatching 

Pair 
LOD 
score 

196 A-/A8 9 0.003 193 A-/A8 9 8 0 7.20 
283 A- 10 0.015 161 A- 10 10 0 2.18 
397 A- 9 0.002 155 A- 10 9 0 4.64 
541 A- 9 0.009 155 A- 10 9 0 5.32 

1018 A- 10 0.003 801 A- 10 10 0 7.05 
1063 A+ 10 0.003 587 A+ 10 10 0 4.39 
1083 A- 9 0.027 530 A- 10 9 0 4.05 
1233 A- 10 0.013 161 A- 10 10 0 4.37 
1293 A- 10 0.004 161 A- 10 10 0 6.34 
1432 A- 10 0.001 193 A-/A8 9 9 1 0.51 
1441 A- 10 0.001 68 A- 10 10 1 3.04 
1461 n/a 10 0.010 235 A- 10 10 0 4.16 
1473 A- 10 0.033 801 A- 10 10 0 5.45 
1658 A- 10 0.002 801 A- 10 10 0 8.82 
1659 A+ 9 0.013 581 A+ 10 9 0 6.25 
1807 A- 10 0.010 225 A- 10 10 0 4.84 
1815 n/a 10 0.001 215 A-/A8 10 10 1 0.24 
1882 A- 10 0.025 1011 A- 10 10 0 4.03 
1895 A- 10 0.002 801 A- 10 10 0 4.84 
2168 A+ 10 0.006 587 A+ 10 10 0 2.20 
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Figure 2.1. Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, as surveyed by the National Park Service (NPS) 
Humpback Whale Monitoring Program, showing the boundary of Glacier Bay National 
Park and Preserve. 
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Figure 2.2. Haplotype frequencies for individuals in the Founder (n = 46), C1 (n = 105) 
and C2 strata (n = 71) with genetically confirmed sex. 
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Figure 2.3. Individuals in the Contemporary stratum were either a returning Founder 
whale, a likely descendant of a Founder female, not a likely descendant of a Founder 
female or unverifiable. Blue shaded boxes highlight individuals that were either a 
returning Founder or a descendant of a Founder female (n = 95, 55.5% of the total C1, 
73.6% of the verifiable C1). Brown boxes represent individuals that had a photo ID and/or 
DNA profile available but were not a likely descendant of a Founder female. Photo ID 
observed mother/offspring relationships were confirmed with DNA profiles when 
available.
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3. MTDNA HETEROPLASMY AND THE ORIGINS OF A NEW MATERNAL 
LINEAGE IN HUMPBACK WHALES OF SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA 
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3.1. Abstract 

Here we report on a newly arising mtDNA haplotype in the North Pacific 

humpback whale and the number of individuals with heteroplasmy for the parental and 

derived mitogenome. We discovered two individuals (a female and her calf from 2010) 

with a previously unreported haplotype (referred to as A8), while assembling a large 

collaborative database of DNA profiles and photo ID records for individually identified 

whales from southeastern Alaska (SEAK). The A8 haplotype differs by one base pair 

from a common haplotype referred to as A-. To investigate the origins of the A8 

haplotype, we reviewed n = 1,089 electropherograms (including replicate samples) of n = 

710 individuals with A- haplotypes from both the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database and the ocean-wide program, SPLASH (Baker et al. 2013). From this review, 

we found 20 individuals with clear evidence of heteroplasmy for A-/A8 haplotypes. Of 

these, n = 15 were encountered in SEAK, n = 4 were encountered on the Hawaiian 

breeding ground (the primary migratory destination for whales in SEAK) and n = 1 was 

encountered in the northern Gulf of Alaska. We used genotype exclusion and likelihood 

to identify one of the heteroplasmic females as the likely mother of the A8 cow and 

grandmother of the A8 calf, establishing the inheritance and germ-line fixation of the new 

haplotype from the parental heteroplasmy. We used estimates of pairwise relatedness 

from microsatellite genotypes to provide evidence that the 20 A-/A8 and the 2 A8 

individuals likely represent descendants from a common maternal ancestor. The mutation 

leading to the A-/A8 heteroplasmy and the fixation of the A8 haplotype represent an 

increase in mtDNA diversity for the North Pacific humpback whale from 28 to 29 
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haplotypes and provide an opportunity to document the population dynamics and regional 

fidelity of a newly arising maternal lineage.  
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3.2. Introduction 

The Structure of Populations, Levels of Abundance and Status of Humpback 

Whales in the North Pacific (SPLASH) project was initiated in order to better understand 

abundance and genetic migratory structure of the North Pacific humpback whale 

(Calambokidis et al. 2008). During SPLASH (2004-2006), photo ID records were 

collected and DNA profiles were generated for individuals from all known North Pacific 

humpback whale feeding and breeding grounds. From 1,803 individuals with mtDNA 

control region sequences, 28 haplotypes were resolved, showing marked differences in 

frequencies among ten recognized feeding grounds: Russia, western Aleutians, Bering 

Sea, eastern Aleutians, western Gulf of Alaska, northern Gulf of Alaska, southeastern 

Alaska, northern British Columbia, southern British Columbia/northern Washington and 

California/Oregon (Baker et al. 2013). This regional differentiation of mtDNA haplotypes 

across North Pacific feeding grounds provides evidence that fidelity is maternally 

directed; a hypothesis first proposed based on high rates of return to specific feeding 

grounds documented by photo identification (Martin et al. 1984; Clapham and Mayo 

1987, Baker et al. 1987). 

Large-scale population surveys such as SPLASH establish a baseline of existing 

genetic diversity and offer the potential to identify newly arising mtDNA haplotypes. A 

new mtDNA haplotype can reach fixation in the female germ-line (hereafter, referred to 

simply as fixation) through heteroplasmy, i.e., the presence of more than one variant of 

the mitochondrial genome within a single individual (Hoeh et al. 1991). Heteroplasmy is 

thought to result primarily from mutation, resulting in two variants, the original (or 
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parental) haplotype and the derived haplotype (Mignotte et al. 1990). Although 

heteroplasmy can also arise via mutation within the somatic tissue of an individual, only 

heteroplasmy in the female germ-line is inherited in subsequent generations (Birky 1978). 

During oogenesis or embryogenesis, there is a rapid fluctuation in the number of 

mitochondrial organelles per cell, causing only a portion of the mtDNA to proliferate in 

successive generations (Bergstrom and Pritchard 1998). If heteroplasmy exists in a 

primordial germ cell or zygote of an adult female, this molecular bottleneck can generate 

the rapid segregation of haplotype variants leading to random genetic drift and possible 

fixation of either the parental or derived (e.g., mutant) haplotype in the mature oocyte or 

in the germ-line of the developing embryo (Chinnery et al. 2000). An alternative source 

of heteroplasmy is paternal leakage, where mitochondria from the sperm enter the ova 

during fertilization and persist through embryogenesis (Wolff and Gemmell 2008). 

Paternal leakage is considered uncommon in vertebrates and rarely results in a new 

haplotype within a population (Birky 1995).  

Heteroplasmy has been reported in a number of animal species (e.g., Hoeh et al. 

1991; Wilkinson and Chapman 1991; Steel et al. 2000; Kvist et al. 2003), including 

cetaceans (Vollmer et al. 2011), and specifically, the humpback whale (Baker et al. 1990, 

2013; Larsen et al. 1996). While several studies have reported rapid intergenerational 

fixation of heteroplasmic point mutations in domesticated mammal species (Ashley et al. 

1989, Koehler et al. 1991), there is only one study that has documented the origins of a 

new haplotype through the segregation of a heteroplasmic lineage in a cetacean species. 

McLeod and White (2009) used a long-term dataset of photo ID records and DNA 
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profiles to trace the inheritance of heteroplasmy and fixation of a new haplotype through 

multiple generations of North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis), a species with 

especially low mtDNA diversity.  

The extensive photo ID and DNA profiles available for humpback whales in 

southeast Alaska (SEAK) provide an opportunity similar to that of the North Atlantic 

right whale. Decades of dedicated research on humpback whales in SEAK have 

generated a large collection of data on the distribution, seasonal return and life history 

parameters (e.g., age and recorded mother/offspring relationships) of individual whales. 

These records demonstrate a notable degree of site fidelity over extended periods, i.e., in 

some cases, up to four decades (e.g., Chapter 2, Neilson et al. 2013). 

Similar to right whales in the North Atlantic (McLeod and White 2009), 

humpback whales in SEAK show notably low haplotype diversity (Baker et al. 2008, 

2013). During the SPLASH effort, only 6 haplotypes were found from a sample of 183 

SEAK humpback whales with mtDNA control region information, with the large 

majority of individuals having either an A+ (27%) or A- (66%) haplotype. The long-term 

study of humpback whales in SEAK, in combination with the population’s low haplotype 

diversity, provides an opportunity to detect and track heteroplasmy. 

Here, we describe the origin of a new mtDNA haplotype in the North Pacific, first 

detected in SEAK, and the number of individuals with heteroplasmy for the parental and 

the newly arising derived genome. We use photo ID records and genotype exclusion to 

confirm that the two individuals with the new haplotype are a mother and her offspring. 

We then use genotype exclusion and a likelihood-based maternity analysis to identify 
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whether any of the heteroplasmic females detected could be the mother of the older of the 

two individuals with the new mtDNA haplotype, establishing the inheritance and fixation 

of the new haplotype from the parental heteroplasmy. We use kinship to investigate 

whether the heteroplasmic individuals and their offspring represent descent from a recent 

maternal ancestor. Finally, we explore the spatial distribution of individuals within this 

newly arising lineage and comment on their regional fidelity within the North Pacific 

using SPLASH encounters. Results from this study demonstrate the value in maintaining 

long-term, individual-based data for tracking genetic mutation and subsequent evolution 

within populations and provide an opportunity to document the population dynamics and 

habitat fidelity of a newly arising maternal lineage. 

 

3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. Photo ID and DNA Profiles 

Two related databases of photo ID records and DNA profiles were available for 

use in this study: 1) the integrated SEAK Regional Database with the associated SEAK 

DNA Register and Tissue Database (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.5), and 2) the ocean-basin 

wide SPLASH database (Baker et al. 2013). Both databases are described in detail in 

Chapter 1. Here, the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database included DNA profiles 

collected in SEAK during SPLASH but the SPLASH database included only profiles of 

individuals sampled during SPLASH throughout the North Pacific. In SPLASH, photo ID 

records and DNA profiles are coded with a SPLASH ID whereas non-SPLASH photos 

and genetic samples from SEAK are coded with a SEAK ID. Integration of SPLASH 
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records with non-SPLASH records was only possible when a SEAK ID could be linked 

to the SPLASH ID through photo or genotype reconciliation. DNA profiling followed 

methods previously described in Chapters 1 and 2. 

 

3.3.2. Identification of Heteroplasmy and the Derived Haplotype 

While assembling a large database of DNA profiles and photo ID records for 

humpback whales from SEAK (see Chapter 1, Appendix I), a novel substitution was 

discovered, defining a new mtDNA haplotype. We then reevaluated electropherograms of 

all A- haplotypes generated from tissue samples collected in SEAK from 1987-2012 for 

the presence of heteroplasmy at the variable site in either the forward or reverse strand. 

All A- and unspecified heteroplasmic sequences generated from samples collected 

throughout the North Pacific during the SPLASH project from 2004-2006 were also 

reevaluated for heteroplasmy at this position in the control region. As previously, a 

mtDNA haplotype was defined from a 500 base pair sequence (Baker et al. 2013). 

Heteroplasmy was defined as the presence of a secondary peak at greater than 20% of the 

primary peak using the secondary peak height filter in Sequencher (Gene Codes). All 

electropherograms showing a secondary peak height of  >20% were visually assessed.  

 

3.3.3. Segregation and Germ-line Fixation of the Heteroplasmy 

To investigate the potential for inheritance and fixation of the new haplotype from 

the parental heteroplasmy, we conducted a maternity analysis in CERVUS v3.0 

(Kalinowski et al. 2007). Likelihood values for each mother/offspring pair were 
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generated in the form of an LOD (logarithm of the odds) score, the lne of the product of 

the likelihood at each locus based on the frequency of alleles at that locus. A female was 

considered a likely mother if it was assigned the highest, positive LOD score and the 

mother/offspring pair shared an allele at 8 or more loci compared (hereafter, 

‘genotypically confirmed’). 

 

3.3.4. Relatedness of Heteroplasmic Individuals  

The SEAK Regional Database was reviewed for observed mother/offspring 

relationships involving individuals with the heteroplasmy and the new haplotype. An 

individual was assigned as the offspring of a female if it was observed in close 

association with that female during its first year of life. When possible, known 

relationships from photo ID were confirmed with genotypes (see Chapter 2).  

To determine whether heteroplasmic individuals represent a distinct lineage of 

related individuals, GroupRelate (written by William Amos, as reported in Valsecchi et 

al. 2002) was used to calculate average pairwise relatedness following Queller and 

Goodnight (1989). GroupRelate compares relatedness of observed genotypes to random 

genotypes by drawing from the observed allele frequency distributions for 1000 total 

permutations in order to test whether individuals are more related than would be expected 

by chance. The number of times the observed relatedness value exceeds the value 

generated from the randomization gives the probability of observing the actual data under 

the null hypothesis of no relatedness. 
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3.3.5. Regional Fidelity of Heteroplasmic Individuals 

To investigate the spatial distribution of the heteroplasmic individuals, we 

mapped all encounter locations of individuals using SPLASH records and highlighted 

encounters of individuals with the A-/A8 heteroplasmy. The SPLASH database was used 

rather than the SEAK database because it characterized a more representative sampling 

effort across the North Pacific. There were a total of 19,522 encounters of 8,649 

individuals across the North Pacific in the SPLASH project (Calambokidis et al. 2008). 

Only encounters of heteroplasmic individuals with an existing DNA profile during 

SPLASH were represented on the map. Reconciliation of DNA profiles from before and 

after SPLASH did not occur in order to conserve the standardization of the SPLASH 

project. 

 

3.4. Results 

3.4.1. Discovery of a New Haplotype, A8 

From the assembled database of DNA profiles for individuals from SEAK 

(“SEAK DNA Registry and Tissue Database”, Chapter 1, Appendix I), we resolved six 

mtDNA haplotypes (Table 3.1). Five of the haplotypes were previously reported as part 

of SPLASH (Baker et al. 2013). One, referred to here as A8, was not previously reported. 

The new A8 haplotype differs from the common A- haplotype by a transition from T to C 

at position 283 (Table 3.1). Two individuals had the A8 haplotype. Review of photo ID 

records, and confirmation with genotypes, revealed that the two A8 individuals were an 

observed mother and her offspring, referred to as SEAK ID 1812 (female, first sighted in 
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SEAK in 2003) and SEAK ID 2328 (female, born in 2010). There was no photo ID 

record of an observed mother for SEAK ID 1812, the A8 mother. 

 

3.4.2. Identifying mtDNA Heteroplasmy 

To investigate the origin of the novel A8 haplotype, we reviewed 

electropherograms of n = 355 individuals with A- haplotypes sampled in SEAK, and 

archived within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database, for heteroplasmy. This 

revealed n = 15 individuals that showed a secondary peak height of at least 20% for either 

the A- or A8 haplotype at site 283. Outside of SEAK, review of electropherograms of n = 

355 individuals with A- haplotypes or unspecified heteroplasmic sequences sampled in 

the North Pacific during SPLASH (2004-2006) revealed another n = 5 (Table 3.2). This 

heteroplasmy was consistent with a single base pair change for nucleotides C and T at 

position 283 (haplotype A-/A8). It should be noted that other individuals had a minor 

secondary peak that did not meet the 20% secondary peak criteria, thus, the number of 

individuals with reported A-/A8 heteroplasmy (n = 20) is likely to be an underestimate. 

 

3.4.3. Inheritance and Segregation of A8  

We searched for a potential heteroplasmic mother of SEAK ID 1812 (the A8 cow) 

using genotype exclusion and likelihood. We included all confirmed A-/A8 heteroplasmic 

females with an available genotype as well as A-/A8 individuals with a genotype and 

unknown sex as putative mothers (n = 11, Table 3.3). SEAK ID 196 was the only 

heteroplasmic female to share one allele at every locus with SEAK ID 1812 (i.e., the 
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Mendelian expectation of a parent/offspring relationship) This inference was supported 

by a high LOD score (LOD = 6.23) and a low non-exclusion probability for SEAK ID 

1812 (0.007). Based on this evidence, it is likely that the inheritance and segregation of 

the heteroplasmic haplotype and the subsequent fixation of the A8 haplotype occurred 

between a heteroplasmic mother (SEAK ID 196, haplotype A-/A8) and her homoplasmic 

offspring (SEAK ID 1812, haplotype A8). 

 

3.4.4. Relatedness within a Heteroplasmic Lineage 

To construct further pedigrees, the SEAK Regional Database was reviewed for 

observed mother/offspring relationships involving A-/A8 heteroplasmic and A8 

individuals. Three A-/A8 heteroplasmic and A8 individuals had offspring with a known 

haplotype. As noted above, SEAK ID 196 (A-/A8) is the most likely mother of SEAK ID 

1812 (A8), who is the mother of SEAK ID 2328 (A8). The relationship between SEAK 

IDs 1812 and 2328 was observed with photo ID and genotypically confirmed. SEAK ID 

193 (A-/A8) is the photo ID observed mother SEAK ID 1306 (A-). The relationship 

between SEAK IDs 193 and 1306 was genotypically confirmed. SEAK ID 1316 (A-) is 

the photo ID observed mother of SEAK ID 1756 (A-/A8). A genotype was not available 

for SEAK ID 1756 to confirm the relationship. These intergenerational changes in 

mtDNA haplotypes are likely caused by the rapid fluctuation in the number of 

mitochondrial organelles per cell during embryogenesis or oogenesis, which causes only 

a subset of the mtDNA to proliferate in successive generations (Bergstrom and Pritchard 

1998). Pedigrees involving A-/A8 individuals and relatives with known haplotypes are 
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shown in Figure 3.1. A complete list of photo ID observed offspring for heteroplasmic 

females, including those with an unknown haplotype, is provided in Table 3.2. 

Under the assumption that all A-/A8 individuals are descendent from a common 

ancestor, GroupRelate (written by William Amos, as reported in Valsecchi et al. 2002) 

was used to calculate average pairwise relatedness following Queller and Goodnight 

(1989) for two groups: the heteroplasmic lineage, including A8, (n = 20) and a randomly 

selected group of non-heteroplasmic individuals sampled in SEAK between 1987 and 

2012 (n = 230). Pairwise relatedness values were calculated for the following partitions 

within each of the two groups: female-female, male-male, male-female and all-against-

all. The 20 individuals in the heteroplasmic stratum included 16 heteroplasmic 

individuals that were genotyped at eight or more loci, two individuals with the A8 

haplotype (descended from the heteroplasmic individual SEAK ID 196) and two 

individuals that were visually observed as either the mother or calf of an A-/A8 

heteroplasmic individual (and, when possible, genotypically confirmed). All individuals 

included in the heteroplasmic group are marked with an asterisk in Table 3.2. 

The average relatedness value for pairwise comparisons of all individuals within 

the A-/A8 heteroplasmic group was significantly greater than expected by chance (r = 

0.061, p = 0.026, Table 3.4). Average pairwise relatedness within the A-/A8 

heteroplasmic group was also significantly greater than expected by chance for male-

female (r = 0.066, p = 0.016) and female-female comparisons (r = 0.066, p = 0.046), but 

not for male-male comparisons (r = 0.084, p = 0.107), perhaps due to a small sample size 

of only a total of 15 comparisons. 
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The average relatedness value for pairwise comparisons of all individuals within 

the control SEAK group (n = 230) was lower than that for the A-/A8 heteroplasmic group 

and was not significantly greater than expected by chance (r = -0.006, p = 0.948). 

Similarly, average pairwise relatedness for female-female, male-male, and male-female 

comparisons were all near zero and non-significant (r = -0.015, p = 0.968;  r = 0.005, p = 

0.525; r = -0.004, p = 0.886; Table 3.4). 

  

3.4.5. Regional Fidelity of the Heteroplasmic Lineage 

The encounter locations of the 14 A-/A8 individuals included in the SPLASH 

database were mapped in ArcGIS 10.1 in order to explore the ocean-wide distribution of 

the heteroplasmy (Figure 3.2). We chose to plot the position of heteroplasmic encounters 

from SPLASH because the surveys included the larger distribution of humpback whales 

in the North Pacific. Seven individuals were encountered only within the SEAK feeding 

ground (n = 18 encounters), four were encountered only on the Hawaii breeding ground 

(n = 5 encounters), one was encountered only on the NGOA feeding ground (n = 2 

encounters) and two individuals were encountered on both the SEAK feeding ground (n = 

11 encounters) and the Hawaiian breeding ground (n = 2 encounters). Encounter 

locations of A-/A8 heteroplasmic individuals that were sampled as part of the SPLASH 

project are shown highlighted among the 19,522 total encounters from SPLASH in 

Figure 3.2. 

The six A-/A8 heteroplasmic individuals identified in this study that were not 

sampled during the SPLASH project were all sampled in SEAK. Both A8 individuals 
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were sampled in SEAK in 2010 and have only been encountered there; neither of these 

were genetically sampled during SPLASH. 

 

3.5. Discussion 

3.5.1. Discovery of a New North Pacific Haplotype and Heteroplasmic Origins 

We offer the first documentation of a newly arising humpback whale haplotype in 

the North Pacific. This haplotype was not reported in the previous SPLASH project, 

despite extensive sampling coverage across the entire North Pacific, and widespread 

regional sampling in SEAK before and after SPLASH. The A8 haplotype differs from the 

A- haplotype by only one base pair and, as inferred from our pedigree reconstruction, 

likely arose through inheritance and segregation of A-/A8 heteroplasmy, operating as an 

intermediate step between the homoplasmic A- and A8 haplotypes. 

We consider the alternate hypothesis of paternal leakage to be unlikely. There are 

various mechanisms preventing paternal leakage from occurring in vertebrate species 

(Birky 1995). For example, in mammals, the female cell actively tags sperm with 

ubiquitin, causing proteolytic digestion (Sutovsky 2003). The reliability of mechanisms 

such as proteolytic digestion is not entirely understood (Birky 2001, Thompson et al. 

2003) and they have been known to fail (Schwartz and Vissing 2002). Paternal mtDNA 

inheritance in most species is further constrained by extreme dilution with maternal 

mtDNA in the zygote (Wolff and Gemmell 2008). It is also expected that paternal 

leakage would be represented by a known or existing haplotype in the population; this 

was not the case here. 
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This is not the first time that mtDNA heteroplasmy has been reported in the 

humpback whale. Using restriction fragment analysis, Baker et al. (1990) found a 

heteroplasmy in one individual sampled in Hawaii using the AccI restriction enzyme. 

However, review of the AccI cut sites (forward: GT▼(A/C)(T/G)AC, reverse: 

CA(T/G)(A/C)▲TG) showed this is not consistent with the C/T transition at position 283 

of the A8 haplotype reported here. More recently, Baker et al. (2013) identified 18 of 

1805 total North Pacific humpback whales with mtDNA heteroplasmy sampled during 

the SPLASH project. While the specific heteroplasmic sites were not reported in Baker et 

al. (2013), we determined upon further inspection that two of these 18 unspecified 

heteroplasmic individuals had the A-/A8 heteroplasmic haplotype and are reported here 

(SPLASH IDs 430294 and 700227). 

 

3.5.2. Inheritance and Segregation of Heteroplasmy 

Although we were not able to identify the ‘founder female’ of the A-/A8 

heteroplasmy with complete pedigree reconstruction, we were able to demonstrate the 

likely inheritance and segregation of the heteroplasmic haplotype and the subsequent 

fixation of the A8 haplotype between an A-/A8 heteroplasmic mother (SEAK ID 196) and 

her A8 homoplasmic offspring (SEAK ID 1812). Similarly, McLeod and White (2009) 

traced mitochondrial control region heteroplasmy through three generations of North 

Atlantic right whale and identified the complete segregation of the previously unreported 

mutant variant, as done here. As was the case for the heteroplasmy outlined here for the 

North Pacific humpback whale, the ability to track a single mutation through multiple 
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generations of the North Atlantic right whale was attributed to the long-term database of 

identification records and the large number of observed mother/offspring relationships for 

individual whales. 

 

3.5.3. Relatedness within a Heteroplasmic Lineage 

Barring the unlikely event of multiple mutations, the A-/A8 heteroplasmic 

individuals identified in this study probably descended from a single founder female. If 

the heteroplasmy arose many 10s or 100s of generations in the past, we would expect the 

A-/A8 heteroplasmy and/or A8 haplotype to be more prevalent throughout SEAK and 

even the North Pacific, depending on the frequency of dispersal events across feeding 

grounds. If this mutation were a recent event, we would expect some of the oldest A-/A8 

heteroplasmic individuals to be first-order relatives. In fact, SEAK IDs 193, 196, 215 and 

875 have sightings in Alaska dating back to the early 1980s. In an ad hoc examination of 

relatedness values based on microsatellite genotypes for these four individuals, most 

pairwise comparisons did show elevated levels of relatedness (SEAK IDs 193 and 215, r 

= -0.19, SEAK IDs 215 and 875, r = 0.24, SEAK IDs 215 and 196, r = 0.26, SEAK IDs 

193 and 875, r = 0.34, SEAK IDs 196 and 875, r = 0.39, SEAK IDs 193 and 196, r = 

0.56), indicating that some of these older heteroplasmic individuals could have descended 

from the same mother or grandmother. 

As further evidence of a recent origin, all individuals with genotypes within the A-

/A8 heteroplasmic lineage were more related than expected by chance, indicating that 

these individuals likely descended from a single female. Only male-male pairwise 
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comparisons within the heteroplasmic group were not significantly greater than expected 

by chance. This is not unexpected given the maternal pattern of inheritance for mtDNA. 

Whereas females of the same haplotype can be related to mothers and their offspring, 

males with the same haplotype can only be related to their mothers. 

 

3.5.4. Intergeneration Change in mtDNA Haplotypes 

Through our constructed pedigrees, we demonstrate that first-order relatives can 

have varying proportions of parental (A-) and derived (A8) nucleotides, causing a variable 

pattern of heteroplasmy and apparent homoplasmy (the presence of only one mtDNA 

haplotype within an individual) in a mother and her offspring. Although we documented 

apparent fixation of A8 in two generations, this was not always the case. In one case, an 

A-/A8 heteroplasmic mother had an offspring apparently fixed for the parental variant  

(A-). In a third case, a female with the parental variant (A-) had an A-/A8 heteroplasmic 

offspring. This variable pattern of inheritance suggests that an extreme bottleneck during 

embrogenesis or oogenesis reduces the number of mtDNA molecules, leading to 

differential levels of mtDNA variants in subsequent generations (see review by White et 

al. 2008). 

Similar patterns of intergenerational shifts in heteroplasmy have been reported for 

several domesticated species (e.g., Ashley et al. 1989, Klütsh et al. 2011). For example, 

Klütsh et al. (2011) tracked heteroplasmy of a single base deletion in a pedigree of dogs. 

Of the 74 individuals tested within this pedigree, 26 were heteroplasmic, 36 were fixed 

for the parental A nucleotide and 12 were fixed for the deletion.  
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Tracking of heteroplasmy through a maternal lineage is challenging as inheritance 

of heteroplasmy can fluctuate depending on which cells, and at which developmental 

stage, the mutation originated. Detecting heteroplasmy also depends on the threshold at 

which we define detection. It is possible that additional, seemingly homoplasmic, 

individuals have low levels of heteroplasmy that were not detected through sequencing of 

DNA from skin cells. For example, McLeod and White (2009) report a homoplasmic 

female giving birth to two heteroplasmic offspring. Although this could represent parallel 

mutation, the authors concluded it was more likely that the mother carried some degree of 

low level, undetected heteroplasmy. Next generation sequencing offers a method to 

improve detection and quantification of heteroplasmy. 

 

3.5.5. Regional Fidelity of the Heteroplasmic Lineage 

The A-/A8 heteroplasmic individuals showed a pattern of distribution and 

migratory return consistent with strong maternal fidelity. Of the 14 A-/A8 heteroplasmic 

individuals sampled during the SPLASH project, seven were encountered only in SEAK, 

four were encountered only in Hawaii, two were encountered in both SEAK and HI, and 

one was encountered only in the NGOA. As Hawaii is the main breeding ground for 

humpback whales feeding in SEAK (Baker et al. 1986), it is likely that the four A-/A8 

individuals only encountered in Hawaii also migrate to SEAK but were not encountered 

there. 

Of the 20 total A-/A8 individuals detected in this study, six were sampled in 

SEAK before or after the SPLASH project. Although this regional sampling is not 
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standardized across the North Pacific, it provides additional evidence for fidelity of the A-

/A8 heteroplasmic lineage to the SEAK feeding ground. In addition, the two A8 

individuals were sampled within SEAK after the SPLASH effort, lending further 

evidence of regional fidelity of this lineage. 

 

3.5.6. Conclusions 

The extensive genetic sampling throughout SEAK and during SPLASH, in 

combination with the individual-based records archived within the SEAK Regional 

Database, allowed us to trace the inheritance and segregation of this previously 

unreported A8 mtDNA mutation through several pedigrees. In one case, the mutation 

persisted across three generations of North Pacific humpback whale as A-/A8 became 

fixed to A8.  

The mutation leading to the A-/A8 heteroplasmy and its fixation within the 

humpback whale represents an increase in mitochondrial diversity for this population. 

Now that we have identified the A8 haplotype, we can explore the population dynamics 

in this arising lineage and continue to trace its distribution across the North Pacific. 

Continuing to monitor the distribution of this lineage throughout the North Pacific will 

reveal whether individuals disperse outside of SEAK or whether individuals within this 

lineage continue to show strong fidelity to SEAK. Of particular interest are the many 

unsampled offspring (Table. 3.2). 

Additionally, we can assess the local recruitment of this lineage to SEAK through 

continued genetic sampling and observations of visually confirmed offspring of the 
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heteroplasmic and A8 individuals identified in this study. In McLeod and White (2009) 

the two individuals that became fixed for the mutant mtDNA variant were both male and 

could not contribute the new haplotype to future generations. However, in our study, both 

individuals with the new A8 haplotype (SEAK IDs 1812 and 2328) are female and we 

can anticipate that the A8 haplotype will become more frequent in SEAK over time. The 

increase in frequency of the A8 haplotype in SEAK will reflect reproductive success and 

local fidelity of the two existing A8 individuals as well as any new A8 females that might 

arise through an identical fixation of the A-/A8 heteroplasmy. Through dedicated 

sampling by the NPS and UAS, it is possible to trace any future expansion of this 

recently diverged maternal lineage based on sightings of these two individuals with any 

associated calves.
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Table 3.1. Relative positions of variable nucleotides at sites defining the six mtDNA control region haplotypes identified in 
SEAK from 1987-2012, as archived within the SEAK DNA Registry and Tissue Database. Dots () indicate matches with the 
reference sequence (A+). 

 Nucleotides at Variable Sites           
Haplotype 
Code 23 82 83 98 123 131 143 159 243 262 264 266 270 283 313 314 489 

A+ G T T C C G T T T C A T A T T C A 
A4  C                
A- A                 
A8 A             C    
E2           G C      
F2   C A T A C C C T   G  C T G 
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Table 3.2. The 20 individuals heteroplasmic for A-/A8 haplotypes in the North Pacific, 15 of which are known to migrate to 
SEAK (indicated by a SEAK ID or SEAK photo code). Also listed are the two individuals with the A8 haplotype. The year of 
birth or earliest encounter in SEAK are reported from sighting histories within the SEAK Regional Database. Photo-identified 
offspring and maternal relationships were confirmed when a genotype was available for both the mother and offspring. Sex and 
haplotype are listed in parentheses after offspring ID when available. * indicates a genotype was available for calculating average 
pairwise relatedness of the heteroplasmic group. 

SEAK ID or Photo Code SPLASH 
ID 

Sample 
Location Haplotype Sex Birth 

year Earliest Encounter 
Offspring - 

SEAK ID or 
Photo Code 

Mother- 
SEAK ID 

193* 474448 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 1979 1075  
       1300  
       1306 (M, A-)*  
       193_calf_1990  
       193_calf_1997  
       193_calf_2000  
       193_calf_2004  
       193_calf_2006  
       193_calf_2010  196* n/a SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 1982   215* 474268 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 1984 215_calf_1991  
       215_calf_1999  
       215_calf_2002  
       215_calf_2004  875* 470307 SEAK A-/A8 M n/a 1985   1336* 474397 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 1990 1337  
       1957  1345* n/a SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 1992   1756 574115 SEAK A-/A8 - 2002 2002  1316 (F, A-)* 

1795* 574356 SEAK A-/A8 - n/a 2002   1809* 474335 SEAK A-/A8 M n/a 2003   1817 470535 SEAK A-/A8 M n/a 2002   
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2002* 474117 SEAK A-/A8 M n/a 2004   2062 474108 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 2003   2119* 700630 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 2005   UASE-HEV-20040714-1-002* 700572 SEAK A-/A8 F n/a 2004   UASE-JMS-20031009-1-131 n/a SEAK A-/A8 - n/a 2003   n/a* 430048 HI A-/A8 F n/a 2004   n/a* 430697 HI A-/A8 M n/a 2004   n/a* 430294 HI A-/A8 F n/a 2004   n/a* 700227 HI A-/A8 F n/a 2004   n/a* 472647 NGOA A-/A8 M n/a 2004   1812* 474422 SEAK A8 F n/a 2003 2328 (F, A8)*  2328* n/a SEAK A8 F 2010 2010  1812 (F, A8)* 
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Table 3.3. Maternity analysis for SEAK ID 1812 (the A8 cow) using A-/A8 heteroplasmic 
females as candidate mothers. The number of loci compared and mismatching between 
SEAK ID 1812 and each candidate mother are reported. Logarithm of the odds, or 
likelihood scores, for each candidate mother when paired with SEAK ID 1812 were 
generated in CERVUS v3.0 (table sorted by LOD score). The non-exclusion probability 
for SEAK ID 1812 was 0.007. 

SEAK ID/Photo Code SPLASH 
ID 

Loci 
compared 

Loci 
mismatching 

Pair LOD 
score 

196 n/a 9 0 6.23 
215 474268 10 1 -0.30 

1345 n/a 10 1 -2.03 
193 474448 9 2 -5.36 

1795 574356 10 2 -5.62 
UASE-HEV-20040714-1-002 700572 10 3 -10.13 

n/a 430048 10 3 -10.19 
2119 700630 10 4 -14.06 
n/a 700227 10 4 -14.34 

1336 474397 10 4 -15.55 
n/a 430294 10 5 -19.19 
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Table 3.4. Pairwise relatedness values among the heteroplasmic individuals (HET, n = 
20) and a control group consisting of a larger, random sample of individuals sighted in 
SEAK between 1987 and 2012 (SEAK, n = 230). Significance is based on 1000 repeated 
permutations of genotypes generated with alleles drawn at random from the observed 
allele frequency distributions based on all individuals within both groups. * indicates 
significance at p < 0.05. 

 

  M-M F-F M-F All-All 
HET Group R 0.084 0.066 0.066 0.061 

 n 6 13 19 20 

 p-value 0.107 0.046* 0.016* 0.026* 
SEAK Group R 0.005 -0.015 -0.004 -0.006 

 n 118 93 211 230 

 p-value 0.525 0.968 0.886 0.948 
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Figure 3.1. (a) The pedigree of the two A8 individuals and the most likely A-/A8 
heteroplasmic mother of SEAK ID 1812. Pedigrees in (b-c) represent alternate scenarios 
for inheritance of heteroplasmy for photo observed and photo observed/genotype 
confirmed relationships of A-/A8 heteroplasmic North Pacific humpback whales with 
relatives that also had an available haplotype. The variable pattern of inheritance of A- 
and A8 variants is caused by a rapid fluctuation in the number of mtDNA molecules 
during embryogenesis or oogenesis, which leads to differential levels of mtDNA variants 
in subsequent generations. SEAK ID and sex are below each fluke image. An asterisk 
denotes the variable site at position 283. 
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of all SPLASH encounters including encounters of individuals 
with A-/A8 heteroplasmy (purple) and all other SPLASH encounters (orange) (a) across 
the North Pacific and (b) within SEAK. Note that in (a), two individuals were 
encountered in both SEAK and HI. As in Baker et al. 2013, there are 19,522 encounters 
of 8,649 individuals across the North Pacific. Of the two individuals with the A8 
haplotype, SEAK ID 2328 was not encountered during SPLASH and is not represented 
here and SEAK ID 1812 was photo identified during SPLASH but not genetically 
sampled until after SPLASH. Thus, only photo ID encounters of SEAK ID 1812 are 
represented here, in orange.  
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4. THE INFLUENCE OF KINSHIP, MATERNAL LINEAGE AND SEX ON 
MEMBERSHIP IN LARGE, STABLE GROUPS OF HUMPBACK WHALES IN 

ICY STRAIT, ALASKA 
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4.1. Abstract 

The social organization of feeding humpback whales is generally characterized by 

small, unstable groups. Associations are thought to be non-competitive and whales tend 

to feed independently or in fluid groups of two to three. However, in a few areas of 

southeastern Alaska, whales form large, coordinated groups that have consisted of the 

same principal individuals across several decades. Using 21 years of group association 

records for humpback whales in Icy Strait (1985-2005, n = 2204 groups, n = 222 

individuals, n = 114 with DNA profiles), we investigated whether kinship, maternal 

lineage and/or sex have an effect on membership in large, stable groups. We evaluated 

whether females that feed in large, stable groups recruit offspring into these groups, with 

the assumption that it might increase their own inclusive fitness. We defined large groups 

as six or more, based on deviation from random expectation using a zero-truncated 

Poisson distribution. This resulted in a total of n = 113 large groups involving n = 71 

individuals (n = 48 with DNA profiles), some of which were members of large groups for 

more than 20 years. The average pairwise relatedness for these large group feeders was 

not significantly greater than expected by chance when compared to two temporal 

divisions of humpback whales in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (Founder: n = 74 individuals, 

n = 46 with DNA profiles, and Contemporary: n = 171 individuals, n = 114 with DNA 

profiles) or when compared to individuals never encountered in a large group in Icy Strait 

(n = 151 individuals, n = 66 with DNA profiles). The average pairwise relatedness did 

not increase for large group members over an increasing number of years. There were no 

significant differences in mtDNA frequencies between group feeders and the Founder 
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strata, the Contemporary strata or those never encountered in a large group in Icy Strait. 

Sex ratios did not deviate significantly from 1:1 for large group members over an 

increasing number of years. Of females encountered in at least one large group, only 6% 

(n = 11) of their photo ID observed offspring were observed in a large group as an adult. 

Only 2.2% (n = 4) of these photo ID observed offspring were encountered in the same 

large groups as the mother. It seems that membership in the coordinated feeding groups 

in Icy Strait is not predominantly influenced by kinship or maternal lineages and females 

do not appear to actively recruit offspring into large, stable groups.  
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4.2. Introduction 

It is well recognized that a variety of factors, both ecological and genetic, can 

influence the social organization of a population (Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1977). 

Further, sociality can become especially complex in migratory species where seasonal 

demands demarcate two different behavioral contexts for respective life history functions, 

i.e., feeding and breeding. 

Annual migration is a life-history trait of many cetacean species, including the 

humpback whale. For the humpback whale, feeding does not usually occur in the low-

productivity tropical breeding grounds. Instead, whales survive on lipid stores until they 

return to mid- to high-latitude feeding grounds in summer (Chittleborough 1965; Dawbin 

1966). This migratory life history strategy sets the stage for two spatially and temporally 

separate social environments. On the breeding grounds, behavior is shaped by a 

competitive mating system and is generally characterized by small groups with fleeting 

interactions. A mother and calf are often accompanied by a male “escort”, a behavior 

thought to be driven by the male’s intent to mate with the female if she comes into 

postpartum estrus (Tyack 1981; Baker and Herman 1984; Glockner-Ferrari and Ferrari 

1990). Lone males, or “singletons”, are often encountered singing, a presumed a mating 

display (Tyack 1981). Certain agonistic behaviors are unique to the breeding ground. 

Namely, “competitive groups” form, wherein multiple mature males compete for access 

to a mature female with the intent of copulation (Tyack and Whitehead 1982). 

On feeding grounds, behaviors are non-competitive and whales tend to feed 

independently or in groups of two to three (Baker 1985, Clapham 1996). When 
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associations between individuals occur they tend to be brief, lasting only a few hours 

(Whitehead 1983, Baker 1985). However, longer interactions do occur. Weinrich (1991) 

found that, while most groups of humpback whales in the southern Gulf of Maine 

remained together for brief periods, ‘continuous’ (whales associating for at least 7 

consecutive days) and ‘recurring’ associations (whales associating at least 5 times in a 6-

week period) were also recorded. More recently, Ramp et al. (2010) found that similar 

aged, non-lactating females in the Gulf of St. Lawrence occasionally engaged in stable 

pairs for as many as six consecutive feeding seasons. 

Humpback whale sociality takes a dramatically different shape in two 

assemblages on the SEAK feeding ground where whales form large, coordinated groups 

that consist of the same principle individuals across several decades (Baker 1985, Sharpe 

2001, Gabriele et al. 1995). One of these assemblages has been well-documented 

throughout Chatham Strait and Frederick Sound (Baker 1985, D’Vincent et al. 1985, 

Sharpe 2001). Sharpe (2001) identified a Chatham Strait and Frederick Sound ‘core 

community’ of 22 individuals that were observed repeatedly associating. The group 

ranged widely and rarely existed as one complete unit; instead, it was composed of 

smaller, fluid groups of core members with an average size of 7.4 individuals. The 

coordinated behavior of this large group is marked by large bubblenets and feeding 

vocalizations, or “calls” (Thompson et al. 1986, Sharpe 2001). 

The second assemblage of whales that forms large, coordinated groups in SEAK 

is found in Icy Strait. The Icy Strait ‘core community’ is unique in that it occupies a very 

localized area and consists of one, large feeding group that, with rare exception, is made 
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up of the same principal whales (Perry et al. 1985, Baker 1985). In an earlier study of the 

Icy Strait core community, Baker (1985) established that the group was made up of four 

to seven behaviorally coordinated whales that were synchronized in their surfacing and 

movement. Baker (1985) observed the core community together nearly continuously for 

more than three months in 1985. Even earlier reports of the Icy Strait core community 

exist; at least five of six principal core feeders were observed feeding synchronously in 

1981, 1982 and 1983 (Perry et al. 1985). The core community consists of many of the 

same principal feeders more than 30 years later (Neilson et al. 2012). Unlike the Chatham 

Strait core members, whales in Icy Strait rarely engage in synchronous bubblenet feeding, 

although feeding calls are heard (C. Gabriele personal communication). 

Humpback whales presumably form large, coordinated groups to feed more 

efficiently on schooling fishes (Baker 1985, Sharpe 2001). In an earlier study of the 

group feeding humpback whales in SEAK, Baker (1985) found a bimodal departure of 

feeding group sizes from the expected normal distribution. This deviation was attributed 

to two distinctive feeding modes in SEAK: small groups and singles feeding on 

euphausiids (explained by the greater than expected number of observed singles) and 

large, coordinated groups that feed on herring (explained by the greater than expected 

number of observed large groups). Baker (1984) conducted a limited nutritional analysis 

of prey species collected in SEAK and found that herring had a much higher average 

energy content than euphausiids (2.64 kcal/gr wet weight compared to 1.72 kcal/gr wet 

weight). Thus, schooling fishes are likely more desired than euphausiids during the 

summer months when whales must consume their caloric intake for the remainder of the 
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year. However, efficient capture of schooling fishes such as herring might be more 

challenging for a solitary feeder, making feeding in large groups a valuable alternative 

(Sharpe 2001). 

While it is likely that humpback whales form large groups to more efficiently feed 

on fishes, reasons for repeated interactions among the same principal individuals are not 

well understood. Various hypotheses exist to explain this phenomenon. First, it is 

possible that coordinated feeding in stable groups occurs among related individuals, 

acting to increase each participant’s inclusive fitness (Eberhard 1975). This hypothesis 

may be relevant for humpback whales on a feeding ground where maternally-directed site 

fidelity predicts that relatives will travel to the same geographical location in summer 

months (Martin et al. 1984, Baker et al. 1986, Clapham and Mayo 1987). This is 

especially true for whales visiting Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, where patterns of fine-scale 

fidelity and recruitment predict that relatives will be found within the same local habitat 

across decades (Chapter 2).  

An alternative hypothesis is that individuals in these persistent groups may be 

unrelated but form consistent relationships for mutualistic feeding benefits through role 

specialization. Group feeding may require individuals to coordinate in different tasks and 

it is possible that stable associations occur because individuals are especially adept at 

filling certain roles (Wragnham 1982, Connor 1995, Weinrich 1991). Long-term 

associations and the specialization of tasks have been demonstrated in other mammal 

species, including lions (Strander 1992) and bottlenose dolphins (Gazda et al. 2005). 
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Here, we focused on whales feeding in large, stable groups in Icy Strait, Alaska. 

Using 21 years of group association data for humpback whales, we investigated whether 

kinship, maternal lineage and/or sex have an effect on membership in large, stable 

groups. First, we defined different levels of stability within the core community by 

determining which individuals have been involved in large groups over a range of years. 

Based on the principles of inclusive fitness, we predicted that females would recruit 

offspring into large, stable groups. Further, we expected that members of large, stable 

groups would have elevated average pairwise relatedness when compared to ‘Founder’ 

and ‘Contemporary’ strata, which provide baseline genetic data for two temporal 

divisions of humpback whale photo ID records in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait (defined in 

Chapter 2). We also expected that members of large, stable groups would have elevated 

average pairwise relatedness when compared to individuals never encountered in a large 

group in Icy Strait. Consequently, we expected to see an increased representation of one 

maternal lineage, manifested as a difference in haplotype frequencies between those 

involved in large, stable groups and Founder, Contemporary and non-large group Icy 

Strait feeders. Finally, assuming recruitment into large, stable groups is maternally-

driven, we predicted that there will be a predominance of female members in large, stable 

groups. 

 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Photo Identification and Surveys 
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Icy Strait falls within the primary study area of the Glacier Bay National Park 

Humpback Whale Monitoring Program, managed by the National Park Service (NPS). 

Due to decades of dedicated sampling and the strong site fidelity of whales to GBIS, 

nearly every humpback whale can be recognized by unique markings on the underside of 

its tail flukes. The primary goal of the Glacier Bay National Park Humpback Whale 

Monitoring Program is to census and characterize the life history traits and habitat use of 

humpback whales in the region. In doing this, researchers have generated an extensive 

database on encounter histories, group associations and life history information, i.e., 

many maternal relationships and known-ages have been inferred from photo ID and are 

archived within the SEAK Regional Database. 

Groups of humpback whales have been documented in Icy Strait since 1981 

(Baker 1985, Gabriele et al. 1995). However, here we restrict the records to years 1985-

2005 when surveys were more systematically conducted by the NPS. Icy Strait was 

generally defined by four geographical corners: Mud Bay, Pinta Cove, Point Carolus and 

Point Gustavus (Figure 4.1). Surveys within Icy Strait were made approximately once a 

week. However, when large numbers of whales were reported in Icy Strait, surveys were 

sometimes made two or more times per week. Surveys were conducted in areas where 

whales were predictably sighted but also in outlying areas in case whales were present. 

Photo ID efforts were conducted from outboard-driven motorboats 5-6 m long, based in 

Bartlett Cove. Surveys were limited to visibility (> 0.5 mi) and ocean (Beaufort ≤ 3, seas 

< 2 ft) conditions. 
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Groups were defined as one or more whales within five body lengths of each 

other, diving and surfacing in unison. Annual surveys were made from May until October 

each year. For the purpose of this study, the number of calves present in each group was 

subtracted from the total group size. 

 

4.3.2. DNA Profiling 

Skin samples for genetic analysis were first collected in association with photo ID 

in SEAK in 1987 (e.g., Baker et al. 1990). A total of 556 unique DNA profiles have been 

generated from samples collected in SEAK from 1987-2012 (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.5). 

All samples and DNA profiles are archived within the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database and were available for use in this study (see Chapter 1, Appendix 1 for details). 

DNA profiling followed methods previously described in Chapters 2 and 3 and 

included 10 microsatellite loci, mtDNA control region sequences (500 bp) and sex. 

mtDNA heteroplasmy is defined here as the presence of a second peak at a height greater 

than 20% of the primary peak. 

 

4.3.3. Kinship and Effect of Haplotypes 

The SEAK Regional Database was reviewed for known offspring of individuals 

encountered in large groups. The number of years each offspring was seen in a large 

group was determined, as well as the number of years each mother/offspring pair was 

encountered in a large group together. Pairwise relatedness values were calculated 

following Queller and Goodnight (1989) for particular samples using GenAlex v6.5 
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(Peakall and Smouse 2006) and significance of relatedness was tested using GroupRelate 

(Valsecchi et al. 2002). Average pairwise relatedness values were calculated using all 

individuals encountered in Icy Strait from 1985 to 2005 as a base population for 

microsatellite allele frequencies. 

The correlation of relatedness with years of membership was tested using a 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Exact tests for differences in mtDNA frequencies 

were calculated in Arlequin 3.1 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). Individuals encountered in 

a large group in 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 or more years were used as incremental strata in 

initial tests of differences in mtDNA frequencies and for significance of relatedness. 

 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Membership and Stability in Large Groups 

Based on a prescribed search of the SEAK Regional Database, there were a total 

of n = 222 individuals (n = 114 with a DNA profile) encountered in a total of n = 2204 

groups in Icy Strait from 1985-2005 (Figure 4.2). The average group size in Icy Strait 

was 1.7 when dependent calves were removed from group totals. To help define criteria 

for ‘large groups’, the expected frequency distribution of group sizes was calculated 

using a zero-truncated Poisson distribution (Caughley 1977) and compared to the 

observed frequency distribution for Icy Strait group data from 1985-2005. A chi-squared 

goodness of fit test revealed that the observed data were not consistent with the expected 

distribution (X2 = 1,679, p < 0.01). The group size at which the observed was greater than 

that expected at random was used to delimit a ‘large group’ (Figure 4.2). The observed 
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frequency distribution of group sizes diverged from the predicted distribution with fewer 

groups of two, three, four and five, but more singles and groups of six than expected 

based on the Poisson distribution (Figure 4.2). Thus, all analyses were conducted with 

‘large groups’ defined as six or more with this criterion. There were a total of n = 71 

individuals (n = 48 with DNA profiles) encountered in at least one of n = 113 large 

groups in Icy Strait from 1985-2005. For comparison, of the 222 individuals encountered 

in Icy Strait, n = 151 individuals (n = 66 with DNA profile) were never encountered in a 

group of six or more. 

To investigate the effects of long-term membership, we adopted a sliding scale 

approach to determine which individuals were encountered in at least one large group 

across an increasing number of years, and thus, more likely to be a member of the Icy 

Strait core community (Table 4.1). We totaled the number of years each individual was 

sighted in a large group (1 or more years: LG1+, 2 or more years: LG2+, and so on, up to 

20 or more years: LG20+; referred to here as ‘Core Community Stability Strata’). 

Stability is defined here as the propensity for an individual to be encountered in at least 

one large group over a range of years. Individuals that show high stability of membership 

in large groups (e.g., seen in a large group in 10 or more years) are more likely 

considered core community members than those that show low stability in large groups 

(e.g., seen in a large group in 1 or more years). Table 4.1 provides the number of 

individuals within each Core Community Stability Stratum, the number of DNA profiles 

for those individuals, as well as the number of males and females and the distribution of 

haplotypes in each Core Community Stability Stratum. The number of individuals 
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encountered in a large group decreased with increasing number of years. Only two 

individuals were encountered in a large group in all 21 years of the study.  

 

4.4.2. Detecting Kinship in Large Groups 

Average relatedness (r) based on Queller and Goodnight (1989) using 10 

microsatellite loci ranged from -0.006 to 0.081 for different Stability Strata. Average 

relatedness did not tend to increase for those involved in large groups in a successively 

greater number of years (Table 4.1). In fact, there was a statistically significant negative 

correlation of relatedness (r) with increasing years of membership (Spearman rank 

correlation, rs = -0.724, p < 0.01). 

Individuals in LG1+, LG5+, LG10+, LG15+ and LG20+ Core Community 

Stability Strata were no more related than expected by chance when compared to Founder 

(all p > 0.5) and Contemporary strata (all p > 0.5) or when compared to individuals never 

encountered in a large group in Icy Strait (all p > 0.5). 

 

4.4.3. Influence of Maternal Lineage and Sex 

Three different haplotypes were represented among whales feeding in large 

groups (A-, A+ and A-/A8) (Table 4.1). There were no significant differences in mtDNA 

haplotype frequencies between any of five Core Community Stability Strata (LG1+, 

LG5+, LG10+, LG15+ and LG20+) when compared to Founder (all p > 0.30) and 

Contemporary strata (all p > 0.50) or when compared to individuals never encountered in 
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a large group in Icy Strait (all p > 0.50). Sex ratios did not deviate significantly from 1:1 

for any of the five Core Community Stability Strata (Table 4.1). 

 

4.4.4. Mother-Offspring Pairs in Large Groups 

To investigate whether mothers recruit offspring into large, stable groups, we 

determined which females involved in large groups had offspring that also became 

members of large groups as adults. Of all females encountered in at least one large group, 

28 had a total of 179 photo ID observed offspring. Of these 28 females, only eight had a 

total of 11 offspring that were encountered in a large group as an adult (each of these 

eight females had between one and three offspring that were seen in a large group, Table 

4.2). In other words, only 11 of 179, or 6% of photo ID confirmed offspring of mothers 

seen in large groups were also encountered in a large group in Icy Strait as an adult. Of 

all females encountered in a large group in at least one year, three had a total of four non-

dependent offspring that were encountered in at least one of the same large groups (Table 

4.2). Thus, only 4 of 179, or 2.2% of visually confirmed offspring of females seen in a 

large group were encountered in at least one of the same large groups as the mother. 

When mother and non-dependent offspring were seen together in the same large group, 

group sizes ranged from 6 to 11. 

 

4.5. Discussion 

4.5.1. Large Groups in Icy Strait 
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In this study, we confirm that the size distribution of humpback whale groups in 

southeastern Alaska is not determined exclusively by random processes. We found fewer 

groups of two, three, four and five but more singles and large groups than expected based 

on the zero-truncated Poisson distribution. Baker (1985) calculated this same distribution 

using group data collected throughout southeastern Alaska, including Icy Strait, in the 

summers of 1981 and 1982 and found a similar pattern (except the observed number of 

groups of five was greater than expected). It remains to be shown whether or not this 

tendency is distinct to SEAK. A zero-truncated Poisson distribution was also applied to 

pelagic whaling data in the North Pacific (Nemoto 1964). Nemoto (1964) found an 

opposite trend in observed sizes of feeding groups with more groups of two and fewer 

larger groups than expected. 

It is a plausible hypothesis that feeding in large, coordinated groups allows for 

more efficient capture of prey, as it has been demonstrated for social carnivores in open 

habitats (Caraco and Wolf 1975) as well as birds, dolphins and fishes in three-

dimensional space (Norris and Schilt 1988). For humpback whales, feeding in large, 

coordinated groups might increase the probability of preventing large fish schools from 

dispersing and increase the group’s ability to control the movement of the school. In a 

study of humpback whales feeding off of Newfoundland, Whitehead (1983) found that 

group size was positively correlated with the horizontal size of the prey school being 

exploited. Further, he demonstrated that individuals participating in large groups 

produced feces more frequently, suggesting elevated prey consumption for individuals in 
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larger groups. To date, this has not been demonstrated for assemblages in Icy Strait or 

Chatham Strait and Frederick Sound. 

 

4.5.2. Kinship Does Not Explain Recruitment in Large, Stable Groups 

While it is generally believed that humpback whales in southeastern Alaska 

occasionally form large groups to more efficiently feed on herring, reasons for stable 

associations among large group feeders are not well understood. Here, we hypothesized 

that feeding in large, stable groups could be influenced by kinship, as seen in African 

elephants (Archie et al. 2006) and killer whales (Bigg et al. 1990). If feeding in large 

groups serves to increase prey intake for each member, we would expect that a mother 

would recruit offspring into large groups and promote this highly specialized feeding 

behavior to offspring in order to increase her own inclusive fitness. Thus, we predicted 

that mothers and offspring would often be encountered feeding in large groups and that, 

consequently, individuals in large groups would have an elevated average pairwise 

relatedness. 

However, results from this study revealed that feeding in large, stable groups did 

not typically occur among closely related individuals. First, we demonstrated that 

individuals feeding in large, stable groups did not have greater average relatedness than 

expected by chance. Second, we provided evidence that this specialized feeding behavior 

(i.e., feeding in large, stable groups) was not typically transmitted from mother to 

offspring. These results are generally consistent with previous findings on kinship in 

group feeding humpback whales from Chatham Strait. Sharpe (2001) calculated 
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coefficients of association (CoAs, an estimate of the proportion of time two individuals 

spend together) and genetic relatedness for members of large, stable groups in Chatham 

Strait and Frederick Sound to determine whether dyads exhibiting high degrees of 

association were close kin. Nine microsatellite markers were used to derive relatedness 

estimates using a simple band sharing approach. Relatedness values for the 12 dyads with 

the highest CoAs were evenly distributed throughout the normal distribution of 

relatedness values generated for all individuals in the study (n = 41), indicating they were 

not more related than expected by chance. Further, calves born to Chatham Strait and 

Frederick Sound ‘core community’ members were never observed in groups with their 

mothers after independence (Sharpe 2001). Patterns of close kinship using microsatellite 

analyses were similarly uncorrelated with group membership along the migratory 

corridor of eastern Australia (Valsecchi et al. 2002) and in two different wintering 

grounds in the southern hemisphere, one each in the eastern south Atlantic and 

southwestern Indian Ocean (Pomilla et al. 2006). 

It is possible that females do not recruit offspring into large, stable groups to 

prevent the group from becoming too large to maintain an elevated level of efficiency. 

Humpback whales are thought to live up to 96 years, based on annual ear plug growth 

layer groups (Gabriele et al. 2010). As a long-lived species with overlapping generations, 

female humpback whales will return to the same feeding ground with many of her 

offspring (Chapter 2). If elevated efficiency of feeding in large, stable groups is attributed 

to role specialization (see Stable Associations Driven By Role Specialization, below), 
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recruiting novice offspring into the same large groups could potentially reduce the 

benefits of elevated feeding efficiency among a seemingly exclusive group of individuals. 

However, while it appears that associations between mother and offspring in large 

groups are rare, this pattern was not exclusive. A total of eight females in at least one 

large group had eleven offspring that were also encountered in a large group, four of 

which were encountered in at least one of the same large groups as the mother. Thus, 

first-order kin are occasionally recruited at least temporarily into large groups. While it is 

possible that mothers of these offspring are more “tolerant”, we cannot yet say exactly 

why some offspring are encountered in large groups while others are not. 

 

4.5.3. Large Groups Are Not Matrilineal 

Weinrich et al. (2006) demonstrated that while there was an absence of close 

kinship bonds among humpback whales feeding in the southern Gulf of Maine, there 

appeared to be an influence of maternal lineages (represented by mtDNA haplotypes) on 

social affiliations. Associations between individuals with the same haplotype were 

significantly more frequent than expected at random. Based on our initial hypothesis that 

large groups are kin based and that females recruit offspring into large groups, we 

expected to see one maternal lineage dominate more heavily among large, stable group 

feeders. This was not the case. 

Three different haplotypes were found among large group feeders in Icy Strait, 

demonstrating that more than one maternal lineage is involved in this highly specialized 

behavior. Further, results from this study demonstrate that haplotype frequencies among 
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large, stable groups feeders in Icy Strait did not differ significantly from two baseline 

temporal divisions of humpback whale photo ID records in Glacier Bay and Icy Strait, 

i.e., the proportions of haplotypes among group feeders were consistent with what was 

found in the local population, suggesting that this feeding behavior is not over-

represented by any one maternal lineage. 

 

4.5.4. A Lack of Female Predominance 

Using data from 1980-1984, Baker (1985) found that membership in coordinated 

feeding groups in SEAK appeared to be influenced by sex and that groups were 

characterized by a predominance of mature female members. This skew was attributed to 

the elevated bioenergentic demands of pregnancy and lactation (Lockyer 1976) and the 

fact that participating in more efficient feeding behaviors could increase a female’s 

reproductive potential. 

However, we did not detect a significant deviation from a 1:1 sex ratio among 

individuals within any of the Core Community Stability Strata. There are various 

hypotheses that could explain the even sex ratio. First, it is possible that large groups set 

the stage for a secondary mating strategy, one in which males attempt to form long-term 

relationships with females in order to increase chances of mating while on the breeding 

grounds (Weinrich 1991, Clapham 1993, Ramp et al. 2010). In a study of social 

organization in the southern Gulf of Maine, Clapham (1993) found that of all associations 

involving mature males, 75.9% were with an adult female. It was suggested that this 

social preference could have represented an attempt to establish early bonds with 
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prospective mates. Second, it is possible that the influence of role specialization (see 

below) is more important than any other driver of group composition and that feeding 

roles are equally likely to be filled by male or female. 

 

4.5.5. Cultural Transfer of Large Group Behavior by Non-related Conspecifics 

Results from this study indicate that mature offspring are not recruited into the 

same large group as their mothers. It is possible that this feeding behavior is culturally 

transmitted between non-related conspecifics. Social learning likely determines a large 

proportion of animal behavior, including foraging, which has an important impact on 

individual fitness and the survival of a species (Whiten et al. 2001; Rendell and 

Whitehead 2001; van Schaik et al. 2003). Rendell and Whitehead (2001) define culture as 

“information or behavior – shared by a population or subpopulation – which is acquired 

from conspecifics through some sort of social learning.” In a review of cetacean 

behavioral differences, Rendell and Whitehead (2001) give strong evidence that culture, 

rather than environmental, ontogenic or genetic factors influence behavioral anomalies.  

Cultural transmission of feeding behavior among non-related conspecifics has 

been demonstrated for the North Atlantic humpback whale. Allen et al. (2013) used a 

network-based diffusion analysis to investigate the spread of a specialized feeding 

technique (lobtail feeding) over 27 years in a humpback whale population in the Gulf of 

Maine. Results showed that having an informed mother had an overall negative effect on 

offspring learning rates, and that mothers did not preferentially associate with their adult 

offspring. Further, there was high support for the model when allowing for social 
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transmission. Overall, results indicate that lobtail feeding likely spread through horizontal 

cultural transmission rather than through first-order kin, although this alternate was not 

tested using kinship estimates. 

 

4.5.6. Stable Associations Driven By Role Specialization 

Decades of observations indicate that the core community of whales feeding in 

large groups in Icy Strait is a relatively exclusive group (Baker 1985, Perry et al. 1985, 

Neilson et al. 2012). If feeding in large, stable groups is somehow culturally derived, why 

do more individuals not adopt this behavior over the long-term? One hypothesis is that, 

early on, individuals formed stable associations based on task specialization and that the 

group is required to maintain exclusivity in order to preserve feeding efficiency when 

exhibiting this coordinated behavior (Sharpe 2001). 

In some cases, coordinated feeding involves a division of labor, defined by 

Anderson and Franks (2001) as a situation in which individuals complete subtasks in 

order to achieve a team goal. A division of labor can be further perfected through role 

specialization, demonstrated when individuals specialize in their subtask and perform this 

subtask during repeating events. While rare, it is possible that role specialization is 

responsible for repeated interactions of individual humpback whales feeding in Icy Strait, 

as was first suggested by Sharpe (2001). Sharpe (2001) noted that role specialization was 

likely in humpback whales feeding in large, stable groups in SEAK because certain 

individuals 1) consistently dove in the same order, 2) consistently produced vocalizations 

(Sharpe 1998), and 3) were likely to occupy the same spatial position during a lunge 
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(D’Vincent et al. 1985). To our knowledge, division of labor with role specialization has 

only been documented in two other mammal species: lions (Strander 1992) and 

bottlenose dolphins (Gazda et al. 2005).  

 

4.5.7. Conserving “Cultural” Biodiversity 

Biodiversity has been defined as the “the variety of living organisms, the 

ecological complexes in which they occur, and the ways in which they interact with each 

other and the physical environment” (Groves et al. 2002). A large part of this variety is 

observed as phenotypic variation. Information determining phenotypic variation can be 

transferred within a population through genetic inheritance, but also through cultural 

transmission either from mother to offspring or through non-related individuals (Smith 

1989). While genetic variation remains the focus of many conservation programs for non-

human species, some suggest that culture should also inform management strategies 

(Whitehead et al. 2004). Culture can provide population diversity, an important aspect of 

population ecology and conservation biology. We emphasize that, regardless of the 

mechanism of transmission, behavioral specializations such as that described here act as 

potential contributors to local population recovery and resilience.  
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Table 4.1.  The number of individuals within each Core Community Stability Strata and the sex ratios, haplotype frequencies and 
average genetic relatedness (R) within each stratum for humpback whales in Icy Strait. R was negatively correlated with 
membership in large groups in an increasing number of years (Spearman rank correlation, rs = -0.724, p < 0.01).

 LG1+ LG2+ LG3+ LG4+ LG5+ LG6+ LG7+ LG8+ LG9+ LG10+ LG11+ LG12+ LG13+ LG14+ LG15+ LG16+ LG17+ LG18+ LG19+ LG20+ 

Sample Size                     
n individuals 71 38 29 22 17 16 14 11 11 11 9 8 7 7 7 7 5 5 3 2 

n genotypes 48 34 27 22 17 16 14 11 11 11 9 8 7 7 7 7 5 5 3 2 

Sex                     
n = male 24 20 15 12 9 9 7 6 6 6 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 0 0 

n = female 25 15 13 10 8 7 7 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 

M:F 0.96 1.33 1.15 1.20 1.13 1.29 1.00 1.20 1.20 1.20 0.80 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 

p-value 1.00 1.69 1.43 1.48 1.37 1.55 1.21 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.00 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.38 0.38 0.25 0.50 

Haplotype                     
n = A+ 11 8 7 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 

n = A- 33 23 18 14 10 10 8 6 6 6 6 3 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 1 

n = A-/A8 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Average Genetic Relatedness                 
R 0.002 -0.006 -0.017 0.000 -0.021 -0.024 -0.043 -0.044 -0.044 -0.044 -0.054 -0.056 -0.070 -0.070 -0.070 -0.070 -0.106 -0.106 0.081 -0.075 
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Table 4.2. Eight females encountered in large groups had eleven visually confirmed 
offspring that were also encountered in at least one large group as an adult. Of these, only 
four were seen in the same large group as their mother as adults. 

Mother ID Years seen in 
large group 

Offspring 
ID Sex Years seen in 

large group 
Seen in a large 
group together? Date Group Size 

w/o Calves 
193 4 1075 n/a 3 no - - 

193 4 1306 M 6 no - - 

236 4 1014 F 2 no - - 

353 17 1474 M 3 no - - 

530 7 186 M 16 yes - 4 times 7/23/88 7 

     - 8/31/90 9 

     - 9/11/90 10 

     - 8/27/91 11 

530 7 352 M 6 yes - 2 times 9/11/90 10 

     - 8/27/91 11 

530 7 1304 F 1 no - - 

566 2 933 M 7 no - - 

573 20 1088 n/a 1 no - - 

581 1 353 F 17 yes - 1 time 8/19/99 10 

587 20 1298 F 2 yes - 2 times 7/28/97 7 

     - 6/4/03 6 
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Figure 4.1. A map showing the Glacier Bay National Park study area and the four 
geographic points that generally define Icy Strait (Point Carolus, Mud Bay, Point Gustavus 
and Pinta Cove). 
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Figure 4.2. Expected (black) and observed (gray) frequency distributions of group sizes in 
Icy Strait between 1985-2005 based on a zero-truncated Poisson distribution. The 
distributions of group sizes 6-15 are shown, enlarged, in inset. The observed data were not 
consistent with the expected distribution (X2 = 1,679, p < 0.01). 
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

North Pacific humpback whales have demonstrated notable resilience since the 

cessation of commercial whaling in 1965. The pre-exploitation abundance was 

approximated at about 15,000 (prior to 1905), decreasing to less than 1,000 by 1966 

(Rice 1978). Since 1966, this oceanic population has increased to an abundance of over 

20,000 (Barlow et al. 2011). Despite recovery, this period of intense exploitation was not 

without consequence. The majority of humpback whales were removed from the North 

Pacific and it is possible that regional populations lost a notable amount of both genetic 

and cultural diversity. 

It is impossible to identify the full spectrum of genetic and cultural diversity that 

existed for humpback whales prior to whaling. However, as the population recovers, the 

range of diversity that survived the exploitation-driven bottleneck is able to perpetuate 

and evolve. While we cannot undo decades of exploitation, we can investigate the 

population dynamics of today’s regional populations to document and preserve the full 

continuum of diversity that exists in the North Pacific. 

In this thesis, I focused on a sub-population of humpback whales in Glacier Bay 

and Icy Strait, Alaska. First, I assessed temporal change in population structure on a 

decadal basis to investigate potential drivers of the increase in population size. In doing 

so, I confirmed that the population increase was largely a result of internal recruitment 

and strong local fidelity following a period of intense commercial exploitation. It is well 

recognized that regional fidelity of North Pacific humpback whales has driven assortment 

of mtDNA frequencies over evolutionary time and that distributions of mtDNA 
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haplotypes serve as a proxy for cultural inheritance of migratory destinations (Baker et al. 

2013). Here, I used photo ID and DNA profiles to confirm the prevalence of even finer-

scale habitat preference within a feeding region through documentation of long-term 

local fidelity and recruitment. 

While sequencing additional samples for inclusion in the SEAK DNA Register 

and Tissue Database (Chapter 1, Appendix I), two individuals with a previously 

unreported haplotype (haplotype A8) were discovered. This led to a re-evaluation of 

North Pacific humpback whale mtDNA sequences and the detection of mtDNA 

heteroplasmy (haplotypes A-/A8) for 20 individuals encountered throughout the North 

Pacific. I traced the ancestry and descent of the derived mtDNA variant across multiple 

generations of humpback whale and provided evidence that inheritance and segregation 

of the heteroplasmy led to the fixation of the A8 haplotype. Further, I demonstrated that 

this emerging maternal lineage shows fidelity to SEAK across multiple generations and 

that individuals likely descended from a common, maternal ancestor one or more 

generations prior to the three generations documented here. The mutation leading to the 

A-/A8 heteroplasmy and the subsequent fixation of the A8 haplotype represent an increase 

in mtDNA diversity for the North Pacific humpback whale and provide an exciting 

opportunity to track the fidelity and expansion of this emerging lineage in the future. 

Finally, I used 21 years of group association data (1985-2005) to asses the 

influence of kinship, mtDNA haplotype and sex on membership in large, stable groups in 

Icy Strait. I demonstrated that this specialized feeding behavior was not passed 

predominately through one maternal line and that sex ratios did not deviate significantly 
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from 1:1 among those feeding in large groups over an increasing number of years, as 

would be expected if females were actively recruiting offspring into large groups. The 

average pairwise relatedness for members of large groups in Icy Strait was not 

significantly greater than expected by chance and it did not increase for those feeding in 

large groups over an increasing number of years. It was rare for mother and adult 

offspring to be encountered in the same large, stable group in Icy Strait. These results 

indicate that kin selection is not the primary driver of large group membership 

suggesting, instead, the importance of role specialization and, perhaps, behavioral 

compatibility. Stable, interannual associations among humpback whales on a feeding 

ground are remarkable given the interrupting long migrations to and from a breeding 

ground. This select group of whales is engaging in a highly specialized, localized 

behavior that should be given special consideration when implementing conservation 

strategies in the North Pacific. 

Here, I confirm the value in curating long-term datasets for wild populations. The 

extensive collection of genetic samples now archived within the SEAK DNA Register 

and Tissue Database (Chapter 1, Appendix I), in combination with the individual-based 

data archived within the SEAK Regional Database (NPS and UAS), allowed me to use 

both DNA profiles and photo ID records to investigate the population dynamics and 

social structure of whales in GBIS. Results from this work revealed that GBIS provides 

localized habitat for a collection of individuals that exhibit marked fine-scale fidelity and 

recruitment, some of which engage in a highly specialized, coordinated feeding behavior 

that has not been documented anywhere else in the world. GBIS is also the location of the 
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only encounters of the two individuals with the previously unreported mtDNA haplotype, 

A8. While looking for broad-scale patterns in population structure within an ocean-wide 

basin we must not lose sight of genetic and phenotypic variation that is occurring at local 

scales. It is behavioral novelties such as the specialized group feeding of humpback 

whales in Icy Strait that demonstrate the adaptability of this species in recovering from 

exploitation in a changing environment. The preservation of genetic and cultural variants 

is a critical part of conserving an entire species and its functional role in the ecosystem. 

Results presented throughout this thesis demonstrate that Glacier Bay and Icy Strait 

provide critical, localized feeding habitat for a unique group of individuals and highlight 

the importance of habitat protection for a species with culturally inherited fine-scale 

migratory destinations.  
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APPENDIX I. SEAK DNA REGISTER AND TISSUE DATABASE 

 

Step One: Collating Primary Sources 

 The first step in creating the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database was 

collating primary sources of tissue samples and DNA profiles collected in SEAK since 

1987. Below is a list of the ten primary sources that were collated to make the 

comprehensive SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database: 

 

Primary Sources: 

• J. Cedarleaf and J. Straley submitted a file of all SEAK individuals that had been 

sampled in 2004 and 2005 (“SP_TissueQuery”). This query consisted of 259 records. 

Records from this file was duplicated (and duplicates removed) when SPLASH data 

was imported into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• D. Steel submitted a file (“SPLASH and post SPLASH SEA for Sohpie 

Oct12_WORKING”) of samples collected in SEAK during SPLASH and post-

SPLASH. 

• D. Steel submitted a file (“NPS SEA NBC PWS usat data vs1_ORIGINAL”) 

containing additional post-SPLASH samples collected in SEAK. This file did not 

include post-SPLASH samples collected in Glacier Bay. Ninety-one samples with 

genotypes (82 with haplotypes, 83 with sex) were integrated into the SEAK DNA 

Register and Tissue Database from this file. 

• C. Gabriele of the NPS submitted a file (“GB samples for Sophie Oct 

2012_ORIGINAL”) consisting of samples collected in Glacier Bay in 2007. This file 

was used to integrate twenty additional genotypes (10 with haplotypes, 15 with sex) 

into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• C. Gabriele submitted a file (“GBNP MASTER for Sophie 1996-2011_ORIGINAL”) 

of tissue samples collected in GBNP from 1996-2011. All new records were 

integrated into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 
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• C. Gabriele submitted a file consisting of all latitude and longitude position 

information for samples collected in Glacier Bay (“tblTissue_with_latlong”). I 

integrated this spatial data into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• D. Steel submitted a file (“Debbie_2011_GBNP_request backlog_DS_ORIGINAL”) 

containing all Glacier Bay post-SPLASH samples. In this file, all haplotype, sex and 

CSB Sample Code information that was missing in the file “GBNP MASTER for 

Sophie 1996-2011_Original” was filled in. 

• A file containing records of 25 biopsy samples collected in Icy Strait and 16 samples 

collected in Chatham Strait was integrated into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database (“Alaska02_Biopsy_Vs3”). These samples were collected by CS Baker in 

2002. 

• Records of samples included in Murdoch Denny Vant’s MSc thesis 

(“Murdoch_FINALMIC_ORIGINAL”) were integrated into the SEAK DNA Register 

and Tissue Database. This included 58 samples collected in Glacier Bay (56 with sex, 

0 with a haplotype, 52 with genotypic information) in 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 and 

2000 and 49 samples collected in other regions of SEAK (45 have sex, 46 have 

haplotypes, 48 have genotypic data) in 1987, 1988 and 2000. Samples were 

genotyped at eleven loci (GATA-28, GATA-417, GATA-53, TAA-31, EV1, EV37, 

EV21, EV104, EV14, EV94, 464/465). Loci in bold are those that overlap with loci 

analyzed during the SPLASH effort.  

• In mid-December 2012, C. Gabriele sent 37 additional tissue samples collected by the 

NPS to OSU (“GBNP tissue submittal 2011_2012_2008stragglers”). Seven samples 

were collected in 2008, 14 in 2011 and 16 in 2012. They were assigned Lab IDs by D. 

Steel and their records were integrated into the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database on 21 December 2012. 

 

 Twelve different ID codes were assigned to samples across these ten primary 

sources: CSB Sample Code, SWFSC Sample Code, GBNP Sample Code, WHALE_ID, 

Genetic_ID, SPLASH_ID, Tissue_Code, LAB_ID, AutoNum, SEAK_ID, KBMML_ID 
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and NMML_ID. All ID codes associated with each record have been collated so that each 

sample and DNA profile is traceable back to the project it originated from. Each primary 

source had its own set of headers. I retained all relevant columns so as to not lose any 

information from individual primary source. This is why there appears to be gaps in 

information throughout the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database, i.e., if a certain 

column did not exist in one original primary source, the records derived from that 

primary source will not have information in the column that did not exist in the original 

primary source.  

 Integral to the collation process was the verification of information from primary 

spreadsheets. Several modifications to records in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database were made during the collation process. Verification processes and 

modifications are outlined below. 

 

Verification and Modifications Made During the Collation Process: 

• After D. Steel submitted the file “SPLASH and post SPLASH SEA for Sohpie 

Oct12_WORKING”, I verified all SPLASH latitude and longitude positions using an 

export of SPLASH data sent from Dori Dick 

(“SEAK_SPLASH_20120614_GeneticSamplesOnly_ WORKING”). I matched latitude 

and longitude positions through the SWFSC ID, titled “OtherID_3” in the file 

“SEAK_SPLASH_20120614 _GeneticSamplesOnly_ WORKING”. In order to verify 

that I was attaching position information to the correct records, I also verified the 

SPLASH ID and Genetic ID,  labeled as “Individual_ID” and “OtherID_1” in the file 

“SEAK_SPLASH_20120614_GeneticSamplesOnly_ WORKING,” respectively. 

• Longitude values attached to Lab IDs Mno09SEAK009 and Mno09SEAK010 were 

changed from -124.0522 to -134.0522. It was presumed that this was a data entry typo 

as -124.0522 does not fall within the spatial extent of SEAK. 

• The sample with Genetic/Lab ID SEA04-45781 had a truncated lat/long position, 

probably due to number formatting in Excel. Based on this sample’s SPLASH 
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“locality” field of “Mid Seymour Canal-Lole Harbor, Seymour Canal” mapped by 

Tomas Follett, the lat/long was changed from 57.7, -134.1 to 57.667, -134.047. 

• Genetic ID SEA04-46920 did not have a SPLASH ID available on the Sea Shepard 

website but it was listed in the SPLASH database as 700604 so this SPLASH ID was 

added to the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• On 21 October  2013 Lab IDs SEAK00 01 and SEAK00 02 were merged with Lab 

IDs Mno00SEA001 and Mno00SEA002 because they represent the same tissue 

samples. All relevant information from the former two Lab IDs was integrated into 

the latter two records. Since the latter two Lab IDs had a genotype associated with 

them, relevant information from the SEAK00 01 and SEAK00 02 tissue records were 

integrated into the genotype records for Mno00SEA001 and Mno00SEA002 on the 

DNA Profiles page. 

• Based on records in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database, the SPLASH ID 

430562 had more than one Genetic ID. It was determined by Debbie Steel that 

SPLASH ID 430562 should only be assigned one Genetic ID, SEA04-43987.  

 

Step Two: Reconciling SEAK IDs 

 Studies of humpback whales in SEAK (including those in this thesis) benefit from 

the assignment of as many SEAK IDs to records as possible because life history and 

behavioral information of individual whales is most closely associated with this identifier 

in SEAK. That is to say, researchers at UAS and the NPS who study these whales 

annually refer to individual whales with their SEAK ID rather than their SPLASH ID, 

Genetic ID, etc. During the creation of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database, 

researchers from OSU, UAS and NPS worked together to fill in missing SEAK IDs for 

records. All modifications to records in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database 

have been made in both the Samples and DNA Profiles pages when appropriate. In other 

words, if a sample had a DNA profile, any changes to the record of that sample in the 

Samples page was identically modified in the DNA Profiles page. 
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SEAK ID Reconciliation: 

 

• I added as many additional SEAK IDs to sample records as possible with a primary 

source extracted from the SEAK Regional Database (“SEAK_SPLASH_20120614_ 

GeneticSamplesOnly_WORKING”). On 12 November 2013, J. Cedarleaf verified my 

assignment of SEAK IDs and went through the SPLASH records to add all SEAK 

IDs that UAS had record of (“JMS 11 20 12_MatchingSEAKIDsto SPLASHIDs_help 

1.5”).  

• It was discovered that three Genetic IDs had multiple SEAK IDs. J. Straley 

determined that all records with the Genetic ID “Mno09SEAK047” should 

correspond to SEAK ID 2104 and that all records with the Genetic ID “SEA04-

43469” should correspond to SEAK ID 1888. Genetic ID SEA04-43488 is still linked 

with two SEAK IDs (1327 and 1259) in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database. This is currently unresolved. 

• It was determined after an update to the SPLASH database that SEA04-43471 (SEAK 

ID 218), which was assigned SPLASH ID 470774, should actually be SPLASH ID 

470760 and that SEA04-43990 (SEAK ID 291), which was assigned SPLASH ID 

430012, should actually be SPLASH ID 470412. 

• SPLASH ID 700610 and 700611 are both linked to SEAK ID 1846 but have different 

genotypes. This is still unresolved. However, life history information collected in 

GBNP reveals that 944 is the known mother of 1846. Based on the laws of Mendelian 

inheritance, only SPLASH ID 700611 could possibly be the calf of 944 and, 

therefore, it most likely that SPLASH ID 700611 is SEAK ID 1846 and SPLASH ID 

700610 is not. 

• On 2 April 2013, P. Vanselow sent a file “SUBMITTAL_ annual_to_CSB_2012IDs” 

where she assigned official SEAK IDs to the 2012 calves (formerly labeled "calf 

of..."). These newly assigned SEAK IDs were added into the SEAK DNA Register 

and Tissue Database. 
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• The genotype for SEAK ID 1423 is most likely incorrect. It may be that this genotype 

belongs to a different individual and that we do not actually have a genotype for 

SEAK ID 1423. This discrepancy was brought to our attention after noticing that 

SEAK ID 1423 and its mother (SEAK ID 573) mismatch at 5 of 10 loci. NPS 

documented SEAK ID 1423 in the Point Adolphus core group five times as a calf in 

1997. There was some confusion during these encounters because three calves were 

present in the core group that summer and the three moms assigned to these calves 

were SEAK IDs 573, 353 and 587. GBNP notes originally indicated that SEAK ID 

1423 might have been the calf of SEAK ID 155, however these notes were crossed 

out and SEAK ID 573 was recorded as the mother. I isolated genotypes for SEAK 

IDs 1423 and 155 and confirmed that they are not a mother/calf pair as they mismatch 

at 4 of 10 loci. It was determined that there was a problem with the UASE sample 

collected for SEAK ID 1423 when she was 8 years old. This sample was found to be 

a genetic match with SPLASH ID 430548 but the photos disagree. SEAK ID 1423 

has a white fluke and when the sample was taken, SEAK ID 1423 was in a group of 

two other whales, both with completely white flukes. This occurred on 19 June 2005. 

Photos from this encounter were reevaluated by J. Neilson and J. Cedarleaf and it was 

confirmed that SEAK ID 1432 was the animal biopsied during this encounter (Figure 

AI.1). SPLASH ID 430548, the individual that matched the sample from SEAK ID 

1423, has a completely dark fluke and SEAK ID 1423 was not in the proximity when 

SPLASH ID 430548 (filmcode UASE-JAC-20050616-5-018) was sampled on 16 

June 2005. There was no noted confusion during the biopsy sampling of SPLASH ID 

430548 and researchers at UASE are confident that this was the animal sampled. 

Researchers compared dorsal fins of SEAK ID 1423 (Figure AI.1) and SPLASH ID 

430548 (Figure AI.2) and verified that they were different. Because all genotypes 

from “1423” are the same, they are either from the same whale or the samples got 

substituted, duplicated or switched somewhere post-collection. Based on this 

confusion, we conclude that there is no genotype for SEAK ID 1423 and that the 

SPLASH sample, SEA05-52803 (SEAK ID 1423), needs to be re-genotyped at some 
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point in the future. I have highlighted the genotype for SEAK ID 1423 in red text and 

made appropriate comments in the notes columns on both Samples and Genotypes 

pages.  

• On 28 January 2014 I asked the NPS for help identifying a SEAK ID for SPLASH ID 

470535. J. Neilson looked through the SPLASH catalogue for a fluke image of this 

SPLASH ID and recognized it as SEAK ID 1817. She noted that its flukes have 

changed some since 2004 but the NPS has a 2003 fluke photo that is a definite match. 

SEAK ID 1817 was added to SPLASH sample 470535 (Lab ID SEA-44051) in both 

Samples and Genotypes pages.  

• J. Cedarleaf was able to verify that Lab ID SEA_40507 (Field ID MN030929-01) is 

SEAK ID 2062, LAB ID SEA_40508 (Field ID MN0309029-02) is SEAK ID 1756 

and that LAB ID SEA_40516 (Field ID MN031009-04) is SEAK Code UASE-JMS-

20031009-1-131. All of these SEAK IDs and ID codes have been added in the SEAK 

DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

 

Step Three: Generating Additional DNA Profiles 

 In March of 2013, I was awarded the Mamie Markham Research Award for a 

total of $7,044. Of this sum, $5,064 was designated specifically for generating genetic 

profiles for additional samples from SEAK. These samples were selected based on their 

relevance to the analyses conducted throughout this thesis and whether they were samples 

requested by the NPS. If an individual was requested, but a genotype was generated for 

that individual from a different sample (determined using the SEAK DNA Register and 

Tissue Database) then the genotype was not re-generated unless there was missing data or 

the need to solve a discrepancy. Genotypes were generated for a total of 133 samples, 

mtDNA haplotypes were generated for a total of 56 samples and sex information was 

generated for 51 samples. DNA profiles generated during the course of my MSc program 

are highlighted in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database in blue.  

 

Step Four: Resolving Genotypic Matches 
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 After generating additional DNA profiles from SEAK samples, several genotypic 

matches between two presumed unique individuals were discovered. The final step in 

creating the SEAK Regional Database was resolving genotypic matches. Below is a list 

of these matches and the conclusions generated from them. 

 

Genotypic matches identified after a first round of genotyping completed on 15 Jul 
2013 were resolved as follows: 

• Biopsy samples Mno02GB022 (presumed to be SEAK ID 1474) and 

Mno09SEAK028 (presumed to be SEAK ID 1686) were a genetic match based on 10 

microsatellite loci. Sample Mno02GB022 was taken by CS Baker at Point Adolphus 

in 2002. Sample Mno09SEAK028 was a sloughed skin sample collected on 9 October 

2009 off Trap Bay in Tenakee Inlet. Only three whales were present in the area in 

2009 at the time of sampling: a single whale (SEAK ID 1205) and a pair of whales 

(SEAK IDs 1686 and 1474). In the log notes, it states that the researchers were 75% 

certain that the sloughed skin sample came from 1686 and 25% certain that is came 

from 1474. Therefore, it was determined that both Mno02GB022 and 

Mno09SEAK028 are most likely samples from SEAK ID 1474. The SEAK ID 

assigned to the sample Mno09SEAK028 has been changed from 1686 to 1474 in both 

the Samples and Genotypes page of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• Biopsy samples Mno06GB014 (SEAK ID 2022) and Mno11GB001 (SEAK ID 2311) 

were a genetic match based on 10 microsatellite loci. Photographic records from both 

encounters were located and it was determined that it was also a photographic match, 

i.e., SEAKs 2022 and 2311 are the same individual. It was determined that these 

individuals will now both be referred to as SEAK ID 2311 and changes have been 

made in both the Samples and DNA Profiles pages of the SEAK DNA Register and 

Tissue Database. 

• Biopsy sample GB03-38433 (presumed to be SEAK ID 1479) was a genetic match to 

SEA05-51598 (SEAK ID 1432) based on 10 microsatellite loci. Field notes from the 

encounter in which the biopsy sample GB03-38433 was collected indicate that SEAK 
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ID 1432 was nearby when sloughed skin was collected and it was determined that this 

skin sample must have been collected from SEAK ID 1432, not SEAK ID 1479. 

Therefore, both samples GB03-38433 and SEA05-51598 came from SEAK ID 1432. 

The SEAK IDs for these two samples are now 1432 in both the Samples and DNA 

Profiles pages of the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database. 

• Biopsy samples Mno98GB003 and SEA04-46922 were a genetic match and were 

both reconciled to SEAK ID 221. 

• Lab ID Mno08GB023 (SEAK ID 2156) was a genotypic match to the sample with 

Lab ID SEA04-41496 (no SEAK ID assigned). Upon closer inspection of SEA04-

41496, I noticed that the notes read, “155_calf_2004.” It was determined that there 

was no ambiguity in visual assignment of the sloughed skin sample when the calf was 

sampled during the SPLASH effort (Field ID: OT 040624-04). This sampling event 

occurred after the calf breached and the notes indicate that the assignment of the skin 

was 100% certain. Also, only the mother and calf were present during this sampling 

event which eliminates the number of whales it could have potentially been collected 

from. Field notes were also consulted for the sampling event of Mno08GB023 

(SEAK ID 2156). During this sampling event, SEAK ID 2156 was with SEAK ID 

1817. The field notes did not indicate any uncertainty and the possibility of sampling 

SEAK ID 1817 was eliminated by comparing the genotype of SEAK ID 1817 with 

the genotype from “155_calf_2004,” (Lab ID: SEA04-41496). The genotype for 

SEAK ID 1817 was a PQS sample, but with all evidence combined, we feel confident 

excluding the possibility that SEAK ID 1817 was sampled. As another check, we 

compared the genotype of SEAK ID 155 (the mother of 155_calf_2004) and it was 

determined that SEAK ID 155 is the mother of “155_calf_2004” based on the laws of 

Mendelian inheritance. Since “155_calf_2004” and SEAK ID 2156 are a genotype 

match, we conclude that “155_calf_2004” is the same individual as SEAK ID 2156. 

In conclusion, SEA04-41496 (formerly known as “155_calf_2004”) is now 

recognized as SEAK ID 2156 and changes were made accordingly in the SEAK DNA 

Register and Tissue Database. 
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Genotypic matches identified after a second round of genotyping completed on 20 
October 2013 were resolved as follows: 

• Sample Mno01GB011 (SEAK ID 584) matched to sample Mno02GB012 (SEAK ID 

441). Upon closer inspection, it was determined by the NPS that both samples are 

actually from SEAK ID 584. Sample Mno01GB011 was collected on 3 October 2001. 

J. Neilson scanned the negatives from that encounter and confirmed that the 

individual was SEAK ID 584. All field notes and photos indicated that it was SEAK 

ID 584. Sample Mno02GB012 was collected on 30 July 2002. Group 1 encountered 

on 30 July 2002 was confirmed to be SEAK ID 441 through scanned negatives on roll 

GB02-40(1-6). However, the biopsy sample was collected during a resight of Group 1 

approximately 28 minutes later in the same general area. Only one photo was taken 

during the resight (GB02-40(22)) and it shows only the tips of the fluke. The photo 

was labeled as “441 IQ” which means that when the film was analyzed, it was 

deemed “insufficient quality” to confirm the ID. SEAK ID 441 went on to be 

associated with this biopsy sample without the accompanying notes regarding the 

uncertainty of the ID. After closer examination of a scan of GB02-40(22), J. Neilson 

confirmed that the fluke tips were not SEAK ID 441 and that the fluke had several 

features that match SEAK ID 584. Based on the photo alone, researchers at the NPS 

would not have felt comfortable saying with 100% certainty that this sample came 

from SEAK ID 584. However, with the genotype match, they are confident that it was 

SEAK ID 584 that was sampled. In conclusion, SEAK ID 441 and 584 were 

accidentally switched during the resight due to their similarity in dorsal fins and 

flukes. 

• Sample Mno12GB008 (SEAK ID 1652) matched to sample Mno00GB002 (SEAK ID 

1472). Upon examination of field records, it was determined that both samples belong 

to SEAK ID 1652. Sample Mno12GB008 was collected on 30 July 2012 and there is 

a fluke and dorsal fin photo to confirm that this is SEAK ID 1652. Also, the group 

size was one. Sample Mno00GB002 was collected on 5 July 2000. The photos from 
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this encounter span from the end of roll 28 (GB00-28(36)) to the beginning of roll 29 

(GB00-29(2-5)). All photos are of dorsal fins. The sample was attributed to SEAK ID 

1472 based on close-up left and right dorsal fin photos in GB00-29(2-5) and this 

match is correct. However, when J. Neilson scanned GB00-28(36), which had not 

been closely examined because it is a very distinct right dorsal fin photo, she 

discovered that it was a different whale. The dorsal fin was not of SEAK ID 1472 and 

it bore strong resemblance to SEAK ID 1652. Again, based on the photo alone, 

researchers at the NPS would not have felt comfortable saying with 100% certainty 

that this sample came from SEAK ID 1652. However, with the genotype match, they 

are confident that it was SEAK ID 1652 that was sampled. It appears as though 

researchers accidentally switched animals (here, in mid-encounter rather than during 

a resight) and sample Mno00GB002 is from SEAK ID 1652, not SEAK ID 1472. 

• Sample Mno06GB008 (SEAK ID 1658) matched to SEA04-41486 (SEAK ID 1261). 

Sample Mno06GB008 was collected on 23 June 2006 from a pod of 1 whale. Field 

notes say, “Breach prior to observation start. Got skin.” It was a dorsal fin ID (no 

fluke ID taken) that appears to be the same individual as 1658 seen on a different 

2006 observation with dorsal fins and flukes. In conclusion, dorsal fin photos confirm 

that sample Mno06GB008 is definitely from SEAK ID 1658. SEA04-41486 was a 

SPLASH biopsy sample collected on 17 June 2004. Photos from this sample 

(originally identified as SEAK ID 1261) were reexamined and it was determined by J. 

Cedarleaf that the whale biopsied was not 1261 because the dorsal fins did not match. 

J. Cedarleaf sent dorsal photos to J. Neilson and she confirmed that the dorsal fin 

matched to SEAK ID 1658. In conclusion, both samples Mno06GB008 and SEA04-

41486 are from SEAK ID 1658. 

• During the first round of genotyping, it was revealed that sample Mno09SEAK028 

(originally assigned as SEAK ID 1686) actually belonged to SEAK ID 1474. After 

this second round of genotyping, sample Mno97GB011 (SEAK ID 1424) also 

matched to Mno02GB022 and Mno09SEAK028 (both SEAK ID 1474). SEAK ID 

1424 was sighted with its mother (SEAK ID 353) multiple times in the core group 
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throughout the summer of 1997. C. Gabriele encountered this mother/calf pair on 18 

August 1997 from 14:45-15:42 and field notes read, “First sighting of 353 alone with 

calf for 1997.” C. Gabriele took photos of the calf’s flukes, left dorsal and right 

dorsal. The calf breached and she collected skin. To the knowledge of the NPS, 

SEAK ID 1424 has not been sighted since its last sighting on 10 September 1997. 

 The first sighting of SEAK ID 1474 occurred on 3 August 1998 from 13:42-

14:09. SEAK ID 1474 was traveling with a female, SEAK ID 1432 (an adult first 

documented in 1997). J. Neilson’s field notes show that she originally called the pair 

“2 adults,” then struck it out and wrote, “mother/calf.” She noted “calf very big, 

fluking well.” It should be noted that SEAK ID 1474 had very mottled gray skin 

around its dorsal fin typical of a calf. The only other sighting of SEAK ID 1474 in 

1998 occurred on August 19 (from 12:23-12:49). J. Neilson documented that SEAK 

ID 1474 was alone, but she still called it a calf. Field notes say, “two single kayaks at 

~1/2 mile at start of encounter. Single humpback ~1 mile away – mom?? We don’t go 

to other humpback (yet) – trying to give kayakers some space as they paddle across 

Mud Bay. 13:06 - mom and calf sighted together while with Pod 3.” By the end of the 

Pod 3 encounter, notes indicate that a westerly wind was building so J. Neilson left 

the area without getting photos of SEAK ID 1474 and its (supposed) mom. 

 SEAK ID 1432 was sighted with SEAK ID 1014 on 25 August 1998 from 13:13-

14:07 then she was sighted alone on 22 September 1998 and 19 Oct 1998. The NPS 

concluded that SEAK ID 1474 was the calf of SEAK ID 1432 although the calf was 

either weaned by late in the summer or notably independent. In fact, the 1998 NPS 

annual report states, “A number of the 1998 calves… were very independent, 

spending long periods of time away from their mothers.” 

 In August 1999, the NPS re-analyzed the data on the relationship between SEAK 

IDs 1474 and 1432 and concluded that SEAK ID 1474 was not actually a calf in 

1998. In November 2002, the decision was revoked and SEAK ID 1474 was again 

assigned as a 1998 calf. A document entitled “Why #1432 was changed back to a 

1998 mom” was written up by J. Neilson on the discrepancy. 
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 Independently, in February 2005, J. Neilson made a note on the photos of SEAK 

ID 1424 that it was “very similar to 1474 but not the same!” After re-analyzing 

photos of SEAK IDs 1424 and 1474, J. Neilson and C. Gabriele concluded that there 

is no evidence to say they are NOT the same whale, but there is no clear-cut evidence 

that they are the same whale. Based on the photo evidence alone, researchers at NPS 

did not feel comfortable calling them the same whale. However, with the inclusion of 

the genotypic match, the NPS has decided to call SEAK IDs 1424 and 1474 the same 

whale. The genotypic match has confirmed why the NPS had so much internal debate 

about field records in the past years. We have decided to maintain the SEAK ID 1474 

for this individual as many more sightings exist under that ID name. 

 In conclusion, samples Mno09SEAK028, Mno97GB011 and Mno02GB022 are 

all from SEAK ID 1474. Based on the combination of genetic and photo evidence, C. 

Gabriele and J. Neilson determined that SEAK ID 1424 (1997 calf of SEAK ID 353) 

and SEAK ID 1474 (who was mistakenly called the 1998 calf of SEAK ID 1432) are 

the same whale (Figure AI.3). Interestingly, SEAK ID 1474 grew up to become a 

member of the core group, similar to its mother, SEAK ID 353. To follow up on the 

conclusion, haplotypes were examined for the individuals involved and SEAK IDs 

353, 1474 and 1424 are all A+ while SEAK ID 1432 is an A-.  

 

Finally, the following changes were made after generating additional DNA profiles 
from SEAK samples: 

• On 19 March 2014, I changed haplotypes from A- to A-/A8 for 15 samples after 

sequences were re-evaluated for Chapter 3 of this thesis. Haplotypes were changed 

for the following Lab IDs: SEA04_45744, SEA87-06, SEA87-08, SEA04_41483, 

SEA05_52804, SEA05_52805, GB02-19, GB98-15, SEA04_41517, GB02_33, 

GB03_38420, GB03_38427, SEA04-46917, SEA04-45767, SEA05-52812, SEA04-

44051, SEA_40507, SEA_40508, SEA_40516, SEA04_41525. More than 15 lab IDs 

are listed here because multiple samples for each of the 15 individuals needed to be 

changed. In some cases one individual was sampled multiple times but only a few of 
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the haplotype sequences were changed because they showed signs of heteroplasmy. 

Both SEAK IDs 1795 and 2062 did not have a genotype associated with the sample 

that was reevaluated for heteroplasmy so the haplotype was changed to A-/A8 in the 

“Samples” page but that sample was not represented in the “DNA Profiles” page so 

the heteroplasmic haplotype is not shown there. Haplotypes were changed to A-/A8 

for all 20 lab IDs listed above in the “Samples” page and for 15 of these lab IDs in the 

“DNA Profiles” page. Five additional individuals were found to be heteroplasmic 

throughout the North Pacific but they are not in the SEAK DNA Register and Tissue 

Database because they were Hawaii and NOGA samples. 

• On 31 March 2014, I integrated five allele size changes based on genotype 

reevaluation by D. Steel. The reevaluation occurred when looking at photo-ID 

confirmed mother/offspring pairs for the Founder/Contemporary analysis. The 

genotype for SEAK ID 1042, Genetic ID gMno02GB002, at locus rw48 changed 

from 120 120 to 112 120. The genotype for SEAK ID 539, Genetic ID gSEA04-

41501, at locus GT23 was changed from 109 109 to 109 115. The genotype for 

SEAK ID 1298, Genetic ID gMno99GB013, at locus GT211 was changed from 106 

106 to 106 116. Finally, the genotype for SEAK ID 1306, Genetic ID gSEA04-41495 

at locus Ev96 was changed from uncalled to 159 163. 

• On 1 April 2014 the genotype for SEAK ID 1298 (Lab ID Mno99GB013) was 

changed to GATA417 218 226, EV37 196 208, EV96 000 000, rw4-10 196 204, 

GT211 106 116, EV14 131 131, rw48 112 116, GATA28 147 147, GT23 111 115, 

GT575 153 153. Permission granted by D. Steel after re-genotyping on 20 October 

2013. 

• Samples for SEAK IDs 1475 and 1593 previously showed discrepancies between the 

sex assigned in the field and the sex that was assigned in the lab. I have reanalyzed 

samples for both of these individuals and determined that the molecular sex for 

SEAK ID 1475 does agrees with the field sex; it is a male. Similarly, the molecular 

sex agrees with the field-assigned sex for SEAK ID 1593; it is a female. 
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Figure AI.1. Photos taken by UASE at the time the biopsy of SEAK ID 1423 was taken. 
Dorsal fin photos of SEAK ID 1423 from GBNP were compared and it was confirmed 
that SEAK ID 1423 was the individual biopsied during this encounter. 

 

Figure AI.2. Fluke and dorsal fin photographs of SPLASH ID 430548 sampled on 16 
June 2005 confirming that this animal and SEAK ID 1423 are different individuals. 
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Figure AI.3. (A) SEAK ID 1424 right dorsal, left dorsal and fluke ID photos taken in 
1997. (B) SEAK ID 1474 right dorsal, left dorsal and fluke ID photos taken in 1998 and 
(C) a fluke photo of SEAK ID 1474 taken in 2005. Samples from these two SEAK IDs 
generated a genetic match and it was determined that SEAK IDs 1424 and 1474 are the 
same individual.
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APPENDIX II. FOUNDER AND CONTEMPORARY DECISION PATHS 

 

A total of 74 individuals were identified as Founder whales based on review of photo 

ID records collected in GBIS from 1973 to 1985. Of these, 46 had an available DNA profile 

(indicated with an *). Detail on the evidence for Founder designation for each individual is 

presented below. 

 

Founder decision path 

Included in the Founder stratum 

43 – SEAK ID 43 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1981) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1981. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting occurred in 1981. According to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz 

data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time to investigation these records. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

68* – Alias “Snow”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide 

collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1977, 

filmcode GB. This data was gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder Database only. The 

earliest year in "full sighting history.xls" (compiled by C. Gabriele) is 1975 in GB. 

Evidence: Jurasz slides, “full sighting history” 

117* – SEAK ID 117 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1975 with the alias “White 

Eyes”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1977, filmcode GB. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. This data was gleaned from the 

NMML FlukeFinder Database only. Evidence: literature, Jurasz slides, SEAK Regional 

Database 
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118* – SEAK ID 118 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1977 with the alias “Chop 

Suey”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1978, filmcode GB. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1978. This match was verified by J. 

Neilson at NMML. Evidence: literature, Jurasz slides, SEAK Regional Database 

154 – SEAK ID 154 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1978 with the alias “Freckles”. In Perry et al. (1985), SEAK ID 154 was first 

sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz 

slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 

1979, location unknown, gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK 

Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional 

Database 

155* – SEAK ID 155 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GB as early as 1981 with the alias “Freckle Fluke.” Notes by J. Neilson 

after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in 

NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1978, location unknown, gleaned from the NMML 

FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 

1981. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

156 – Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: there were no notes from NMML about this whale. In the SEAK Regional 

Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1983. This record was verified by C. Gabriele with 

CS Baker field notes on 3 April 14. Evidence: SEAK Regional Database 

157* – SEAK ID 157 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1975 with the alias 

“MD/Wheezy.” Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1975, filmcode 

GB. Data gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional 
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Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, 

Jurasz slide 

159* - SEAK ID 159 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide 

collection is 1974, filmcode GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, Jurasz 

slides, SEAK Regional Database 

160* - SEAK ID 159 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: there were no notes from NMML about this whale.  

In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, 

SEAK Regional Database 

161* – SEAK ID 161 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1978 with the alias “BMW.” Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in 

NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1977, filmcode 2FS (presumably = Frederick Sound), 

gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1978. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

166* – SEAK ID 166 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974 with the alias 

“Frenchie”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode 

GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1975. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

183* - SEAK ID 183 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide 

collection is 1979, location unknown, data gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder database only. 
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In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. This record was verified 

by C. Gabriele on 3April14 but it was noted that most sightings beyond 1982 occurred in 

Frederick Sound. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

186* - SEAK ID 186 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1982. This whale was later matched to SEAK ID 381 and was listed as the calf of 

SEAK ID 530. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

193* - SEAK ID 193 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1972, filmcode 

LC (Lynn Canal). This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional 

Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

198 - SEAK ID 198 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1982 (as calf of 539). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

215* - SEAK ID 215 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

is Jurasz data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time to investigation these 

records. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984. This record was 

verified by C. Gabriele on 3April14. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

219* - SEAK ID 219 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 
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are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

221* - SEAK ID 221 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1980, location 

unknown, data gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder Database only. In the SEAK Regional 

Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

225* – SEAK ID 225 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1979 with the alias “Vahn/Vagn”. The NPS confirmed that the SEAK ID 

associated with Jurasz nickname "Vagn" is SEAK ID 225. The earliest GBIS sighting of 225 

in the SEAK Regional Database is 5 August 1986 in the Hoonah region of Icy Strait 

(Couverden Rocks). However, on 26March14, J. Straley confirmed that there was a 

KBMML/GBNP sighting for SEAK ID 225 on 22 August 1982. Because the encounter was 

made by GBNP, we can assume that it occurred in GBIS. Notes by J. Neilson after working 

with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder 

database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. Evidence: literature, KBMML/GBNP 

sighting 

232* – SEAK ID 232 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974 with the alias “Notchfin/South America.” Notes by J. 

Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz 

sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode GB. This match was verified by 

J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1975. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

235* – SEAK ID 235 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1977 with the alias “Spot”. Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in 

NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1977, filmcode GB, gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder 

database only. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1977. Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 
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236* – SEAK ID 236 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1978 with the alias “Leigh/Little Spot”. Notes by J. 

Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz 

sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1975, filmcode GB, gleaned from the NMML 

FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 

1983. Evidence: literature, Jurasz slide, SEAK Regional Database 

237 – SEAK ID 237 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1973 with the alias “Dike”. 

Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: 

earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1973, filmcode GB. This match 

was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1982. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

250 – SEAK ID 250 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1984. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

278 – SEAK ID 278 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and in Jurasz and Palmer 

(1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974 with the alias “Tic-Tac-Toe”. Notes by J. 

Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz 

sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode GB. This match was verified by 

J. Neilson at NMML.  Evidence: literature, Jurasz slide 

281 - SEAK ID 281 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

311 – False alias “Skimo.” In a catalog that Jurasz produced for the park there is a 

photo labeled "Skimo 04/74". In December 2012 the NPS discovered that these flukes match 
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SEAK ID 311. GBNP has a hardcopy print of photo in archives but no negatives.  Note - 

NMML has a slide labeled “Skimo” dated 07/29/78 that is a different whale. Evidence: 

Jurasz catalog for GBNP 

348 - SEAK ID 348 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1984 (KBMML sightings, subregion GB). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional 

Database 

349 - SEAK ID 349 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. In Vequist and Baker (1987) notes say it is the calf 

of 535. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK 

ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984 (KBMML sightings, 

subregion GB, calf). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

350* – SEAK ID 350 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Jurasz and Palmer 

(1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974 with the alias “Lace”. Perry et al. (1985) 

lists the first GBIS sighting of SEAK ID 350 as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working 

with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML 

Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at 

NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

351* - SEAK ID 351 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1984. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

352* - SEAK ID 352 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. In Vequist and Baker (1987) notes say it is the calf 
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of 530. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK 

ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984 (as a calf). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

353* - SEAK ID 353 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. In Vequist and Baker (1987) notes say it is the calf 

of 581. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK 

ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984 (as a calf). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

382 - SEAK ID 382 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. In Vequist and Baker (1987) notes say it is the calf 

of 573. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK 

ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984 (as a calf). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

383 - SEAK ID 383 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. In Vequist and Baker (1987) notes say it is the calf 

of 236. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK 

ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984 (as a calf). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

441* – SEAK ID 441 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Jurasz and Palmer 

(1981) as sighted in GBIS as early as 1976 with the alias “Festus/Hooker”. Notes by J. 

Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz 

sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1972, filmcode LC (Lynn Canal). This match 

was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1981. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 
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449 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: According to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982. On 3 

April 14, C. Gabriele verified there were other GBIS sightings on 13 Aug 1982 with this 

filmcode. However, 449 it is not listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) for 1982.   Evidence: 

SEAK Regional Database 

455* - SEAK ID 455 is listed in Perry et al. (1985) as sighted in GBIS as early as 

1984 with the alias “KBMML obs. # 3305”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide 

collection is 1980, filmcode GB, gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder Database only.  In 

the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984. On 3 April 14, C. Gabriele 

verified that other GBIS whales were sighted on same day 22 Aug 1984. Evidence: 

literature, Jurasz slide, SEAK Regional Database 

513* - SEAK ID 513 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1984. On 3 April 14, C. Gabriele verified this record as a Point Adolphus sighting 

in the Vequist and Baker (1987) table. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

516* – Alias “Garfunkel”. SEAK ID 516 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry 

et al. (1985) and Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974. Notes 

by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest 

Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode GB. This match was 

verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting 

is 1977. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

530* - SEAK ID 530 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1981. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 
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sighting is 1981 (KBMML data, subregion IS). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional 

Database 

535* – SEAK ID 535 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1974 with the alias 

“Midwhite/Quits”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1974, filmcode 

GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1981. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

539* – SEAK ID 539 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1978 with the alias “Max”. Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in 

NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1975, filmcode FS (Frederick Sound), gleaned from the 

NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1978 (Jurasz data).  Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

555 – SEAK ID 555 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1978 and in Perry et al. (1985) as early as 1982 with the alias “Slashed Finger.” 

Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: 

according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz data for this SEAK ID but 

there was insufficient time to investigation these records. In the SEAK Regional Database 

the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982 (KBMML data). On 3 April 14 this sighting was verified 

by C. Gabriele. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

559 – SEAK ID 559 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982 with the alias “Fingers/Lumpy”. Notes by J. Neilson 

after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: possible dorsal fin only 

photos in NMML Jurasz slide collection in 1968, filmcode LC (Lynn Canal), pending 

verification using high resolution slide scans. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest 

GBIS sighting is 1982 (KBMML data, subregion GB). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional 

Database 
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564* – SEAK ID 564 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1977 and in Perry et al. (1985) as early as 1980 with the alias “Round 

Up/R.U.Taylor”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013:  earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1977, filmcode 

GB, gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK Regional Database 

the earliest GBIS sighting is 1980. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz 

slide 

565 – SEAK ID 565 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1977 and in Perry et al. (1985) and Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as early as 1976 

with the alias “Notchback”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide 

collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz 

data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time to investigation these records. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982 (KBMML data). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

566 – SEAK ID 566 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984 with the alias “Curly Fluke”. Notes by J. Neilson 

after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML 

FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time 

to investigation these records. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 

1984 (KBMML data). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

569* – SEAK ID 569 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982 with the alias “Scarfin”. Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML 

FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time 

to investigation these records. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 

1982 (KBMML data). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

573* - SEAK ID 573 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1981. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 
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are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1981 (KBMML data). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

577* – SEAK ID 577 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1973 with the alias “Scoper”. 

Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: 

earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1973, filmcode GB. This match 

was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1978. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

581* - SEAK ID 581 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there 

are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS 

sighting is 1982 (KBMML data). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

584* - SEAK ID 584 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1982. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide 

collection is 1978, location unknown, data gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder only. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982 (KBMML data). Evidence: 

literature, SEAK Regional Database 

587* – SEAK ID 587 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987), Perry et al. (1985) and 

Jurasz and Palmer (1981) as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1973 with the alias 

“Gertrude”. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1973, filmcode 

GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1980. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

591 - SEAK ID 591 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. On 3 
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April 14, C. Gabriele verified that this sighting by noting that it was on a day when GBIS 

regulars were also sighted in the KBMML data stream. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional 

Database 

593 - SEAK ID 593 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1981. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML 

Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: the earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide 

collection is 1981, filmcode GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the 

SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1981. Evidence: literature, SEAK 

Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

600 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: the earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1976, filmcode 

GB, data gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder only. P. Vanselow and J. Neilson verified that 

the photo referenced in the NMML FlukeFinder Database matched SEAK ID 600 and the 

film code indicates that it was sighted in 1976. The film code for this photo started with 

“GB” so we can assume this photo was taken in GBIS. Evidence: Jurasz slide 

616* – SEAK ID 616 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1979 with the alias “Lesser.” Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: the earliest Jurasz sighting in 

NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1979, filmcode GB, data gleaned from NMML 

FlukeFinder only. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1979. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

800 - SEAK ID 800 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985 and is noted to be the calf of 155. Notes by J. Neilson after working with 

NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder 

database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1985 (as a calf). Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

801* - SEAK ID 801 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: the earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1975, filmcode 
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GB, data gleaned from NMML FlukeFinder only. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. Evidence: literature, Jurasz slide, SEAK Regional Database 

817* - SEAK ID 817 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

826 - SEAK ID 826 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. 

Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

925 – SEAK ID 925 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985 with the alias “Blackie/Blacky”. The NPS confirmed that the SEAK ID 

associated with Jurasz nickname "Blackie/Blacky" is SEAK ID 925. Notes by J. Neilson 

after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML 

FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz data for this SEAK ID but there was insufficient time 

to investigation these records. In the SEAK Regional Database there are no records of this 

whale in GB-IS. The only GBIS record that NPS has of this whale is a Jurasz photo labeled 

July 1976. The 1976 Jurasz photo is in a catalog that he prepared for the park, so we assume 

this photo was taken within the GBIS study area. This photo has not yet been translated into 

a database record for 925. UAS has additional records of 925 in 1984, 1988 and 1991 but 

none of these sightings were in GBIS. Evidence: literature, Jurasz catalog for GBNP 

941 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1978, filmcode 

GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. Evidence: Jurasz slide 

944* - SEAK ID 944 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1983 with the alias “Obser3981”. On 3 April 14, C. Gabriele verified that there 

were no field notes for June 1983, but KBMML database shows this 15 June 1983 sighting 
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to be amongst other GBIS sightings. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz 

slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no 

Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 

1985.  Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

965* - SEAK ID 965 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) and Perry et al. (1985) as 

being sighted in GBIS as early as 1984 with the alias “ID 387.” Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML 

FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional 

Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1984. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

1011* – SEAK ID 1011 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in 

GBIS as early as 1978 with the alias “Wide White Eyes”. Notes by J. Neilson after working 

with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML 

Jurasz slide collection is 1977, filmcode GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at 

NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1988. Evidence: 

literature, Jurasz slide 

1154 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: J. Neilson verified a match of this whale at NMML from a 1980 Jurasz photo 

on a roll labeled "GB1", so we assume it was taken in GBIS. P. Vanselow and J. Neilson 

verified that the photo referenced in the NMML FlukeFinder Database matched SEAK ID 

1154 and the film codes indicate that it was sighted in 1980. The film code for this photo 

started with “GB” so we can assume this photo was taken in GBIS. There are no records of 

this whale in the SEAK Regional Database. Evidence: Jurasz slide 

1165* - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1985. 

Evidence: SEAK Regional Database 

1460* - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1973, filmcode 
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GB. This match was verified by J. Neilson at NMML. In the SEAK Regional Database the 

earliest GBIS sighting is 1997. Evidence: SEAK Regional Database, Jurasz slide 

1536* - SEAK ID 1536 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in 

GBIS as early as 1983 with the alias “Obser1707”. On 3 April 14, C. Gabriele verified that 

other photo data from 19 Aug 1983 are with GBIS whales. Notes by J. Neilson after 

working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 2013: according to the NMML 

FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional 

Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1983. Evidence: literature, SEAK Regional Database 

“Spright/Sprite”, SEAK ID TBD – “Spright” is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) 

as being sighted in GBIS as early as 1978. There are multiple good to fair fluke photos of 

Spright/Sprite from different rolls of film and this individual does meet the NPS criteria for 

receiving a SEAK ID, however it has not yet been assigned one. The NPS has a scan of a 

Jurasz slide from NMML of Sprite/Sprite dated 12 July 1978. The individual has distinctive 

flukes and both J. Neilson and P. Vanselow attempted to match Spright/Sprite to the current 

NPS database and the Alaska Whale Foundation catalog but were not able to identify a 

match. There are multiple sightings of Spright/Sprite and they all occur during the year 

Spright/Sprite was a dependent calf of SEAK ID 236. Two photos were taken of 

Spright/Sprite by Jurasz, on film rolls “GB16-34” and “GB19-26.” One of these two photos 

was labeled “Spright_7-12-78” and the other was labeled “Spright_NMML_ID_75464”. 

Because of the GB film code, we assume these photos were taken in GB. Evidence: 

literature, Jurasz slide 

 “Skimo”, SEAK ID TBD - There was a whale named "Skimo" that was matched to 

SEAK ID 311, which is already in the Founder list. The Skimo listed here is a different 

whale that was photographed by SeaSearch on July 29, 1978 and is listed in Vequist and 

Baker (1987) as “Skimo”. The FlukeFinder database says this photo was taken in GB by 

Woodbridge Williams who was affiliated with SeaSearch. This whale has distinct dorsal fins 

and has multiple sightings with fluke photos and meets the NPS criteria for receiving a 

SEAK ID. J. Neilson matched the SeaSearch photo 

"Skimo_29July1978_NMML_ID_5514.jpg", to the SE Alaska catalog and found no match. 
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Skimo is a unique individual with more than one sighting and therefore should be assigned a 

SEAK ID. Evidence: literature, Jurasz slide 

 

Not included in the Founder stratum 

CSB85-301(19) – There is a fluke photo of this individual (not great, but potentially 

matchable) from Point Adolphus on 4 June 1985. It was only seen once, and thus, was not 

assigned a SEAK ID. Its fluke photo is in the SEAK catalog. We did not include this 

individual because the lack of a re-sight may indicate the photo was not sufficient for re-

sighting. Thus, we cannot say that this individual has not been encountered elsewhere and 

assigned a different ID due to the lack of ability to match back to CSB85-301(19). The idea 

of holding off until a whale is sighted twice to give it a "Resight" number (SEAK ID) is that 

it helps ensure that the quality of that first photo is sufficient for it to be resighted. If it is not 

sufficient, then one could potentially double-count a whale. For example, a dependent calf's 

fluke might change enough in year one that it was given a new ID as a yearling. 

“Garf” – Garf does not currently have a SEAK ID but does have a photo ID. J. 

Neilson looked in the stripped down version of the NMML Fluke Finder database provided 

by Sally Mizroch and it shows that Garf was resighted (2 sightings; both by Jurasz when 

Garf was a dependent calf of 587). The NPS has copies from NMML of these photos. We do 

not know the date of either photo, but one was taken on film roll "GB4-18" and the other 

was taken on film roll "GB25-18", which indicates they were taken on different dates in 

1977. The NPS has a scan of a hardcopy print from a catalog Jurasz prepared for the park. 

Garf had one good and one poor fluke photo and meets the Founder criteria except the fact 

that it was never assigned a SEAK ID. The photos of Garf were matched to the SEAK Fluke 

Catalog and there was one potential match with SEAK ID 976 that could not be confirmed. 

Because we were not able to confirm that Garf was a match with SEAK ID 976, we feel it is 

due to insufficient photo quality in the calf photo. Given that, we do not advocate giving 

Garf a SEAK ID. If we give Garf an ID we will be doing it knowing that it likely matches to 

an animal already in the catalog. While the NPS typically gives a calf a SEAK ID despite an 
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imperfect fluke photo, they almost always augment the calf's fluke ID with good quality 

dorsal fin photos that help make the match to future year sightings. Because we feel that 

Garf does not deserve a SEAK ID, it was not included as a Founder whale. 

165 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1982 (as a 

calf). No photo. Neither JSI or GBNP have record of 165 in their data. It is possible that 

KBMML gave it a resight number that has been carried along without a photo. 

310 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest sighting is 1983, location 

unknown but was presumably GB (4 Sept 1983 KBMML photo, filmcode GB). However, 

CS Baker field notes show  4 Sept 1983 was actually spent in Frederick Sound, despite the 

GB filmcode. Thus, we do not have sufficient evidence to designate SEAK ID 310 as a 

Founder. 

416 - SEAK ID 416 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as being sighted in GBIS 

as early as 1985. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there are no Jurasz data for 

this SEAK ID. In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest sighting is 1983, location 

unknown but was presumably GB (4 Sept 1983 KBMML photo, filmcode GB, as calf of 

541). However, on 3 April 14, C. Gabriele discovered that 4 Sept 1983 data are actually 

from Frederick Sound, not GB. Thus, we do not have sufficient evidence to designate SEAK 

ID 416 as a Founder. 

451 –In the SEAK Regional Database the earliest GBIS sighting is 1986. SEAK ID 

451 is listed in Vequist and Baker (1987) as sighted in GB as early as 1977 and in Jurasz and 

Palmer (1981) in GB as early as 1976 with the alias “Dinamite/Dynamite.” A map and table 

in Jurasz and Palmer (1981) document a whale nicknamed “Dinamite” in Glacier Bay in 

1977-78, but sufficient uncertainty exists about linking nicknames to SEAK IDs that without 

a specific photograph, and this record was deemed not reliable enough to count this whale as 
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a founder. Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in January 

2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1978, location unknown, 

gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the collection of slides at NMML, 

this whale was sighted by Jurasz in 1978. However, the match was not verified and we could 

not confirm that the photograph was taken in GBIS because of an ambiguous film code 

(“Moore#3”). We cannot say for sure that SEAK ID 451 was documented in GBIS during 

the Founder years. The SeaSearch photo with filmcode "Moore#3" is listed in NMML's 

FlukeFinder database with subarea SEA (a catch-all for SE Alaska; whereas most SeaSearch 

photos are assigned a more specific subarea like Glacier Bay), thus it was not included as a 

Founder whale. 

518 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013:  according to the NMML FlukeFinder database, there is Jurasz data for this 

SEAK ID but there was insufficient time to investigation these records. In the SEAK 

Regional Database the earliest sighting is 1983, location unknown but was presumably GB 

(9/4/83 KBMML photo, filmcode GB). However, on 3 April 14, C. Gabriele discovered that 

the CS Baker field notes show 4 Sept 1983 was spent in Frederick Sound, despite the GB 

filmcode.  Thus, we do not have sufficient evidence to designate SEAK ID 518 as a 

Founder. 

541 - Notes by J. Neilson after working with NMML Jurasz slide collection in 

January 2013: earliest Jurasz sighting in NMML Jurasz slide collection is 1975, filmcode FS 

(Frederick Sound), gleaned from the NMML FlukeFinder database only. In the SEAK 

Regional Database the earliest sighting is 1983, location unknown but was presumably GB 

(4 Sept 1983 KBMML photo, filmcode GB). However, On 3 April 14, C. Gabriele 

discovered that CS Baker field notes show 4 Sept 1983 was spent in Frederick Sound, 

despite the GB filmcode. Thus, we do not have sufficient evidence to designate SEAK ID 

541 as a Founder. 

Whales identified only with nicknames in Vequist and Baker (1987) – The key is 

to connect a photo ID with a nickname. With the photos the NPS has on hand, we have 

made all of the nickname-SEAK ID connections possible. Without a photo we cannot 
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confirm the identity of these nicknamed whales. The nicknames are not trustworthy to 

identify an individual as unique (without a photo). 

 

 

Contemporary decision path 

The SEAK Regional Database was queried for non-dependent calves encountered in 

GBIS in 2004-2005 and those individuals were included in the Contemporary stratum. 

Below are details on how we handled special cases. 

 

Included in the Contemporary Stratum 

Dorsal Fin Only (DFO) whales with reconciliation: Eight whales were identified 

only based on their dorsal fin during 2004 and/or 2005 but these matches were reconciled 

with a fluke ID from a different year and were included in the Contemporary stratum (SEAK 

IDs 441, 883, 965, 1425, 1480, 1840, 1903 and 1905). 

Dependent calves that returned as yearlings: Five individuals were dependent calves 

in 2004 but independently returned in 2005 as yearlings and, thus, were included in the 

Contemporary stratum (SEAK IDs 1836, 1838, 1840, 1846 and 1900). 

 

Not included in the Contemporary Stratum 

Film coded whales: Two individuals were encountered only once in 2004-2005 and 

were assigned film codes. These two individuals were not included in the Contemporary 

stratum because the lack of a resight could indicate the original photo was not of sufficient 

quality to make a resight. Thus, the film coded whale might also be in the Founder stratum, 

represented by a different ID (Film Codes GBNP-JLN-20050713-1-0078 and GBNP-JLN-

20050725-1-0027). 
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APPENDIX III. TISSUE AND DATA ARCHIVING 

 

The following files are archived with the author, as well as the Cetacean 

Conservation and Genomics Laboratory at Oregon State University’s Hatfield Marine 

Science Center. Permission for access to these files can be submitted to Sophie P. 

Pierszalowski and C. Scott Baker (scott.baker@oregonstate.edu), with an accompanying 

proposal outlining how the data will be used. As data included in the thesis is a result of 

long-term collaboration with Jan Straley (UASE) and Chris Gabriele (NPS), access to some 

of these files will require mutual agreement. 

 

Chapter 1 

File name: SEAK DNA Register and Tissue Database SPP 20March14.xlsx 

 Records of all tissue samples collected in SEAK and DNA profiles generated from

 those samples with reconciled SEAK ID and SPLASH ID codes. 

 

Chapter 2 

File name: GBIS Temporal Strata SPP 20July14.xlsx 

 Records of individuals included in the Founder, C1 and C2 strata with accompanying 

 DNA profiles when available. 

File name: GBIS Founder Internal Recruitment SPP 20July14.xlsx 

 Records of the eight Founder whales born to Founder females and accompanying 

 DNA profiles when available. 

File name: GBIS Fidelity and Maternal Recruitment SPP 20July14.xlsx 

 Records of returning Founders, C2 whales with unknown mothers, C2 whales with 

 mothers not classified as a Founder or Contemporary whale, C2 whales born to C2 

 mothers and C2 whales born to Founder mothers. Accompanying DNA profiles are 

 included when available. 

File name: GBIS C2 with Founder Grandmothers SPP 20July14.xlsx 

mailto:scott.baker@oregonstate.edu
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 DNA profiles for the five C2 whales with C2 mothers and Founder grandmothers. 

File name: GBIS Cervus Maternity Analysis SPP 20July14.xlsx 

 A file with the 49 C2 whales with unknown mothers, the females used in the 

 CERVUS maternity inference analysis and accompanying genotypes. 

File name: GBIS Cervus Paternity Analysis SPP 20July14.xlsx 

 A file with the 22 photo ID and genotypically confirmed C2 whales with Founder 

 mothers and males used in a one parent known CERVUS paternity inference 

 analysis. 

 

Chapter 3 

File name: SRGD SPLASH With Hets SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 Spatially referenced genetic data (SRGD) file of SPLASH encounters with updated 

 A-/A8 haplotypes. 

File name: SPLASH SEAK Het and A8 Encounters SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 All encounters of A-/A8 heteroplasmic and A8 individuals based on reconciled 

 SPLASH IDs and SEAK IDs across all survey efforts, including SPLASH 

 encounters, as well as encounters archived by the Glacier Bay National Park Service 

 and Jan Straley Investigations. 

File name: Het Cervus Maternity Analysis Input SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 A list of the females and genotypes included in the CERVUS maternity analysis for 

 SEAK ID 1812. 

File name: Het Cervus Maternity Analysis Result SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 Results form the CERVUS Maternity Analysis. 

File name: GroupRelate All vs. All SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 Average pairwise relatedness analysis for the heteroplasmic group and the SEAK 

 outgroup when all sexes are pooled. 

File name: GroupRelate Sex-Specific SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 
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 Average pairwise relatedness analysis for male-male, female-female and unknown-

 unknown comparisons in the heteroplasmic group and the SEAK outgroup. 

File name: GroupRelate M vs. F SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 Average pairwise relatedness analysis for male-female comparisons in the 

 heteroplasmic group and the SEAK outgroup. 

 

Chapter 4 

File name: Icy Strait Group Data 1985-2005 SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 All humpback whale group encounter data provided by the NPS from 1985 to 2005. 

File name: IS Individuals in Groups 6+ Sliding Scale SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 This file contains a list of the number of times each individual was seen in a large 

 group each year, a list of the unique individuals in a large group each year and a list 

 of individuals that were seen in a large group across the Core Community Stability 

 Strata.  

File name: IS Photo ID Large Group Mother Offspring SPP 20 July 14.xlsx 

 A list of individuals seen in a group of six or greater and all photo-ID confirmed 

 offspring. The number of years each offspring was seen in a large group is also 

 listed. 
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